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THE FOUNDATION

The Rockefeller Foundation is a philanthropic organization endowed by John D.
Rockefeller and chartered in 1913 for the well-being of people throughout the
world. It is one of America's oldest private foundations and one of the few with
strong international interests. From its beginning, the Foundation has sought to
identify, and address at their source, the causes of human suffering and need.
In 1998 Foundation programs were organized around eight core strategies
listed on the following page. Together, these strategies constituted the
Foundation's commitment to help define and pursue a path toward
environmentally sustainable development consistent with individual rights and
a more equitable sharing of the world's resources.
The Foundation's work in 1998 was divided among the following program
areas: the arts and humanities, equal opportunity, agricultural sciences, health
sciences, population sciences, global environment, and special African
initiatives including female education.
The balance of the Foundation's 1998 grant and fellowship programs supported
work in building democracy, international security, international philanthropy,
and other special interests and initiatives. While concentrating its efforts in
these areas over the past year, the Foundation is in the process of adjusting its
course and defining a new organizational program structure for 1999 and
beyond.
The Foundation maintains the Bellagio Study and Conference Center in
northern Italy for conferences of international scope and for residencies for
artists, scholars and policymakers, and other professionals from around the
world.
The Foundation is administered by its president through a staff working in six
locations: New York City, Cairo, Nairobi, Mexico City, Bangkok and Lilongwe,
Malawi. An independent board of trustees, which meets four times a year, sets
program guidelines and financial policy, and approves all appropriations.
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CORE PROGRAM STRATEGIES

The following are the eight core strategies around which Foundation program
work was organized in 1998.

Core Program

Please be aware that the strategies described here are based on the
Rockefeller Foundation's 1997 and 1998 programming structure. All program
guidelines are currently under revision and will be announced in the fall of
1999.

AFRICAN INITIATIVES

STRATEGY: Build human capacity and institutional infrastructure in Africa with an
emphasis on closing the gender gap in school enrollment and achievement

AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES

STRATEGY: Increase crop yields of smallholder farmers in developing countries profitably
and without degrading natural resources.

ARTS AND HUMANITIES

STRATEGY: Understand and engage difference across changing societies through the
arts and humanities.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

STRATEGY: Support vibrant and diverse urban communities, assisting them to gain
access to the fundamental elements of opportunity including employment, good schools,
freedom from discrimination and full participation in the democratic process.

GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT

STRATEGY: Build international leadership capable of initiating and carrying out innovative
approaches to sustainable development.
STRATEGY: Facilitate the transition to a new energy paradigm based on sustainability,
renewable resources, efficient use, economic viability and equity in access.

HEALTH SCIENCES

STRATEGY: Build human capacity for population-based health care in developing nations.

POPULATION SCIENCES

STRATEGY: Mobilize resources to satisfy unmet demand for family planning and
reproductive health services.
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THE PRESIDENT’S LETTER

NEARLY ONE YEAR AGO I WAS HONORED TO BE NAMED PRESIDENT OF THIS
FOUNDATION. IN TAKING ON THIS ASSIGNMENT, I WAS STRUCK BY THE ENORMITY OF
THE JOB: TO LEAD A GROUP OF PEOPLE DEDICATED TO "THE WELL-BEING OF
MANKIND."
At the same time it seemed quite clear what the tasks ahead of me should be:
TO CREATE A MORE GLOBAL FOUNDATION,
TO ENHANCE THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION'S LONG HISTORY OF SERVING
THOSE IN MOST NEED IN THE UNITED STATES AND IN THE WORLD'S POOREST
NATIONS, AND
TO BUILD ON THE REPUTATION OF THIS FOUNDATION AS AN INSTITUTION
THAT APPLIES ITS KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCES IN ANALYTICAL WAYS TO
SOLVE SOME OF THE WORLD'S MOST DIFFICULT PROBLEMS.

In the past year, I've learned a great deal from our board, from our staff and
from our grantees. As I've traveled and listened, a few common themes
emerge: that this Foundation's past successes are greatly admired, that our
new thematic programming will be a good way of organizing our work and our
thinking; and that this Foundation cannot afford to overlook the impacts of
globalization on the poor and excluded.
Let me explain. In order to become a truly global foundation I believe we must
reorient our structure, our grantmaking and, in some ways, our internal
culture. Beginning later this year, we'll start making grants around four core
program themes: employment, creativity and innovation, food security, and
health equity. These themes will be enhanced by other "cross themes" that cut
across program areas. We'll explain our new strategy and program guidelines
in a publication to be distributed later this year.
In recent years the increasing interconnectedness of the world - the formation
of a "global village" - has accelerated under the influence of the revolutions in
information technology and communications. There is much about this process
we still do not understand, but it is becoming clear that globalization has
benefited many of us and that, potentially, it can improve the well-being of
everyone. Yet there are many poor people who are excluded from the benefits
and who have become even more vulnerable.
The challenge we have chosen to take on is twofold: first to understand the
processes of change spurred by globalization and second, to find ways that the
poor and excluded will not be left out. We are convinced that the only way to
do this is to focus on helping poor people access the knowledge, the tools and
the opportunities that will allow them to enhance their lives and livelihoods.
In the narrative essay that follows this letter, you'll read about three families people who represent the need, the opportunity and the challenges we face as
we undertake our chosen task.
Reading the stories of these three families helps keep in focus for me the real
reason why foundations are such a critical part of the world landscape.
Foundations like the Rockefeller Foundation have the resources, the expertise
and the time to explore problems at their roots, and to seek long-term
solutions. Most importantly, we can forge partnerships with other foundations,
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with international institutions, governments, non-governmental organizations
and the private sector - forming alliances that can make a real difference.
Many of the problems the world faces require global solutions. Equally, though,
they require people to be able to take more active roles in determining their
own futures. Most poor and excluded people could benefit greatly from more
humane social and economic policies, structures and institutions. They need
strengthened community organizations that will make their voices heard and
help them realize their personal aspirations. These too, will be part of our
objectives.
The stories of the three families in this annual report are illustrative of the
stories and voices I hear as I travel. People I talk with share a common plea:
for help in creating better lives for their families. They speak of issues - health,
education and employment, for example - that the Foundation will continue to
address.
I eagerly look forward to the coming year when we'll finish reorganizing and
finalize our new funding strategies and program guidelines. While we will
embark on some major new programs, many of our grants will continue for the
foreseeable future. The success of our grantees to date has been considerable:
In 1998 the International AIDS Vaccine Initiative, which we helped to create,
has funded - for the first time - AIDS vaccine research in two developing
nations; Kenya and South Africa. The jobs initiatives in the United States are
putting people to work in a dozen poor communities, and our 10-year rice
biotechnology program has resulted in new productive, and well-adapted rice
varieties being produced in Asia and Africa.
I'm confident that, going forward, we will remain one of the leading funders of
groundbreaking work aimed at making the lives of marginalized and excluded
people far better. To do anything less would be violating one of our original
covenants. When the Foundation was set up in 1913 the secretary of the
Foundation wrote that the Foundation's framework should be "when going into
a community with a gift, that the community has its own will and its own
resources to meet the need; to avoid gifts in perpetuity; and to focus on
problems that go to the root of individual or social ill-being and misery."
We remain committed to this framework.

Gordon Conway
March 22, 1999
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FINANCIAL REPORT

During 1998, worldwide capital markets experienced the most serious
disruptions in recent history as the Asian emerging markets crisis spread and
Russia's default on government debt triggered a global flight to quality and
widespread illiquidity in the fixed income markets. In the United States, the
near collapse of a giant, highly leveraged hedge fund led to a bailout by
leading financial institutions to avert what was perceived as a threat to the
stability of the financial system. The Foundation's investment portfolio, which
has been substantially restructured over the past four years and which has a
strong focus on risk management, weathered these difficult markets well. The
portfolio experienced some volatility during the year but sustained no unusual
losses. The value of the endowment rose to $3.3 billion at the end of June,
declined to $3.0 billion in September, and, with market recoveries late in the
year, was again at $3.3 billion at year end. The total portfolio return for 1998
was 13 percent.
The key financial objectives of the Foundation's board of trustees are
maintaining the purchasing power of the endowment over the long term, after
inflation and grantmaking, and maximizing funds available for current program
needs and administrative support. These conflicting goals are balanced through
policies on the spending rate and on the asset allocation of the investment
portfolio. Current guidelines call for an annual budget of 5.8 percent of the
market value of the endowment. Strong financial markets in the 1980s and
1990s have enabled the Foundation to increase its annual budget for grants
and administrative expenses from $48 million in 1979 to $159 million in 1998.
The finance committee periodically reviews the portfolio's commitment to each
asset class and establishes a policy portfolio with target allocations. The
Foundation rebalances to policy targets as markets move but does not make
frequent tactical shifts in asset allocation. Since 1995, the long-term asset
allocation targets have been: U.S. equity, 35 percent; international equity, 25
percent; bonds, 20 percent; real estate, 10 percent; and private equity, 10
percent.
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The Rockefeller Foundation was created in 1913 and endowed in several
installments totaling about $250 million. Since that time, this original
endowment and the investment returns it has generated have provided funds
for the Foundation's grant- making programs and operating expenses. The
graph below shows that the real value of the Foundation's endowment in 1998
dollars has undergone periods of growth and periods of erosion depending on
the relative impact of investment earnings, spending and inflation.
In the early 1960s the value of the endowment in 1998 dollars was as high as
$4,510 million. Real value declined substantially through the mid-1970s during
a period when low investment returns and high inflation devastated many
endowments. The recovery in real value during the 1980s and 1990s has
resulted from a combination of low inflation and unprecedented investment
returns. The Foundation cannot, however, anticipate a long-term continuation
of the benign conditions that have prevailed during the past 15 years and must
continue to pursue policies that will ensure a stable source of funds in changing
environments.
A few fundamental principles underlie the Foundation's investment program.
Asset allocation is an important focus for the trustees and the investments
staff. Investments are concentrated in five asset classes, each of which has a
defined and differentiated role in the portfolio. Diversification is essential to
portfolio design, but new approaches are added only if they are fully
understood, serve a clear purpose and can be implemented in meaningful
amounts. Portfolio complexity adds direct costs such as trading, fees and
illiquidity. There may also be indirect costs in the form of unidentified risks and
unintended bets.
Both active and passive (index funds) investment styles are used for
marketable securities. While quantitative tools are essential for organizing data
and for portfolio analysis, we believe that fundamental research and judgment
will always be necessary in a world of rapidly changing and highly globalized
capital markets. In selecting outside managers, we seek firms that, in addition
to strong track records, have the people, management structure and
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disciplined process to generate superior future results. We recognize that
investment expenses have a substantial impact on long-term results and
consider cost control an important component of effective portfolio oversight.
The Foundation's investments staff develops overall strategy; recommends
selection of investment managers and oversees their performance and
adherence to guidelines; researches new investment opportunities and
determines their feasibility for the Foundation; and monitors and controls
portfolio risks. Over the past four years the Treasurer's Office has
recommended asset allocation and spending-level adjustments, articulated
strategy for each asset class, reviewed and changed managers in each
category, updated systems for monitoring the portfolio and analyzing results,
and put in place comprehensive risk-management procedures. While changes
in market conditions will always require updated approaches to portfolio
oversight and will provide new investment options, we believe that the
fundamentals of the Foundation's portfolio and investment operations are well
positioned for the future.
The U.S. equity portfolio has approximately 30 percent invested in an S&P 500
index fund, with the remainder allocated among seven active managers. This
asset class is benchmarked against the Russell 3000 index and is designed to
approximate index allocations to large, medium and small capitalization stocks.
The portfolio is somewhat tilted to value-oriented managers who are expected
to provide more downside protection in difficult markets. This style bias, along
with holdings in smaller capitalization equities, hurt relative performance
during 1998 when a small group of large growth stocks dominated the market.
For the year 1998, 15 stocks accounted for 50 percent of the performance of
the S&P 500. The U.S. bond portfolio is managed by five advisers. In addition
to U.S. Treasury and agency securities, the portfolio includes mortgages,
corporates, asset-backed securities, high-yield and international bonds with
managers who have expertise in these respective areas. Upheaval in the U.S.
fixed income markets during the third quarter of 1998 was even more
pronounced than in equities. The spreads between Treasury bonds and riskier
securities, such as corporate or emerging market bonds, widened dramatically
as shown in the graph below which depicts the change in spread between 10year Treasury notes and high-grade U.S. corporate bonds. The Foundation's
fixed income managers performed well during this extraordinary period, and no
unanticipated risks surfaced in the portfolio.
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The Foundation's international equity portfolio has an index fund component
plus five active managers. Currency risk is hedged at 50 percent of the
international portfolio by two currency specialist managers who do not select
the underlying equity securities. The Foundation intends to maintain its
commitment to emerging markets equities despite the disastrous 1998 results
in this sector. Emerging markets can represent up to 20 percent of the total
international equities portfolio, but were approximately 10 percent at year-end.
The Foundation's managers with expertise in both developed and emerging
markets will influence the portfolio's future position within this range. During
1998, developed market results were positively affected by strength in Europe,
which was partly offset by continued weakness in Japan. The Foundation's
overall return on international equities was solid in spite of the downturn in
emerging markets and Japan.
In addition to marketable securities, the Foundation makes investments in
private equity and real estate through funds run by high-quality teams in these
sectors. The inefficiency and illiquidity of these areas offers the institutional
investor with a long time horizon greater opportunity to benefit from the value
added by experienced principals in selecting, structuring and managing
investments. Investments in private equity are made by committing to funds
managed by firms with proven expertise in either venture capital or leveraged
buyouts. Our strategy is to build relationships with top tier firms with whom we
can invest in a series of funds over time and to structure partnerships that
align our interests with that of our partners. In 1998 we committed funds to a
number of new and existing private equity relationships during a period of
substantial fund raising in this sector.
Private investments in real estate are also made through partnerships. We
were more cautious about adding to our real estate position in 1998, since it
appeared early in the year that plentiful capital and economic weakness might
create oversupply in the property markets. In recent years, the market of real
estate public securities has expanded dramatically, and a portion of the
endowment portfolio is invested in real estate equities (Real Estate Investment
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Trusts and others). Publicly traded real estate dramatically underperformed
other equity sectors in 1998 as these companies shifted from high growth to
income-oriented investments in the perception of investors.
The Foundation's investments staff continuously explores new investment
strategies, seeking approaches to improve the risk/return dynamics of the
portfolio. In the areas generally referred to as alternative investments, the
endowment has a position in distressed fixed income securities, currently
included in the private equity asset class. We have explored many types of
hedge fund approaches used by others but concluded, as did others in 1998,
that the real risks in many of these investment approaches were not fully
understood or tested. We continue to actively seek strategies with appropriate
risk/return profiles and a low correlation to the public markets.
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INROMATION FOR APPLICANTS

THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION CONCENTRATES ITS GIVING AROUND EIGHT
STRATEGIC AREAS DESCRIBED IN THE CORE STRATEGIES SECTION. THE FOUNDATION
IS A PROACTIVE GRANTMAKER - THAT IS, THE OFFICERS AND STAFF SEEK OUT
OPPORTUNITIES THAT WILL HELP FURTHER THE FOUNDATION'S LONG-TERM GOALS,
RATHER THAN REACTING TO UNSOLICITED PROPOSALS. SPECIFIC PROGRAM
GUIDELINES CAN BE OBTAINED BY WRITING OR CALLING THE FOUNDATION.
THE FOUNDATION RECOMMENDS THAT POTENTIAL APPLICANTS REVIEW THE RELEVANT
PROGRAM GUIDELINES BEFORE SUBMITTING ANY UNSOLICITED PROPOSAL.
FOUNDATION OFFICERS AND STAFF RECEIVE MORE THAN 12,000 UNSOLICITED
PROPOSALS EACH YEAR, 75 PERCENT OF WHICH CANNOT BE CONSIDERED BECAUSE
THEIR PURPOSES FALL OUTSIDE THE FOUNDATION PROGRAM GUIDELINES.
Grants
Among the factors considered in evaluating grant proposals are:
•
•
•

THE PROJECT'S RELEVANCE TO FOUNDATION PROGRAMS AND STRATEGIES;
THE APPLICANT'S QUALIFICATIONS AND RECORD OF ACHIEVEMENT; AND
THE APPLICANT'S ABILITY TO SECURE ADDITIONAL FUNDING FROM OTHER
SOURCES.

Limitations
As a matter of policy the Foundation does not:
•
•
•
•

GIVE OR LEND MONEY FOR PERSONAL AID TO INDIVIDUALS;
CONTRIBUTE TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF LOCAL HOSPITALS, CHURCHES,
SCHOOLS, LIBRARIES OR WELFARE AGENCIES, OR TO THEIR BUILDING AND
OPERATING FUNDS;
SUPPORT ATTEMPTS TO INFLUENCE LEGISLATION; OR
EXCEPT IN RARE CASES, PROVIDE GENERAL INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT OR FUND
ENDOWMENTS.

Relationship With Grantees Regarding Affirmative Action
The Foundation's Board of Trustees approved an external affirmative action
policy in March 1988 for use with grantees. This policy states:
"THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION BELIEVES THAT IMPORTANT ISSUES OF UNDERREPRESENTATION
OF MINORITIES AND WOMEN REMAIN UNRESOLVED IN OUR SOCIETY, AND SO FAR AS POSSIBLE WE
SEEK TO PLAY A HELPFUL AND CONSTRUCTIVE PART IN THEIR RESOLUTION. TO THAT END, THE
FOUNDATION SYSTEMATICALLY INVESTS IN THE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF MINORITIES AND
WOMEN AND THEIR PROMOTION INTO LEADERSHIP ROLES. THE FOUNDATION EXPECTS GRANTEE
ORGANIZATIONS TO ENGAGE IN SIMILAR EFFORTS. CONSEQUENTLY, AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
QUESTIONS WILL BE RAISED WITH GRANTEES OR APPLICANTS FOR SUPPORT WHEN THERE APPEAR
TO BE OPPORTUNITIES FOR CONSTRUCTIVE COLLABORATION WITH THE FOUNDATION IN THE
INTERESTS OF IMPROVING OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERREPRESENTED GROUPS. IN SUCH
INSTANCES, AS A FIRST STEP, WE MAY ASK THESE INSTITUTIONS TO INFORM THE FOUNDATION OF
THEIR EFFORTS, SUPPORTED, AS APPROPRIATE, WITH DATA ON THE GENDER AND MINORITY
COMPOSITION OF THE LEADERSHIP OF THE INSTITUTION."
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COMPOSITION OF THE LEADERSHIP OF THE INSTITUTION."

HOW TO APPLY
As the Foundation delineates new program structures and funding guidelines
over the course of 1999, relevant guidelines and applications will be made
available by writing to:
THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION
420 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK, NEW YORK, 10018-2702
U.S.A.
OR CALL:

212-869-8500
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PHOTO ESSAY
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AFRICAN INITIATIVES

STRATEGY:
"BUILD HUMAN AND INSTITUTIONAL INFRASTRUCTURES IN AFRICA WITH AN EMPHASIS ON
CLOSING THE GENDER GAP IN SCHOOL ENROLLMENT AND ACHIEVEMENT."

Please be aware that the strategy described here is based on the Rockefeller
Foundation's 1997 and 1998 programming structure. All program guidelines
are currently under revision and will be announced in the fall of 1999.
Investment in girls' education is especially beneficial to developing countries.
Educating women correlates closely to reduced fertility and improved quality of
life. An increase in the wages that educated women can command makes
bearing children a more expensive option because it removes women from a
substantial stream of income. Better-educated women tend to delay marriage,
are more aware of their family planning options and pursue better prenatal and
neonatal care for the children they do have. As well as having fewer, healthier
children, educated women are themselves likely to have better-educated and
better-employed children.
A variety of complex, interrelated factors contribute to the distressing state of
girls' education in Africa: high population growth rates, lack of financial
resources, shortage of facilities, high dropout and repetition rates, low teacher
morale, traditional perceptions of the girl's role, and irrelevant curricula. Often
compounding the plight of girls who do enroll in school are unwelcoming
systems that may be inappropriate for their needs, hostile and, at times,
unsafe. For families and communities the costs of schooling are difficult to
justify in the face of society's priority for girls to become wives and mothers,
often deferring their life decisions to parents and husbands.
All children-and indeed all of society-will benefit when schools are made more
accessible to girls and teaching more sensitive to their needs. When parents
acknowledge the importance of their daughters' education and are involved in
supporting their schooling, girls perform better. If classes relate to girls'
background and experiences, if they are taught in local languages, and if
practical skills are included in the curriculum, girls are more likely to realize
their potential. And when schools sensitize male teachers to girls' needs and
employ female teachers who can act as role models, girls' participation is
enhanced.
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Important elements of the Rockefeller Foundation's strategy include facilitating
good quality education in reading, mathematics, language and science for
children. On the demand side, efforts are focused on public information
campaigns intended to promote the benefits of female education. Greater
community participation in education improves both the relevance and quality
of education and ensures sustainability by encouraging better resource
mobilization.
At the professional level, Africa can expand its participation in an increasingly
technology-driven global economy by providing more and better trained
natural and social scientists. To build a cadre of productive, well-trained
leaders capable of affecting and sustaining economic and social development,
the Foundation funds several initiatives to increase the relevance, quality and
utilization of doctoral training received abroad and to help new Ph.D.s build
career paths in Africa. Within Africa the Foundation also supports specialized
training and collaborative partnerships for professionals-including engineers,
economists and natural scientists-that are intended to improve the quality of
research and policy initiatives.
The African Initiatives program has created a network of trained, highly skilled
professionals whose expertise has greatly contributed to carrying out the
Rockefeller Foundation's work in family planning, public health, agriculture and
environment.
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ARTS AND HUMANITIES

STRATEGY:
"UNDERSTAND AND ENGAGE DIFFERENCE ACROSS CHANGING SOCIETIES THROUGH THE ARTS
AND HUMANITIES."

Please be aware that the strategy described here is based on the Rockefeller
Foundation's 1997 and 1998 programming structure. All program guidelines
are currently under revision and will be announced in the fall of 1999.
The arts and humanities offer interpretations and ideas that are the basis for a
culture's values and vitality. Artists and humanists provide a unique window
into the essence of human life-into who we are, how we live, what moves us,
what history we share, and what are the distinctive characteristics of our
cultures. Their visions, communicated through painting, performance, text, film
and other media, can help audiences see beyond their own interests to
appreciate the commonalities, as well as differences, among peoples. The arts
and humanities also animate civil society and promote the free and creative
flow of ideas across societies.
Throughout its history, the Rockefeller Foundation's support of artists and
humanists has been linked to the ideas and issues of the day. Over time, its
work has been concerned with expanding the definition of American culture
and identity, balanced by efforts to comprehend other cultures across the
globe. In these times of transition and social upheaval, when societies are
increasingly diverse, mobile, striving and interdependent, the Foundation has
targeted efforts that foster understanding across divides of class, ethnicity,
religion and tradition-both here and abroad.

In Africa the Foundation funds cultural institutions-publishers, independent
radio, museums, festivals of the expressive arts-to strengthen the autonomous
voices of critique and pluralism necessary for civil society to flourish. In parts
of the Muslim world, support enables researchers, critics and artists to work
together within and across their own changing societies. In Latin America the
binational U.S.-Mexico Fund for Culture promotes exchange and collaboration
in the performing, visual and media arts; cultural studies; publishing; and
translation. Also addressed are such issues as the cultural implications of
immigration and how diversity is understood in both the United States and
Mexico. Within the United States, the Foundation funds cultural initiatives that
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examine difference, celebrate the multiple heritages of Americans, and
advance understanding and reciprocity. This is done through, among other
programs, a production fund for the creation of new work in the performing
arts; fellowships for media artists; museum exhibitions that promote
conversations across boundaries and cultural divisions; and an initiative
supporting community partnerships that employ arts and culture in building
healthy communities. A fellowships program for humanities scholars at
selected research centers in North and South America supports the creation of
new knowledge through interdisciplinary exchange and the building of a
network of scholars and institutions.
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HEALTH SCIENCES

STRATEGY:
"BUILD HUMAN CAPACITY FOR POPULATION-BASED HEALTH CARE IN DEVELOPING NATIONS."

Please be aware that the strategy described here is based on the Rockefeller
Foundation's 1997 and 1998 programming structure. All program guidelines
are currently under revision and will be announced in the fall of 1999.
These words set the tone for how the Rockefeller Foundation would think about
and act upon global health needs for the next nine decades. Since 1913 the
Health Sciences division has been at the heart of many of the major scientific
and humanitarian advances that have been crucial to the well-being of the
world's people: partly funding the discovery of penicillin, developing a yellow
fever vaccine, helping build many of the world's modern health institutions,
and advancing the quality of medical research and education in the United
States and around the world. Through the years the division has also focused
on eradicating infectious diseases-from hookworm to smallpox to polio-and
today is concentrating on the development of a safe and effective AIDS
vaccine.
The Health Sciences division is now evaluating its work in order to build upon
the Foundation's successes. It will create a program to secure greater equity in
health in the next century by:
1.
2.
3.

ADVANCING UNDERSTANDING OF HEALTH EQUITY
PROMOTING EQUITY-ORIENTED HEALTH RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
STRENGTHENING THE CAPACITY OF HEALTH SYSTEMS TO REDUCE INEQUITIES
IN HEALTH.

ARTICULATION OF THE STRATEGY WILL BE BASED ON AN ASSESSMENT OF BOTH

EXISTING AND FUTURE HEALTH CHALLENGES, WHICH INCLUDE: SLOWING THE SPREAD
OF FATAL CHILDHOOD INFECTIONS; TACKLING THE RAPID INCREASE IN CHRONIC

CONDITIONS ASSOCIATED WITH CHANGING LIFESTYLE AND AGING POPULATIONS;
AND ADDRESSING THE WORRISOME EMERGENCE OF A THIRD WAVE OF HEALTH RISKS
LINKED TO GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE, VIOLENT BEHAVIORS AND DRUG-RESISTANT
INFECTIOUS DISEASES.

IN ADDRESSING THESE PROBLEMS,

THE

FOUNDATION WILL

SUPPORT THE PRODUCTION AND APPLICATION OF KNOWLEDGE WHILE RECOGNIZING
THAT ITS LIMITED RESOURCES REQUIRE GLOBAL PARTNERS.
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This year the Foundation has been a major contributor to the Global Health
Equity Initiative (GHEI), a multifaceted project with more than 100 researchers
in 15 countries. The researchers are committed to advancing understanding,
broadening awareness, and promoting equity-enhancing policies and actions,
with particular focus on the health and well-being of disadvantaged people in
all parts of the world. Through intercountry comparisons of equity in health,
especially from nonindustrialized countries, the GHEI hopes to examine the
multiple dimensions of health equity, with a view to developing tools to inform
policy and evaluate health-system performance according to equity criteria.
With this new focus on equity in health as a programming priority, the Health
Sciences division has funded equity studies in both of the GHEI's two
complementary research efforts: conceptual groups and case studies. The
conceptual groups are developing a theoretical foundation for what equity in
health means, thus providing a basis for thinking about its determinants,
multiple expressions and consequences. In addition, 12 country case studies
are applying this conceptual work to their investigations of specific questions of
health equity. The interface of the conceptual groups with the country case
studies constitutes a central strength of the GHEI, as it allows both practical
application of the theoretical framework and field-experience impact on the
conceptual studies.
As all signs point to a more integrated and interdependent world, we must
begin to think of health problems in a truly global context. Despite the
tremendous capacity for good health due to technology and favorable social
conditions, large populations in many countries face shortened life
expectancies due to unequal opportunities in accessing these prerequisites for
health. In addition to the moral repugnance of these inequities, their enormous
costs for both the public and private sector make finding opportunities to
redress them a high priority for any country interested in reaching its full
economic and social potential.
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EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

STRATEGY:
"SUPPORT VIBRANT AND DIVERSE URBAN COMMUNITIES, ASSISTING THEM TO GAIN ACCESS TO
THE FUNDAMENTAL ELEMENTS OF OPPORTUNITY INCLUDING EMPLOYMENT, GOOD SCHOOLS,
FREEDOM FROM DISCRIMINATION AND FULL PARTICIPATION IN THE DEMOCRATIC PROCESS."

Please be aware that the strategy described here is based on the Rockefeller
Foundation's 1997 and 1998 programming structure. All program guidelines
are currently under revision and will be announced in the fall of 1999.
By most measures, the United States today is experiencing a period of
economic prosperity. Yet there are many communities, particularly in urban
settings, where people do not benefit from this wealth. There are areas of our
country that economic progress doesn't reach-where location, racism, the
departure of businesses and diminishing public resources have conspired to
propagate poverty and distress, in good times as well as bad, and where new
welfare regulations have dictated radical change in public programs that assist
the poor.
Embedded in these observations are key assumptions that form the backbone
of the Equal Opportunity division's programs: that at present in this country,
opportunity is not equally distributed; that location, race and ethnicity affect a
person's chances at economic prosperity; that education is critical to a person's
chances at a better life; and that progress will require the participation of both
public and private partners and the support of the communities involved.
The Equal Opportunity division's work assists communities in accessing the
fundamental elements of opportunity: jobs, good schools, freedom from
discrimination and participation in a democratic society. Targeting those urban
areas under the greatest duress, the work of the division involves increasing
labor force participation, improving urban school systems, fostering democratic
principles of social justice and inclusion, and helping struggling communities to
rebuild themselves.
If you were to ask 10 people to describe what is meant by the word
"community," you might get an equal number of different descriptions. But out
of these might come the common notions of home, place, friends and
neighbors, schools, businesses and commerce and places of worship. But what
if some of these things were missing from your own community? What if there
were no banks or supermarkets nearby, or affordable transportation to travel
to them? What if no one would lend you money to start a business or renovate
a home in your neighborhood? What if your neighborhood public school didn't
adequately serve the education needs of your children? What if no one you
knew could find a job-or if they did, there was no one to look after their
children while they worked?
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Community-building programs engaging the National Community Development
Initiative and the National Community Building Network address the wide array
of issues in distressed communities-from proper housing and adequate
business investment to family needs and supports-that make for sound
communities.
Critical to a thriving community is the availability of jobs for its residents. To
increase employment opportunities where they are needed most, the division
has undertaken research and launched a set of initiatives designed to improve
employment rates in distressed urban locations. All of these programs have at
their core the belief that work is a fundamental organizing principle of adult
and community life, and that without it individuals have little chance of
improving their quality of life. These programs will test strategies that address
the full spectrum of issues that impact employment in urban environments,
from the specific needs of the hardest to employ, to the community supports
that help people keep jobs and the public policies that assist them.
The Jobs-Plus program will work to increase dramatically the number of public
housing residents who are employed, and, by doing so, improve the overall
quality of life of the families who live at these sites. The Neighborhood Jobs
Initiative unites a wide variety of community members from the public, private
and nonprofit worlds to direct job opportunities to the residents of neglected
urban neighborhoods. The Connections to Work program identifies
opportunities for retooling the service delivery structure in select cities to
improve job training and placement services for welfare and low-income
people.
A good education is essential for opening doors of opportunity, and quality
teaching in an environment that supports the growth and achievement of
children is at the heart of a good education. Since 1990 the Rockefeller
Foundation has supported Dr. James P. Comer's School Development Program
(SDP), whose approach organizes the work of all the adults in a school
community around the development of their children. To spread good
educational practice and expand the reach of successful school reforms like the
SDP beyond individual schools, the Foundation has shifted its efforts to the
larger community in which a school operates and to the community dynamics
that create the educational decision-making environment.
To that end, the Foundation is funding efforts like the Learning Communities
Network to engage whole school districts in rethinking the policies and
practices that improve the quality of the teachers and other leaders responsible
for the education of our children.
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Providing employment, education and housing, and forging the partnerships
that make communities work on behalf of residents, all go a long way to
improving the opportunity for a better life for people of color. But the fact
remains that direct challenges to the civil rights of racial and ethnic minorities
continue in this country. In response, the division continues its support for
national civil rights organizations and their capacity to respond to civil rights
challenges.
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GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT

STRATEGY:
"FACILITATE THE TRANSITION TO A NEW ENERGY PARADIGM BASED ON SUSTAINABILITY,
RENEWABLE RESOURCES, EFFICIENT USE, ECONOMIC VIABILITY AND EQUITY IN ACCESS."

Please be aware that the strategies described here are based on the
Rockefeller Foundation's 1997 and 1998 programming structure. All program
guidelines are currently under revision and will be announced in the fall of
1999.
Human activities intended to improve economic well-being have adversely
affected the biosphere. Expanding consumption and population growth are
testing the sustainable capacity of the earth. Growing waste production
continues to degrade the environment, ruin human health, impact global
climate change, destroy biodiversity, deplete the ozone layer and endanger the
world that future generations will inherit. Our current path is not sustainable.
The transition to sustainability-when humankind's relationship with the
environment does not imperil the earth's ability to sustain itself-demands
visionaries capable of thinking beyond current orthodoxies. Unless the next
generation of leaders can synthesize ideas across traditional sectors and
disciplines, think beyond national boundaries, transcend cultures and build
alliances across multiple constituencies, these leaders will not be prepared for
the challenge. Leadership for Environment and Development, known as LEAD,
was created by the Rockefeller Foundation in 1991 to help contribute to the
process of human capital development.
LEAD inspires a course of development that is environmentally responsible,
culturally acceptable, socially equitable, economically viable and politically
feasible. Using a combination of interdisciplinary methods, interactive skills
building and global networking, the LEAD program is building a cadre of
midcareer professionals in a wide range of disciplines who actively contribute
toward the sustainable management, conservation and symbiotic use of
ecosystems throughout the world. The graduates are also provided an
opportunity through post training support to put innovative ideas into practice
and establish their leadership credentials.

Among the most environmentally damaging human activities is the production
and provision of energy services. Energy is an essential constituent of
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humankind's social and economic advancement, yet the dependence on fossil
fuel-based energy services is causing serious health hazards and
environmental pollution. Already the planet's ability to temper its climate and
thus ensure life in the biosphere has been cast into doubt as heat-trapping
gases released from combusted fossil fuels continue to build up in the
atmosphere. Evidence is mounting that increased climate disruption could have
pervasive adverse impacts on human health and well-being, and result in
significant loss of life and property.
All of humanity bears the burden of a deteriorating global environment caused
in part by the burning of fossil fuels, yet only a fraction of the earth's
population ever benefits from fossil fuel-based energy services. The more than
four billion people in developing countries use only about 25 percent of the
world's primary energy and many have little or no access to modern energy
services. Both the rural and urban poor are caught in a vicious cycle: they
expend a higher proportion of their income on obtaining minimal energy
services, and they are unable to invest in the use of less costly, more efficient
energy sources and equipment.
The Global Environment division seeks to catalyze the transition to a new
energy paradigm in both developed and developing countries by reducing
dependence on fossil fuel, and replacing fossil fuel sources with renewableenergy sources and increased energy efficiency. The Foundation continues to
support the work of E&Co (created in 1994) in its pursuit of new approaches to
the production, financing and delivery of energy services in developing
countries. E&Co finances new, scientifically valid technologies that are
replicable and economically viable, and that increase equity and institutional
sustainability while establishing the basis of stronger renewable-energy
efficiency industries. In the United States the Global Environment division
supports the Energy Foundation's efforts to promote policies, practices and
technologies that help utilities to generate, and end-users to employ, energy at
the least financial and environmental cost
IThe Foundation conceived the Global Energy Initiative, which seeks to
demonstrate to high-level, national decision makers in developing countries the
viability of renewable-energy sources by emphasizing their equity and qualityof-life benefits. This Initiative aims to facilitate dialogue among political,
business and community leaders to catalyze selective projects designed to
demonstrate an improved quality of life for the rural and urban poor, and
simultaneously reduce the threats of pollution and global climate change. By
focusing on increasing the provision of renewable-energy systems to the rural
poor, and minimizing the impact of energy-related health problems caused by
urban air pollution and solid waste, the Foundation hopes to accelerate the
transition to a new energy paradigm.
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POPULATION SCIENCE

STRATEGY:
"MOBILIZE RESOURCES TO SATISFY UNMET DEMAND FOR FAMILY PLANNING AND REPRODUCTIVE
HEALTH SERVICES."

Please be aware that the strategy described here is based on the Rockefeller
Foundation's 1997 and 1998 programming structure. All program guidelines
are currently under revision and will be announced in the fall of 1999.
The world is on the eve of a tremendous social transformation. Couples of
childbearing age across the globe more and more often choose to have
"children by choice." Such decisions help improve the quality of life for women
in most developing nations, leading to healthier and better educated children,
increased life expectancies and more robust economies.
The continued downward trend toward population stabilization-from high birth
rates and high death rates, to low birth and death rates-is one of the world's
greatest development success stories. For more than 30 years, leading
industrialized nations, and the nonprofit sector within these countries, have
partnered with low-income nations to provide critical resources needed to slow
population growth. These efforts focus on safe and efficient delivery of
reproductive health services, including family planning, to both men and
women.

Since establishing this goal in 1992, the Rockefeller Foundation has granted
more than $75 million to research institutions and nongovernmental
organizations working to fulfill the unmet demand for contraception and
reproductive health care. Foundation grants promote policy dialogue and
research, and are helping to launch a second contraceptive technology
revolution from which new contraceptive products can be developed. These
grants also fund field research in reproductive health, especially among
adolescents in south Asia and sub-Saharan Africa.
The world cannot afford to forget, however, that human numbers are still
growing rapidly. The world's population-now at 5.8 billion-has doubled since
1957 and continues to add about 80 million people each year.
By the year 2005, 800 million teenagers will have reached childbearing age-the
largest such group of potential parents ever. This means that by the coming
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century, one-seventh of the world's population will be teenagers entering their
reproductive years. The Foundation's reproductive health field research
program, operated jointly by the Health and Population Sciences divisions,
aims at finding effective ways to meet the sexual and reproductive health
needs of this largest generation of young adults in history.
The fact that so many teenagers are alive reflects a great humanitarian
achievement: dramatic reductions in infant and child mortality coupled with
declining birth rates. Such progress reflects a steadfast commitment by many
developing countries to delivering safe and effective health care including
family planning services. Developing countries now lead the world in providing
such services to their citizens. In the early days programs were financed
largely by aid from industrialized nations, but now nearly 75 percent of such
services are paid for by the nations using them.
This does not mean that industrialized nations can afford to pull back from
providing financial and technical assistance. At the 1994 International
Conference on Population and Development (ICPD) in Cairo, Egypt, 183
nations endorsed a program of action estimated to cost $17 billion annually by
2000. The program's goals are to improve quality of care, expand the range of
family planning and other reproductive health options, encourage male
participation, and empower women. The success of the ICPD program is largely
dependent on continued financial support from nations like the United States,
members of the European Union, Canada, Australia and Japan. If the world is
to manage population growth effectively, all nations must work together.
One such example of global cooperation is Partners in Population and
Development, a 12-member intergovernmental organization formed at the
ICPD. Funded by member governments, the Rockefeller and Hewlett
Foundations, the United Nations Population Fund, and the World Bank, Partners
members share technical resources and information about successful
reproductive health and family planning efforts on a "south-to-south" basis.
They are proving that expertise in this field is just as likely to come from
developing nations as it is to be "imported" from industrialized countries.
The Foundation is also committed to support of partnerships between the
public and private sectors. An example is an initiative between university
researchers and the pharmaceutical manufacturer Schering to promote
scientific study of male contraception, research that could lead to the
development of new male contraceptives over the next decade. The Foundation
believes that committing the resources called for in the ICPD Programme of
Action is crucial to achieving both the goal of improved health for women and
their families, and the now more-attainable-than-ever prospect of population
stabilization.
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SPECIAL PROGRAM/ASSETS AND CAPACITIES
BELLAGIO
BUILDING DEMOCRACY
SPECIAL INTERESTS

BELLAGIO
Some argue that we now live in an age that discourages opportunities for
deep thought and reflection, one where we regularly use phrases such as
"information overload" and "overstimulation" to describe aspects of our
lives. Advanced technologies such as fax machines, cellular phones,
beepers and e-mail distract us and require time, leaving less for what
should be priorities-creative thinking, scholarly discussion and serious
contemplation.
The Rockefeller Foundation first began to consider these issues some 40
years ago when an unprecedented opportunity arose in Bellagio, Italy.
When American expatriate Ella Holbrook Walker bequeathed the Villa
Serbelloni to the Foundation in 1959, the first order of business was
determining how to fulfill her wish that the Villa be used for the
promotion of international understanding. The result was the Bellagio
Study and Conference Center.
Nestled on Lake Como in the foothills of the Italian Alps, the Center
comprises 17th- to 19th-century buildings on 50 acres of gardens and
park-an ideal environment for solitude and contemplation suitable for
writing, thinking, creating and coming to consensus. Three participatory
opportunities are offered at the Center: monthlong individual residencies,
team residencies averaging seven-to-10 days, and weeklong
international conferences. All allow for exploration of a variety of
important areas, some expanding the Foundation's current work, others
extending far beyond it. Widely recognized as an important meeting
place for scholars and practitioners from every region of the world, the
Center is a testament to the Foundation's commitment to promoting
innovative thinking on the global level.
The spirit of the Bellagio Center is captured by comments from recent
participants:
"NEVER BEFORE HAVE I

BEEN IN A SETTING THAT ALLOWED

SUCH CONCENTRATED WORK, THOUGH PLEASANTLY
PUNCTUATED BY STIMULATING CONVERSATIONS WITH PERSONS
WHOSE PERSPECTIVES AND BACKGROUNDS PROVIDED NEW
PRISMS FOR LOOKING AT MY WORK."

"SOME OF THE TEAM MEMBERS HAD NEVER MET EACH OTHER,
WE USED THE TIME TO ARGUE,
RESOLVE DIFFERENCES, TEACH EACH OTHER AND, ABOVE ALL,
LET ALONE WORKED TOGETHER.
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CREATE HALF OF A NEW WORK IN WHAT, TO SOME OF US, IS A
FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND A FOREIGN CULTURE."

"THE EXQUISITE FACILITIES AND BREATHTAKING BEAUTY OF
BELLAGIO ENSURED THAT THE FULL AND FRANK CONFERENCE
SESSIONS DID NOT RESULT IN ACRIMONY."
Applications are reviewed by Foundation professional staff and a group of
consultants. Decisions are based on the quality of the individual or team
project or conference proposed, the importance of the proposed work to
development and innovation in its field and discipline, the competence of
the applicant(s), and the suitability of the Center for the proposed
activity. During the past 38 years, the Center has served as a meeting
place for more than 3,200 residents and 18,000 conferees from 120
countries.

BUILDING DEMOCRACY
Please be aware that this program is based on the Rockefeller
Foundation's 1997 and 1998 programming structure. All program
guidelines are currently under revision and will be announced in the fall
of 1999.
As the nation's democratic ideals and institutions come under increasing
scrutiny, Rockefeller Foundation officers have begun to ask the question,
how do we reinvigorate democratic principles, processes and institutions?
In response, the Foundation is developing an innovative three-pronged
exploration that focuses on community building, leadership development
and race relations. Through a collaboration with community organizations
and development professionals, the Building Democracy program
identifies examples of effective community-building projects-selfrenewing efforts by residents and professionals-that will strengthen the
principles that serve as the foundation for our democracy.
Another part of this exploration concerns the widening gap between
institutions and individuals, those with and without power, and the
deepening breach of our social fabric. Issues such as race and ethnicity,
the impact of immigration and demographic changes in America,
globalization, and the influence of the media and information technology
are illustrative of the next millennium's complex nature. In 1997 the
Foundation launched a trial of the Next Generation Leadership (NGL)
program, a two-year fellowship designed to increase participants'
understanding of the challenges facing democracy in the 21st century.
Through this program, the Foundation hopes to create a new corps of
leaders who have the skills to rebuild a society based on democratic
principles.
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Intrinsic to discussions of democracy in this country, however, is an
understanding of the nature of a diverse society such as ours. Toward
this end, the Foundation has started its own work on a National
Conversation on Race. The subject of race relations is one that continues
to permeate the conscience of America, and despite ongoing efforts to
address this problem, its resolution remains elusive. We're working with
a number of grantees, researchers, other foundations and community
leaders to better understand the root causes of inequity. Through this,
the Foundation will identify creative approaches to bridge racial and
ethnic divides and bring new concepts of race relations to a wider
audience.

SPECIAL INTERESTS
There are programs funded by the Rockefeller Foundation that may not
fall within the Foundation's program guidelines, but whose focus
complements its work, or deals with issues that the Foundation is
beginning to explore. The Special Interests fund supports a variety of
important and worthy projects in a wide array of professional fields that
do not otherwise qualify for assistance based on program guidelines. The
Foundation also encourages the development of philanthropy through
grants to such organizations as the Council on Foundations, the
Independent Sector, the International Institute for the Advancement of
Philanthropy and other organizations specializing in the nonprofit sector.
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llagio Study and Conference Center
Bellagio Innovation Fund
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The Center, also known as the Villa Serbelloni, occupies a wooded promontory situated in the foothills of
the Italian Alps. Surrounded by 50 acres of park and
gardens, the main house and seven other buildings, parts
6
Of Which date back to the 1 7th century, Offer a locale that
is highly conducive to productivity and collaboration.
Approximately 140 residents, 1 5 conferences and 20 teams are
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discipline, the competence of the applicants, and the suitability
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Rockefeller Foundation Staff
professor and head, Division of
manuscnpt, "Folk Theatre of India
Retreat Gordon Conway, president,
Demography and Sociology Research,
on the Modern Stage "
and
Australian National University,Canberra
ana Lincoln
Lincoln Chen
onen vice
vice president
president,
»
Ms. Jo Andres (U S A ), director
Kocketeller Foundation
Community-Based Health
and filmmaker, Brooklyn, New York
The Role of Medical Abortion in
Delivery in Rural Africa:
a film script, "Visions in the House
Developing Countries Charlotte
Challenges and Prospects Fred
ofBabaYaga"
Ellertson, program associate, and
N Bmka, head, Navrongo Health
Beverly Wimkoff, director, ReproResearch Centre, Navrongo, Ghana
°'• Dle6° Armu s
. .' „ ' ,. '
.
(Argentma/U S A ), assistant
ductive Health, Population Council,
DesertSongs Joshua Fried,
professor of History, Kean College,
New York, New York
^ composer, Brooklyn, New York,
Union, New Jersey a manuscnpt,
Symposium on Population Change
NewYork
"The Tuberculosis lears Disease,
Sciences, Rockefeller Foundation
Toward Collaborative Peace:
The Control of Small Arms
and the Reversal of Violence
Virginia Gamba, project director,
Towards Collaborative Peace
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(for string quartet and octophonic
computer music)
Dr' Jean Harve* Baker (U S A >•
professor of History, Goucher
College, Maine a study, "Connections The Lives of the American
Suffragists "
David Barr, Esq. (U S A ), executive
director, Forum for CoHaborative HIV
Research' ^^forHealth pollcy
Research, Washington, D C the role
of patient advocates in HIV research
Dr James Barr <U K /U S A ),
distinguished professor of Hebrew
Bible (retired), Vanderbilt University
a manuscript, "History, Ideology,
Postmodernism and Biblical
Scholarship Profiles for the End of
the Millennium "
Dr. David M. Barrett (U S A ),
associate professor of Political
Science, Villanova University,
Pennsylvania a study, "Senator
Richard Russell, the CIA, and
Democratic Dilemmas Reconstructing
the Lost History of Early Intelligence
Oversight by Congress »
°r- Robert
Beagiehoiehead,
(New
Zealand),
professoranrf
Department of Community Health,
associate dean of Public Health,
faculty of Medicine and Health
Saence,, University of Auckland
. health
a monograph on a public
7 the. 2„,1st century (with
...
agenda,for
Ruth Bomta)
Leonid A. Beliaev (Russia),
head, Department for Moscow
Archaeologyjnstitute of Archaeology,
Russian Academy of Sciences,
Moscow a manuscript,
, Russian
P.lgramArtfrom the 12th to 15th
^ Archaeolog,cal Evidence and
Problems of Romanesque Influence "
n M. . . _ ^Hmcll.
Dr. Michael BenedAt (U S A ,
Harwe.Hamilton
. Harris
, . Regents
„ I6 ,
professor and director, Center for
American Architecture and Design,
University of Texas, Austin
a manuscript, "Value Economic^
Psychology, Life."
R-wmann "
ur.(U
Daroara
K. Dergmann ,'
,
S A ), distinguished
professor of Economics,
Amencan University - a
manuscript, 'The Child
Care Problem Policies to
Repair a Flawed System"
(w,th Suzanne W
H™

Dr. Larry Berman (USA), professor of Political Science, University of
California, Davis - a book on the
secret diplomatic negotiations and
pnvate agreements of the 1973
Pans Peace Accords
Dr. Sergio Bertelli (Italy), professor
of Early Modern History, University
of Florence, Italy - a book
Elucidating how three
different oligarchic groups
(Firenze, Boston, Ragusa)
were able to rule
Ir. Anil Harilal Bhatt
ndia), professor, Indian
Institute of Management,
Ahmedabad-astudy,
"Issues in Building NGO
Corporate Partnership for
Social Development in India "
Dr. Bruce J. Biddle (USA),
professor of Psychology and of
Sociology, University of Missouri,
Columbia a study "Research
Knowledge Use in Education
Pnnrirai Fflprt-i" (with i avipnrp
Pnncipal Effects (with Lawrence
Dr. Maureen Black (US A),
professor of Pediatncs University of
Maryland Baltimore 'a study
"Longitudinal Effects of Early Growth
Deficiency With and Without Inter
vmtinnnn
Children'ss Gmwth
and
vention on Children
Growth and
Development Follow Up at Age 6 "
Robert E.BIack,M.n, M.P.H.
(US AX Edgar Berman professor of
international Health, Johns Hopkins
School of Public Health, Batomore,
Maryland a study,"Poo,ed Analysis of Zinc Supplementation Tnals
in Developing Countries"
Dr. Christine Bolt (UK), professor
of Amencan History, Rutherford
m UUeStlOned KaCe,
acP
OlStemOOu
Class, and Internationalism m
American and British
Feminism, c 1880s-1980s "

Dr. Ruth Bomta (New Zealand),
associate professor of Gerontology,
Department of Medicine, faculty of
Medicine and Health Science, Uni
versify of Auckland a monograph on
a public health agenda for the 21st
century (wrth Robert Beaglehole)
Dr. Joseph Allen Boone (USA),
professor of English, University of
Southern California, Los Angeles a
study, "The Homoerotics of Orientalism Mappings of Male Desire in
Near East Narrative "
Mr. Alan Boyle (U K ), professor
of Law, University of Edinburgh,
Scotland - a manuscript, "Law and
the Global Environment "

Mr. John J. Costoms (USA ),dean
and Milton R Underwood professor of
Free Enterpnse,Vanderbilt Law School,
Nashville, Tennessee - a study,
"Cultural Hentage Preservation in the
United States and Western Europe "
Dr. Walter Couto (Uruguay),
consultant, Natural Resources
Management, Montevideo - a study,
"Ecologic Zoning as a Tool for
Conservation and Sustainable Land
Use of Natural Resources "
Ms. Rosemary Felt Covey (USA),
artist, Alexandria, Virginia artwork.
"Vanrtas, Vanitas - A Contemporary
Interpretation "

Valparaiso University School of Law,
Indiana a study of the policy issues
relating to the exemption of religious
bodies from taxation
Mr. Ernesto D. Garilao
(Philippines), secretary, Department
of Agranan Reform, Manila a
manuscnpt, "Implementing Philippine
Agranan Reform Program (1992-98)
Issues and Lessons "
Mr. Ronald J. Gilson (U S A ),
Meyers professor of Law and
Business, Stanford University Law
School, California - a study, 'The
Structure of Venture Capital "

Dr. Inge F. Goldstein (U S A ),
Dr- HatveV CmK <u s «•),
senlor lecturer, Division of EpidemiMr. James Boyle (U S A), professor,
consultant, Nairobi, Kenya a book
ology, Columbia School of Public
Washington College of Law, American
on the functioning of ecosystems
Health, New York, New York - a book
University a study, "A Politics of
(with John Reader)
on health effects of environmental
Intellectual Property Environmen
t
agents (with Martin Goldstein)
talism for the Public Domain "
Mr Paul D Amato (U S A >.associate
professor, Maine College of Art.PortDr. Martin Goldstein (USA),
Dr. David R. Brigham (U S A ),
land - artwork, "Home of the Brave "
professor of Chemistry (retired),
curator of American Art, Worcester
Carmen Diana Deere (U S A )
Yeshiva University, New York, New
Art Museum, Massachusetts a cat
Dr. Carmen Diana Deere (U S A ),
York a book on health effects of
alogue manuscript, "Double Vision
professor of Econom.cs and director,
environmental agents (w.th Inge F
Cubism and African-Amencan Art"
Latin Amencan Studies, University
Goldstein)
of Massachusetts, Amherst a
Dr. Brenton Broadstock (Australia),
study, "Gender, Land and Equity
Dr. Genady Nikolaevich Golubev
associate professor of Music,
From Reform to Counter-Reform in
(Russia), chair, World Physical
University of Melbourne, Parkville,
LatinAmenca"(with Magdalena Leon)
Geographyand Geoecology, Moscow
Vlctorla ' a commissioned work for a
Demeulenaere (USA)
^ UmeK^ ' * ^^ °"
major Australian chamber ensemble
Mr. Larl
Demeulenaere
b A ),
geoecology
artist,
Detroit,
Michigan -(Uartwork,
Ms. Cai Dorothy Liang-yu (China),
"The Promethean Series "
Dr. Richard L Greaves (U S A ),
Prafessor' Music Research lnstltute'
Dr Dona,d Den0fm (Austral,*!
Rob6rt ° UWt°n Distlngu'shed pr<>
Chinese Academy of Arts, Be,,,ng a
^Xp^SSL fessor and chairman, Department of
"»™*nP'. ""•»« During the
S^n NJ££ Unlve±
"^ ""^ ^ """^
Cultural Revolution ,n China" (with
J^ «n Natanal Ura rsity,
Ta||ahassee . g b|ography| ,,John
Mac^hun Liang,
^
'
^
f
^
S
X
Q, Sa,,ie w chisno|m (u s A )f
Formation of Identities" (with Prulippa
McAfee professor of Engmeenng,
Mem Smith)
Dr. Bronwyn Hughes Hall
MIT ' a ™nuscnpt, 'The Science
Dummett (UK!
<U S A '' Pr°feSS°r °f Economics'
and Pollcy Dimensions of Ocean
D^h a™™* UK)
Nuff|eld ^^ Oxford Un|ver5|ty .
Fertilization "
professor Emeritus of Philosophy,
tud «L
and Meaner, The
New College, Oxford a study, "The
Ro|eof Innovative Activity ,n the
Mr Pmg Ch°ng
(U S A '' art'St
^"^ °f T'me and ltS Ac('uisltlon"
Transformation of the United States
MomVnH/
WOVA< VrtrL(New
INcW
TOrK(wlthdai-nllahnra
COMaDOrabAinitf!*r*tiirina Sector,
Qar-tnr 1980-1995
1 QHA_1 QQ*^ "
bve
artTOm,
exploratlon
JoAnn
Dr. Uura Engelstem (USA),
Manufacturing
Verburg)
professor of History, Princeton
Dr. Robert W. Hanning (U S A ),
University, New Jersey a manuprofessor of English and Comparative
Dr. Mark S. Cladis (USA),
script, "Sheep among the Goats
Literature, Columbia University,
associate professor and chair,
Castration and the Heavenly KingNew York New York a study
Department of Religion, VassarCollege,
dom in Tsanst and Soviet Russia "
,,The wordes cosyn to tne ded'e'
Poughkeepsie, New York - a study,
^^ Hoquence ln
"Politics of the Heart Rousseau,,
mr. areven tveren (U s A ),
n, and the Relation between
associate Professor of Muslc' EmorV
the Public and Private Life "
University, Atlanta, Georgia - a
Dr. Karen Tranberg
music drama for Javanese gamelan
Hansen (u s A ,_ professor
0r. George Elliott Clarke
ensemble, Western musicians and
of Anthropology North
(U S A ), assistant professor
Kyma computer systhesis system
western University
"
^
^
'
S
' D'-Ezenwa-Ohaeto^gena),
Evanston, lllmois-'astudy,
Ch^v"
associate professor of Enghsh and
'The World of 'Salaula'
Y
Literature, Alvan Ikoku College,
Secondhand Clothing
Mr.DanConnell(USA),
Nigeria - a collection of stones,
and the Fashioning of^
development analyst and
"Skeletons," and a volume of poetry,
Modernity in Zambia "
researcher, Gloucester,
"Flames"
Mr. Elji Hashimoto
Massachusetts a study, "Rethinking
(U S A ), professor of
Revolution New Perspectives on
Ms' Elame Feinstem (U K ),
Harnsichnrri Convrvatorv
npmnrrarv
3nrl
Snrial
h,*rp
"
wrlter'
London
a
ncwel
and
a
Harpsichord,
Conservatory
Democracy and Social Justice
^^ manuscrlpt
of Mus.c, Umversity
of
Cincinnati, Ohio - an urtext
Mr. Edward McGlynn Gaffney Jr.
edition of 90 sonatas by
(USA), dean and professor,
Domenico Scarlatti
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Dr. Suzanne W. Helburn (U S A),
professor of Economics Emerita,
University of Colorado, Denver - a
manuscript, 'The Ctiild Care Problem
Policies to Repair a Flawed System"
(with Barbara R Bergmann)
Dr. T. Walter Herbert (U S A),
university scholar and Herman
Brown professor of English, South
western Umversrty, Georgetown,
Texas - a manuscript, "Sexual
Violence and American Manhood"
Dr. John Higham (USA), professor
of History Emeritus, Johns Hopkins
University, Baltimore, Man/land a book exploring the formation of
various ethnic identities in AngloAmenca and how they affected
American national consciousness
Dr. Hans J. Hillerbrand (USA),
professor of Religion, Duke Univer
sity, Durham, North Carolina - a
manuscr.pt, "The Germans and the
Jews Christian Anti-Semitism from
Martin Luther to World War I"
Dr. J. N. Hillgarth (U K ), professor
of History Emeritus, University of
Toronto, Ontario, Canada - a study,
•The Mirror of Spam (1500 1700)"
Mr. Thomas J. Hirschfeld (U S A ),
senior analyst/project director,
Center for Naval Analyses,
Alexandna, Virginia - a manuscript,
"Still Ten Feet Tall, or More How
and Why Cold War Techniques of
Military Intelligence Analysis
Continue to Distort Our Understanding of Potential Adversaries "
Mr. Fred Ho (U S A ), composer,
Brooklyn, New York a new opera,
"Night Vision A First to Third World
New Slaughterhouse Vampyre
Opera" a book project "Legacy to
Liberation Politics and Culture of
Revolutionary Asian/Pacific Amenca"
and two solo baritone saxophone '
works, "The Water That Carries the
Boat Can Always Overturn It" and
"Third World Frogs in a First World
Swamp/First World Frogs in a Third
, World Pond
Ms Maureen Howard (U S A)
professor Writing Division School
of the Arts,Columb,a University,
New York, New York a work of
fiction,'Spring"
Dr Shu-Li Huang (Taiwan)
professor Graduate Institute of
Urban Planning, National Chung
Hsino I imupiJt Ta.no, atf,,HV
Hsmg University, Taipei a study,
"Ecolog,cal Economics, Urban
Energetics, and Culture"
i Irene V.lntebi, M.D. (Argentina),
I director Child Abuse Assistance'
I Program Gobiemode la Ciudad
[de Buenos Aires a book on child
cmmai
ah,ic:o
sexual abuse
Dr Thomas Jech (U S A ) professor of Mathematics Penn'sylva-

ma State University, University Park
revision of his book, "Set Theory"

'The Human Rights of Children A
Contribution to Children's Studies "

Dr. Anton Kaes (Germany),
Professor <* German and Fllm Stu(Jles, University of California, Berkeley
a manuscnpt, "Shell Shock Rim and
Trauma in the Weimar Germany"

Dr. Magdalena Leon (Colombia),
Professor, faculty of Social Sciences
and Humanities, National University,
Bogata - a study, "Gender, Land and
Equity From Reform to CounterReform in Latin America" (with
Carmen Diana Deere)

Dr. Mary Kelley (U S A ), Mary
Bnnsmead Wheelock Profesor of
Hlstory' Dartmouth College, New
Hampshire - a study, "Thinking
Women/Women Thinking
The Making of Learned Women
m 19th-century America "
,,
Dr' Barbara Kellner-He.nkele
(Germany), professor, Institut fur
Turkologie, Freie Universitat Berlin a studyi "Lan8uage and Politics in
Contemporary Central Asia" (with
Jacob Landau)
_.,„,,
Dr" Wllham J" KemedV (U S A>•
professor of Comparative Literature,
Correl1 Unlverslty'lthaca' New York
a manusc"Pt. "The s'te <*
Petrachism National Sentiment in
an Age of Pre-Nationalism "
.
Dr' Barbara A- Koenig (USA),
semor research scholar and
executive director, Center for Biomedical Ethics, Stanford Univeisity,
California-a manuscript, "Culture
and Biomedical Ethics Examining
the Practices of Managed Death "
.
Dr'Wllliam Kornblum (USA),
Professor of s°c'ol°gy. Graduate
Scho°1'CUNY'New Yo*' New York'
a study, "dosing the Information Gap"
Dr Ayse Kudat (Turkev)' head'
Social Development Team for the
Middle East, Eastern Europe, and
Central Asla Vlce Presidencies.World
Bank"a study' "Etnniclty' Regionalism,
and Conflict Resolution Lessons
from Recovery Programs m Albania
and Tajikistan" (with Glona La Cava)
Dr. Gloria M.„ ^ (ltaly),
sen|or asslstant to |ta|y.s executive
director, World Bank a study, "Ethnrc|tyi Regionalism, and Conflict
Resolution Lessons from Recovery
Programs in Albania and Tajikistan"
(with Ayse Kudat)
Dr.JacobLandaudsraeaprofessorof
Political Science, Hebrew University,
Jerusalem a study, "Language and
Politics in Contemporary Central Asia"
(with Barbara Kellner-Hemkele)
Dr Kwane Kvu Lee (Korea)
Kwang-Kyu Ue (Korea),
professor of Social Sciences,
Department of Anthropology, Seou|
National University a manuscnpt,
"Overseas Koreans," covering the
history of migration, social adiustment
to host countries, family problems
and other factors
Dr_ Gertrud Lenzer (USA), professorof Sociology, Children's Studies
Center, Brooklyn College, and Graduate Center, CUNY a manuscript,

Dr. Suzanne Jill Lev.ne (USA),
professor, Department of Spanish
and Portuguese, University of
California, Santa Barbara - a literary
biography of Manuel Puig
Dav.d C. Lewis, M.D. (U S A),
director, Center for Alcohol and
Addiction Studies, Brown University,
Providence, Rhode Island - a study,
'The Role of Physician Leadership
in Drug Prohibition and Reform"
.. ,
. ._
Mr' Llan8 Mao-chun (China),
professor, Central Conservatory of
Mus'c' Muslc Research lnstltute'
Chinese Academy of Arts, Beijing a manuscript, "Music During the
Cultural Revolution in China" (with
Dorothy Liang yu Cai)
Dr' *"* Lln8(u S A >• Professor of
English and director, Asian American
Studies Program, University of
Wisconsin, Madison - a study of the
cultural icon of Madame Butterfly
from an Asian-American feminist
perspective
Dr. Leon F. Litwack (USA),
Alexander F and May T Morrison
professor of History, University of
California, Berkeley - a study, "The
Black South and Race Relations
from the Great Migration to the Civil
Rlghts Movement"
Dr. Margaret Lock (Canada),
professor of Anthropology, Depart
ment of Social Studies of Medicine,
McGill University, Montreal a
™"« '
^ ]™»
Dr. John R. Logan (U S A), profes
sor of Sociology, SUNY, Albany a book about the incorporation of
immigrants and minorities in the
New York metropolis over the past
^^
Fernando Lolas, M.D. (Chile),
academic vice rector for Academic
and Student Affairs and Deputy
director, Center for Bioethics,
University of Chile, Santiago - papers
and a book on German medical
anthmnnlmwanrf hmpthir-:
tropology and bioethics
Df.fdwin LondOITtU S A),
professorof Music, Cleveland State '
University, and Music director,
Cleveland Chamber Symphony a music composition for chorus and
orchestra, "Cantata "
Dr. Anthony P. Mahowald (U S A )*
Louis Block professor and chairman,
Department of Molecular Genetics
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and Cell Biology, University of
Chicago, Illinois - a manuscript,
"The Uniqueness of the Germ Line
m Embryogenesis »
Dr. Mary B. Mahowald (U S A ),
professor, Department of Obstetrics
and Gynecology, and assistant
director, MacLean Center for Clinical
Medical Ethics, University of Chicago,
Illinois - a manuscript, 'The New
Genetrcs and Women An ^^^
Ana|yS]S,,
Ms. Anne A. Makepeace (USA),
filmmaker, Makepeace Productions,
Santa Barbara, California - a
documentaryfilmabout the life and
work of Edward S Curbs
Mr. Thomas E. Mann (USA),
director of Governmental Studies,
Hamman Senior Fellow, Brookings
Institution, Washington, D C a
monograph, "Comparative Perspeclives on Money in Politics Lessons
for the U S "
Dr. Steven Marcus (USA),
George Delacorte professor in the
Humanities and professor of English
and comparative Literature, Columbia
University, New York, New York a co|lectlon of essayS| commentaries
and reviews "Refractions"
Dr. Ann Elizabeth Mayer (U S A ),
associate professor of Legal Studies,
Wharton School, University of
Pennsylvania a study, "Legal Tradi
,,ons and WometVs Human R|gnts „
Ms. Ann McCutchan (USA),
writer, Bastrop,Texas a manuscript
on composers and creativity
Dr. Roslyn Arlm M.ckelson
(USA), professor of Sociology,
University of North Carolina,
Charlotte - a study, "The Business
Agenda and School Reform A Case
Study of Charlotte, North Carolina "
Dr. Benny Morrls (|sraeVU K }>
professor of History, Ben Gunon
University - a manuscript, "Glubb
and the Jews," on Glubb Pasha,
commander of the Jordanian
army from 1939-56, focusing
on his attitude towards
Ms. Maria Negroni
(Argentina), writer, Buenos t
Aires a collection of
poems, "Dhikr "

£?
jj

|
jj
El

Dr. Simon P. Newman (UK),
lecturer, Department of Modern
History, and director of American
Stud,es, University of Glasgow,
Scotland - a manuscript, 'The
American Revolution The Rebellions
and Revolutions of Late 18th Century
North America"
Dr.EmikoOhnuki-Tierney
(Japan/U S A ). William F Vilas
research professor, Department of
Anthropology.Unrversityof Wisconsin,
Madison -a manuscript, "Choosing
toD,e The Making of the
Kamikaze •
DrChmyere Grace Okafor(Nigena),
associate professor of English,
University of Swaziland, Kwalusen, a novel,""Currents across the Veld" "
Dr RobertOssermanmSA)
Dr. Robert Osserman (USA),
special projects director, Mathemat
ical Sciences Research Institute,
Berkeley, California a book explain
ing the true nature of mathematics,
as viewed by its practitioners and as
related to "real world" situations
Dr. Daniel Richard Papaj (USA),
assoc,ate professor, Departmentof
Ecology and Evolutionary Biology,
University of Arizona, Tucson a
manuscript-Explorations of Incidental
Design in the Evolution of Behavior "
Ms. Cecilia Paredes (Pen,), artist,
Pavas,"Metaphors
San Jose, of
Costa
Rica art-"
work,
an Inventory
Ms. Vwian Perils (USA), director,
Oral History Project, Yale School
of Music, New Haven, Connecticuta collection of composers' memoirs
for a history of 20th-century
Amencanmusic
Dr. Angelina Pollak-Eltz
(Venezuela), professor of History,
UniversidadCatolicaABello,
Caracas- a shirfy. "Pentecostalism
Mr. Neville David Quarry
(Australia), dean, faculty of
Architecture, University of Sydney -a
study, "Architectural and Landscape
Settings of Itolian Renaissance
Paintings of the Annunciation "
Dr. Beryl A. Radin (USA), professor of Public Administration and Pol
icy SUNY Albany - a study
"Beyond Machiavell, TheEvolution
of the Pohcy Analysis Field"
y
Dr. Henrique Rattner (Brazil),
national program director, LEAD/
Brazil - a manuscnpt "Leadership
for a Sustainable Society "
Mr. John Reader (U K ), writer/
photographer, Richmond, Surrey,
»,,

England - a book on the functioning
of ecosystems (with Harvey Croze)
.
Mr. Jay Re.se (U S A ), professor of
Music Composite, University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia - a
music <wnpos*on. 'The Devil in
the Flesh The Operafilm
Dr. Ph.l.p L. R.chardsor, (U S A ),
*™' sclentlst and chalr' Department
of Physical Oceanography, Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institute,
^^±^^1""
Wate; Edd^ m the N^ante »
Water Eddles in the North Atlantlc
Mr. M.chael A. Roemer (U S A ),
K^T/SSZLsrtv
^
^
^
1
^
'aascree
scree?
™*
™*™e"
™e"; ™ectlcut
™eclcu'
'a ax'<™
x'<™
Dr" John Al Ross (U S A '• senlor
e
ema-SS^^nSvrian
^
^
S
f
S
S
S
^
nmg and reproductive health needs
in the Third World
r>r larkvn M Rucknlnua
^^1 liKomxaan
«^*an '-P™fsoro(Foreign
Sr^^'BXl^S*
University, Bishkek - a comparative
^ of 20th Centurv novels
n. Lawrenrp J Saha
(Aus^U S A ) dean facultv of
"
'
'
^ I ^1™
5
S
^
,
Hn^S
SSv
Australian National
University,
Canberra a study, "Research
Knowledge Use in Education Pnn
cipal Effects" (with Bruce J Biddle)
(pi;,llnninpO ',„<-„,„„< M|KI,
(Philippines), professor of Music,
University of the Philippines, Diliman,
Quezon City a music composition,
"Pasyon Ritwal (Passion Ritual) "
°^* f™ <«^P™essor
^
^
^
^
S
n
!
^
^
'
"A -^SS?
Memories of People, Places, Plans,
and Problems "
Ms' Tael btiaran l|srael'u b A >•
national coordinator of Inservice
Training, Israel Educational Television,
Tel Aviv -a manuscript on coopera
tive learning, "Learning That Makes
Connections "
Dr.AndrewC.P.Sims(U K),profes
sorof Psychiatry, St James's UniversityHosprtal.Leeds-amanuscnpt,
'The Making of a Psychiatrist "
Dr Wanninayake Mudiyanselage
Sirisena (Sri Lanka), associate
professor in Sociology, University of
Peradeniya, Sri Lanka - a study, "Sri
Lankan Influence on Thai Art during
Medieval Penod
(13th to 15th
Centuries)"

Dr. Wesley G. Skogan (USA),
professor of Political Science and
Urban Affairs, Northwestern Universlty, Evanston, Illinois a book on
organlzational transformation
prflcesse5 |n Amencan po|lce agen
cies mmmg toward community
oriented policing
Dr. Huston Smith (U S A ),
Thomas j Watson professor Qf Re||_
glon, Distinguished Adjunct professor
of Phl|osophy EmerltuSi Syracuse
University, Syracuse, New York a
manuscript, "Spiritual Personality
Types The Sacred Spectrum •
Dr. Phihppa Mein Smith
(New Zealand), senior lectuer ,n
HlStay' U™^ °f CM*Bttialy
" "Australia, New Zealand,
a study,
and the Pacific The Formation of
Identities" (wrth Donald Denoon)

Harvard University, Cambridge,
Massacusetts - a study, "The Social
Roots of Civic Engagement "
„ . .„ k
Ms' JoAnn VerbulS (U S A >• artlst'
St Paul, Minnesota - a collaborative
art exploration (wrth Pmg Chong)
Gerald Weissmann,M.D.(U S A),
professor of Medicine, New York
University Medical Center, New York,
NewYork a bBgrapny. 'liws
Thomas and the Two Cultures
Mr. Dan Welcher (U S A ), professorof Composition, University of
Texas, Austln . a concerto for oboe
and orchestra
Dr. Peter M.chael Wethenll (U K),
Profesor of Frencn'
°f
' Un'vers"y
Manchester, England
- a study, "Con-

ttetmg Visions of 19th Century Pans."
Dr Robert u Wiebe (USA)
Mr.Joseph Squ,er(U S A ),assoc,professor of History. Northwests
ate professor of Photography, School
university, Evanston, Illinois a
of Art and Design, Unrversrty of lll.nois,
study of natlonal,sm
champaign an image/text poem,
,,|o A Cybernetic Conversation "
Mr. Menachem Wiesenberg
(Israel), faculty member and
"*'' T°maS LeSZe* ^
'
^
comP°ser' Jerusalem Academy of
(Poland), art(st, Warsaw artwork,
Music, Tel Aviv- a concerto for oud
"SuP^real Paintings The Different
and symphony orchestra
Approach to Reality "
Dr. Alan Williamson (USA),
Dr
6 <U S A ''
professor of English, University of
W""am Ramey Harp£r ^^
Callfomia. Davls - a collectlon of
°f Eng"Sh' Un'Ver5l1y °f Ch'Cag°'
P™™. "^ P^rn More Compl,
""n°IS '
^
"Mak'ng"the
«" New and Selected Poems "
Nineteenth
Century
Atmosphere
Mr_ Yehud| Wyner (u s A ,_ Wa|,er
Ms. Leslie Thornton (USA),
Naumburg professor of Composition
professor of Film, Brown University,
Department of Music Brandeis
Providence, Rhode Island a screenUniversity a vocal instumental
play, "Haunted Swing The Life and
piece for the Koussevitzky Foundation
Work Qf Ju| M
Cameron»
v
Conerei
(wlth El(en 2weigf
at the Library of Congress
Dr. Oksana Zabuzhko (Ukraine),
Dr. Leona Toker (Israel), associate
senior researcn scholar, Institute
professor of English, Hebrew
of Ph,|osophyi ukralne Academy
un^ty, Jerusalem a study,
Of Sciences, Kiev a manuscript,
"Return from the Archipelago
"The Ukrainian Woman ,n the Attic
Narrat'VeS °f GU'ag SUrVIWrS "
Llterat-e bV Women ,n
Mr. Srdjan Valjarevic
Colonial Culture
(Yugoslavia), writer, Beograd
pr_ znang Hongjun (China)
a novel, "Hotel Apolomon "
deputy director, Legislative Office,
Environmental Protection and
Ms. Judy VanZile(U S A ), profes
^^nS^Contnrttee
sorof Dance, University of Hawau,
^^StovSSST
Honolulu a study, "Perspectives on
National People s Congress ot
Dance in Korea "
China, Beijing - a study on environ
mental Pohcy and law between the
Mr- Andre Vauchez (France),
United States and China
director, French School, Rome, Italya manuscript, "Rome after Rome
J^
The Influence of Roman Civilization
professor,
on European Culture from the
senschaft, Universitat Bamberg
Middle Ages until Now "
a study' "Rltual Self StagmS ln
Everyday Life and in Music Theater
Dr. Sidney Verba (USA), Carl H
A Comparison of the Turning Points
Fforzheimer University professor
in History About the Years 1 900
and director of the University Library,
and 2000 "
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Ms. Ellen Zwe.g (U S A ), artist,
New York, New York a screenplay,
"Haunted Swing The Life and
Work of Julia Margaret
Cameron" (with Leslie
Thornton)

Global Environment
£&Co, B/oomfield, New Jersey
1998 appropriation of
$2,300,000 in addition to previous funding to continue support
for its work to advance the formation and growth of new-energyparadigm enterprises in
developing countries.
Energy Foundation, San Francisco,
California
2998 appropriation of
$9,500,000 in addition to prewous funding to support its work
on U.S. energy efficiency and
renewable energy sources.
"
International Energy Project
Development
1992 appropriation of $650,000
for allocation by the officers to
document the economic and

terns for developing countries
and lay the groundwork for donor
and private-sector actions.
Foundation administered oroiect$4 1472 toward the costs of
'
designing a program to facilitate the
transition to a new-energy paradigm
.. . _ .
. .
Leadership for Enuronment and

officers to build human capital
for/eaderan/p that will promote
sustainable development, and
nurture international cooperation
to accomplish these ends.
Foundation
administered project.
DroiertFoundation-administered
$10,000 for consulting services
for
the LEAD program
Leadership for Environment and

Transition to the New Energy
Paradigm
1997 appropriation of $700,000
for allocation by the officers to
convince key policymakers in
selected countries of the value of
a transition to the new energy
paradigm.
BAIF Development Research
Foundation, Pune, India- $33,000
for the costs of a research project on
production systems for Jatropha
curcas for use on small farms.

Population and Community
Development Association, Bangkok,
Thailand. $38,500 to evaluate
efficient and sustainable energy projects for demonstration in Thailand.
. .
.
University of Hohenheim, Stuttgart,
Germany: $60,000 toward the
costs of research on the development
of a cooking stove fueled by plant oil
for use in tropical and subtropical
countries.
GRANTS IN AID
M Foundation for Peace and
u,.™,™ D,<,«™,« c,n , A r™,*,
Human Progress, San Jose, Costa
Rlca- $30,650 to include environmental security within the scope of
lts project on democratic governance
in Guatemala.
„
„,„:„ Forum
c._, _!„,<•,
.-t-i_-M.
Bellagio
for Sustainable
Deve,opmen,,Osnabruck,Germany:
S34,500forgeneralsupport.
Ben-Gurion Universityof the Negev,
Beersheba, Israel: $20 000 to
strengthen
of .
. , the participation ,
developmg-country universities and
institutions in the University's
Pr°gram to combat desertification
'" Afr'Ca' Centra' te'a and AsiaD-BingaTTreesTTrust,
-» o-Binga,-i Zimbabwe.
UK
$13,350 toward the cost of
developing its training, service and
research center' and to promote the
a s'^
t ol°bb6neflt
, t **
a"d f^8
pe°P'e °f the Blnga reg'°n
Center for Sustainable
Development in the Americas,
Washington, D.C.: $25,000 to
enable the
Cetlter t0 aSSISt the
r , American
.. , . .,Environmental
. .
Fund in the identification of an
executive director.
Centre for Scjence gnd Envjron.
!"* N« D*. .nd- $48 000
for the costs of producing a citizens
^^ m (he gtag Qf g|Qba| env|ron_
mental negotiations and dissemmating the report widely

Climate Institute, Washington, D.C..
$25,000 toward the costs of a semmar on the Small Island Greening
Initiative, a collaborative effort with
the Alliance of Small Island States,
to assist these states in developing
adaptation responses to climate
change and in transforming their
energy systems to renewab|e ^els
Costa Rican Foundation for Sustainable Development, San Jos6,
Costa Rica. $450,000 toward the
costs of its project to promote the
development of electric transport*
tion in the developing world.
^b
co^ Rjcan Foundation for Sustainable Development, San Jose,
costa R,ca $120,000 toward the
costs of its international conference
on, urban
, air quality
, and, electric
ve ^systems for developmg
™<*™'
Foundation for Business and
Sustainable Development, Oslo,
N°™/ay:
$10'°policy
|00 toward
theproject
cosf
of its energy
scenario
BYM x
M i
Foundation-administered project:
$250,000forexpenses associated
wlth a strateg|C Planning exercise for
the_ Foundation's Global Environment
Division'
Friends of the City and County of
Honolulu, Honolulu, HawaiimaVors' Asia-Pac,f,c environmental
summrt '" HolloluluHORIZON Communications,
New |_|aven Connecticut. $35,000
toward the ^sts of its HORIZON
Solutions
Site's work to develop
and
Dromote
promoteawareness
awareness ofOT case
case studies
smaies
on solutions relating to sustainable
livelihoods and environmental
secunty m Afnca
|nternationa| Energy |nitiath/e,
Bangalore, India- $20,790 for core
support
International Society for Ecological
Economics, Solomons, Maryland:
^•°°° toward tne rasts of devel
°P|ng an ecol°g|cal economists'
statement on the meaning and
challenges of Beyond Growth

Foundation-administered project:
$12,000 for the costs of a meeting
on the potential environmental
benefits of electric vehicle use in
developing countries.
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State of California, Sacramento,
California. $38,659 for use by its
Department of Parks and Recreation,
North Coast Redwoods District,
toward the costs of maintaining the
streamflow station on Bull Creek, to
be used in determining management
strategiesforancient redwood forests.
Students Partnership Worldwide,
London, England: $25,000 toward
the costs of providing environmental
training to its student volunteers
from developing countries
Environment and
umreu nmiuiii cimiuimeni una
Development - United Kingdom
Committee, London, England$16,700 for a preparatory survey
for its project to develop a stakeholder toolkit for women.
...vers tv
. of Nam bia Windhoek
Un
SSJSlJSa
of the Fourth Annual World Congress
on the Zero Emissions Research
Initiative.
World
««"»Media
IWUMFoundation
ruunuduun,
Cambridge, Massachusetts
$30,000 toward the costs of its
project to produce a series on energy
use in the developing world for
National Public
„. Radio's ,_environmental
....
program' Llvlngon Earth'

African Initiatives
African Economic Research
Consortium, Inc., Nairobi, Kenya
1998 appropriation of $700,000
in addition to previous funding to
strengthen and help retain local
capacity for economic policy
research and policy management
in sub-Saharan Africa.
Female Participation in African
Education
1 998 appropriation of
$3,500,000 in addition to previous funding for allocation by
the officers to hasten the close of
the gender gap in educational
opportunities and attainment by

nsksforDawto and students
v
Sluuc""Forum for African Women
Educationalists -FAWE Ghana
Chapter, Accra, Ghana $25,000
for general support
Forum for African Women
Educationists, Nairobi, Kenya
MOOOOOfontsproject, Fema.e
Sc,™ Africa
ForumforAfrican Women
Educationalists, Nairobi, Kenya
$550,000 for general support
Makerere University, Kampala,
Uganda $206,640 for its Minds
Across Africa School Clubs project
Mazingira Institute, Nairobi, Kenya
$309,529 for the costs of producing
and distributing to host institutions
in Uganda and Malawi, comic
books for the Minds Across Africa
School Clubs, designed to enhance
the quality of primary education
with an emphasis on gender equity
United Nations Children's Fund,
New York, New York $21,000
toward the cost of its Education
Section staff s participation in the
Workshop on Initial Lessons
Learned from Implementing the
MamsforCommunity Action on
Female Education, held m Accra,
Ghana, June 2-4, 1998
United Nations Educational,
Scientific, and Cultural Organization, Pans, France $60,000 for
use by its International Institute for
Educational Planning to support the
University of Malawi, Zomba,
Malawi $206 640 for its Mmds
Across Africa School Clubs project
World Bank, Washington, D.C .
$700,000 for a trust fund established
by the Bank's Economic Development
Institute to finance the Partnership
for Strategic Resource Planning in

Africa, a joint initiative by several
funding agencies targeting girls'
education in Africa.
.
«rnbia Association tor Women
'" S™ a"***"*»• _
Lusaka' Zambia $3'°°° toward
the costs of a Publlcatlon on women
with careers in science and technology as role models to encourage
young women to pursue careers in
those disciplines
Sustainable Development Professional Preparation
i99* appropriation of
$1,500,000 in addition to
fess,onal preparation of African
doctora' students, the majority
of ^gm ^ enrolled in North
American universities, and to
ease the,r transition mtoproduct,ve research careers,at home
focused on issues of equrtable
and sustamable development.
AFRICAN DISSERTATION
INTERNSHIP AWARDS
Samson Angima, Kenya. $25,032
to enable him to conduct research
on the topic, "Modeling soil and
nutnent loss reduction using callandra
cal-thyrsus hedges and other vegetetive materials for adaption of the
RUSLE model m Kenya
International Centre for Research
inAgroforestry, Na.rob,, Kenya
52, 500 for administrative costs _
^ociated with Samson Angima s
research
Charles Bwenge, Tanzania
$22,071 to enable him to conduct
research on the topic, "Codeswitchmg
in political discourse m Tanzania A
case study of national legislatures "
Umvers.ty of Dar es Salaam,
Tanzania $2,500 for administrative
costs associated with Charles
Bwenge's research
Robert Chimedza, Zimbabwe
$24,624 to enable him to conduct
research at the University of Zimbabwe
on the topic, "Effects of communicat,on methodology on the comprehension of stories to deaf students in
Zimbabwe Implications for teaching,
policy planning, and the academic
achievement of the deaf students "
University of Zimbabwe, Harare$2,500foradmimstrativecosts
associated with Robert Chimedza's
research
Cornell University, Ithaca, New
York $2, 100, neon, unction with
the African Dissertation Award to
Fndah Mugo, to allow her supervisor
at the International Centre for
Research m Agroforestry to attend
her dissertation defense

Bakary S. Drammeh, Gambia
$25,000 to enable him to conduct
research on the topic, "Companson
of solar dried mangoes and high
dosg v|tam|n A |p Gamblan ch||dren „
K,
Dunn Nutrition Centre, Ban]ul,
Gambia $2,500 for administrative
costs associated with Bakary
Drammeh's research
Vanessa Farr, South Africa
$19,575 to enable her to conduct
research on the topic, "A chanting
foreign and familiar The production
and publishing of black women's life
writing in South Africa "
UniversityofCapeTown,Ronde
bosch, South Afnca $2,500 for
administrative costs associated with
Vanessa Parr's research
Foundation-administered project:
$80,000 for costs associated with
implementing the ADIA program
Joel Gathua, Kenya $10,923 to
Ltpic'ttr^T—m
^
^
S
S
r
S
j
^
ln the Kakame8a Dlstrlct "
Nationa, Museums of Kenva
™ $™ 50C fo admmTaiive
"ste associate ^w, h Jc^ Ga hual
restrch
Soraya E Goga, So, h A,nca
w.twatersrand and the University
of Durban-Westville on the topic,
"Towards equity' Property development apd the post.^^^ crty;'
Univereitv of Durban W«tvillP
soutn Afro $1 250 for admmis
tratlve costs assoaated w|th Sora
E Goga's research
..........
JohaSu^So^h Afnca
iTI^idrr^drata^osIs
a^rwtpri with ^nrava F rnm'*
a^ciated with Soraya E Goga s

Edmond Kabagambe, Uganda
$25,479 to enable him to conduct
research on the topic, "Asurveyof
health management and prevalence
of se|ected goat diseases ln eastem
and western Uganda "
Makerere University, Kampala,
Uganda $2,500 for administrative
costs associated with Edmond
Kabagambe's research
BocaryKaya.Mali $6,600 to enable
him to complete his research at the
Institute of Rural Economy on the
topic, "Soilfertilityregeneration through
improved fallow systems in Mali "
Bernadeta Killian, Tanzania$25,500 to enable her to conduct
research on the topic, "Cultural
change, political knowledge, and
1™J*°'™* °" °f PUb"C att'tUdeS
m Ke"ya
University of Dar es Salaam,
Tanzania $2,500 for administrative
costs associated with Bemadeta
K""an's~h
AHna Kipchumba, Kenya
"8.150 to enable herto conduct
research on thetoD'c'"^™& *°'agmg theoly l° ""* 5e'eCtl°n' habltat
Se'eCt'°n' ^ consetvatlon of Black
Rh'n°CerOS (D'°Cer°S blC°mlS) "
Kenya Wildlife Service, Nairobi
$2,500 for administrative costs
aSSOC'ated W'th A"na K'Pchumba's

Abdourhamane Issoufou Kollo,
Niger $21 ,425 to enable him to
conduct research on the topic,
"Acremonium wilt of sorghum
Interaction between acremomum
stnctum and a les;on n^matode,
prarylenchus spp
National Institute of Agronomy
ReS6arCh' N'amey' Nlger $2'5°°
** adrnlnlstratlve coste associated
with Abdourhamane Issoufou
Kollo's research
_ . . ...
Brigitte Gnoumou, Burkma Faso
«??nfin^ThiP h m tn rn 'ri t
$2£688 to enable her to conduct
^^0toena Nel ,mto ^conduct
research on the topic, "Cattle and
^n± H tT' , Th §
manure manaBemen to increase
of an ethnic identity in a South
Tfe^™ n S^N, " »
""%££? ^^
c 1«0-1994
International Livestock Research
University of Witwatersrand
Institute, Niamey, Niger $2,500
Johannesburg South Africa $2 500
for administrative costs associated
forad
nlstaJ|Vec te so t' d
^ ^ Gn°Um°U'S —*
»th Peter Lekgoathi's research
Kobena Hanson, Ghana $25,439
Dixie Maluwa-Banda Malawi
to enable him to conduct research
$25 500 ,0 enab,e ^tocon(juct
on the topic, "Economic restructurresfiarch Qn
-Motexen,
mg, household adaptive strategies,
CQVI ,, ,, ,.H Uix/minc n« i
and housine dpclslons m matrLeai
sexuallty and HIV/A1DS in Malawi
ad housing decisions m matrilmeal
A study of secondary school
students' knowledge, attitudes,
University of Ghana, Legon
and behavior"
$2, 500 for administrative costs
associated with Kobena Hanson's
research
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University of Malawi, Zomba
$2,500 for administrative costs
associated with Dixie MaluwaBanda's research

University of Zimbabwe, Harare
$2,500 for administrative costs
associated with Estella Musnwa's
research

Eduardo Mondlane University,
Maputo, Mozambique $2,500 for
administrative costs associated with
Alda Romao Saute's research

Anthony Mawuli Sallar, Ghana
$22,200 to enable him to conduct
research at the University of Cape
Coast on the topic, "Determinants of
sexual risk taking A study of the
knowledge, attitudes, beliefs, and
practices of adolescents of Ketu
South District in Ghana "

Barbara Ntombi Ngwenya,
Botswana $23,338 to enable her
to conduct research on the topic,
"Gender and social transformation
through women's funeral associations
in Gaborone and Ramotswa,
Botswana"

Dekha Sheikh, Kenya $23,373 to
enable her to conduct research on
the topic, "Methods to assess the
impact of livestock technologies on
household welfare "

University of Cape Coast, Ghana
$2,500 for administrative costs
associated with Anthony Mawuli
Sallar's research
Patrick Mbajekwe, Nigeria
$18,885 to enable him to conduct
his research at Abia State University
on the topic, "Land and urban
development m Omtsha, eastern
Nigeria, 1900-1990s "
Abia State University, Uturu,
Nigeria $2,500 for administrative
costs associated with Patrick
Mbajekwe's research
McGill Untversrty,Montreal,Canada
$3, 1 57 m conjunction with the
African Dissertation Award to
AdelheidOnyango to allow her
supervisor at Moi University to
attend her dissertation defense

stream education programs »
University of Zimbabwe, Harare
$2,500 for administrative costs
associatedwithEliasMpofu's
researcn
Rose Mugidde, Uganda $18,500
to enable her to conduct research at
the Fisheries Research Institute on
STEKS^at'°n '"
Lake
(east ATnca)
Fisheries Research Institute,
Jinja, Uganda $2,500 for admmis
trative costs associated with Rose
Mugidde's research
Monica
Uganda
$25,498Musenero,
to enable her
to conduct
research on thetopic,"Epidemiology
and significance of mycobactenum
bov,s as a cause of human tubercu
losis in rural Uganda "
Makerere University, Kampala,
Uganda $2,500 for administrative
costs associated with Monica
Musenero's research
Estella Musnwa, Zimbabwe
$22,415 to enable her to conduct
research on the topic, "Sustamability,
gender, and smallholder irrigation
technology in Manicaland,
1928-1997 Rethinking the role
of the state "

University of Botswana,
Gaborone $2,500foradmmistra
tive costs associated with Barbara
Ntombi Ngwenya's research
Tandeka Nkiwane, South Africa
$24,350 to enable hertoconduct
research on the topic, "Clash and
Convergence Political elites and
regional security in southern Africa "
University of Cape Town,
Rondebosch, South Africa $2,500
for administrative costs associated
with Tandeka Nkiwane's research
Munishi Pantaleo, Tanzania
$20,420 to enable him to conduct
research on the topic, "The potential
of natural forest ecosystems to
conserve biodiversity, regulate water
flow and mitigate greenhouse gas
emissions in Tanzania "

*"•• «*" W» ^nda
$19'585 to enabl« hlm to ™d"*
research on thetopic,"Decision
making for allocation of public
resources ,n decentralized health
systems in Uganda "
Makerere University, Kampala,
Uganda $2, 500 for administrative
costs associated with George
William Panyo's research
Svlvain Razafimandimbison,
Madagascar $24,268 to enable
him to conduct research at the
Botanical and Zoological Park of
Tsimbazaza on the topic, "Systematicsand biogeography of the rubi
nlortioSa'nJlto.Sdata
morPhol°g'cal and molecular data "
Botanical and Zoological Park of
Tsimbazaza, Antananarivo, Madagascar $2,500 for administrative
costs associated with Sylvam
Razafimandimbison's research
Alda Romao Saute,
Mozambique $24,030 to enable
her to conduct research on the topic,
"The African mission encounter and
education in Mozambique The
Ang||Can m|ss|on of Santo /^^
ho-Maciene 19261974"
'

Kenya Agricultural Research
Institute, Nairobi $2, 500 for
administrative costs associated with
Dekha Sheikh's research
Florence Tangka, Cameroon
$24,706 to enable her to conduct
research on the topic, "Cross bred
cows and food security in Ethiopia "
_
International Livestock Research
Institute, Nairobi, Kenya $2,500
for administrative costs associated
with Florence Tangka's research

AFRICAN CAREER AWARDS
•'onn Johnson Hakiza,
ueanda $32,000 to enable him to
conduct postdoctoral research at the
Namulonge Agricultural and Animal
Production Research Institute on the
generation and transfer of potato
technology in Uganda
Derege Kebede, Ethiopia
$32,000 to enable him to conduct
postdoctoral research at the Department of Community Health, Addis
Ababa University, Ethiopia, on mental and behavioral disorders among
mra| chl|dren m southern Ethiopia
Francis Muchoki Kihanda, Kenya
$32,000toenable him to conduct
postdoctoral research at the Kenya
Agricultural Research Institute on
the improvement of farmyard
manure q(Ja]|ty tnrougn compostlng
h h|gh ||ty organic ^^

Booi Themeli, South Africa
$17,800 to enable him to conduct
research at the University of
Cape Town on the topic, "Privatization and the labor markets in
South Africa "
Unlversitv of caoe Town
University ot tape Town,
Rondebosch, South Africa $2,500
for administrative costs associated
wlth Bot)l Themeli's research

Danie( Njjru Mugendi, Kenya
$32, 000 to enable him to conduct
postdoctoral research at the Kenya
Forestry Research Institute on
n|trogen management througn
agroforestry technologies to support
cr°P Product'°n ln the subhumid
h.Dhianrfc nf Kpn«a
highlands of Kenya
Ephraim Mukusira, Kenya
$31 ,980 to conduct postdoctoral

Afrlcan Dissertation Internship
Award to Getachew Gebru to enable
h's a*"sef to confer ™th h'm '"
Ethiopia during his field research
p0|vtechn,c and State
SSKS^S?
Umversity, Blacksburg, Virginia
$4,3 1 6 m conjunction with the
African Dissertation Award to Enos
Esikun to enable his supervisor at
Moi University to attend his disser
tation defense
Madeleine Wong, Ghana
$20,300 to enable her to conduct
research on the topic, "Transnational
movements, migrant remittances
and development negotiating gender
roles and household strategies "

,dairy production in
smallholder
Vihiga Distnct, western Kenya
George William Nasinyama,
y da $32 OQO to enab|e h|m {o
conduct postdoctoral research at
Makerere University on the epidemiOiosv and economic imoact of
ol°Sf ano economic impact or
Salmonella infection in poultry
in Uganda
Dick Sserunkuuma Uganda
$32,000 to enable him to conduct
Postdoctoral research at Makerere
University on the role of non
conventional feed resources as a
supplement to private natural
pastures m Uganda
Francis N Wegulo Kenya

Univere"y
Ghana- coststoa
$2i50Q
foyr°*
admlnistratlve
associated with Madeleine Wong's
research

$32'°°0
*research
e"ab'e *m
*" ^^
postdoctoral
at Egerton
University on energy and develop
ment m rural areas of Ken"a
M
M zjnnah Gha
t,-,0Kn^0 hJh ^ ^^,:^
$27,250 to enable h.m to conduct
postdoctoral research at the
University of Cape Coast to assess
agricultural education at tertiary
institutions in Ghana

ueore U. Yntiso, tthiopia
$23,500 to enable him to conduct
research on the topic, "Population
displacement and food security in
Ethiopia Resettles, hosts, and
ecology "
Addis Ababa University.
Ethiopia $2,500 for admmiStrative costs associated with
Gebre Yntiso's research
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Equal Opportunity
RELATED GRANTS
Association of African Universities,
Accra, Ghana $23,950 toward the
costs of engaging a consultant to
survey and analyze gender programs
and affirmative action initiatives in
African higher education and to
establish a database of African
female experts
Foundation-administered project:
$25,080 for a study of the feasibility
of providing electronic access to
African theses and dissertations
Social Science Research Council,
New York, New York $50,000
toward the costs of a series of work
shops on cross-regional research
networks ,„ Africa
Social Science Research Council,
New York, New York $72,000
toward the cost of conducting a
study on the rate of return to Africa
of Africans earning Ph D s in the
GRANTS IN AID
Association for Women in
Development, Washington, D C
$35,000 toward the costs of partic
ipants from sub-Saharan Africa in
the conference, "Transformabon for
Gender Jusbce and Social Change,
CTTownSouthAfr,ca,»May28
'
Foundation-administered project:
$31,200 to explore and assess the
nature and impact of selected
school health programs carried out
by nongovernmental organizations
in eastern and southern Africa, and
,US?HMrn"gSH rPP° H
selected NGOsin developing and
toacpuiretheknowledgeandskins
to improve their health and increase
their access to quality education
r ...
. . . . . . _.
Foundation-administered project:
$60,000 for an exploration with the
joint PS/HS program in reproductive
health research to identify crosssectoral program opportunities con
cernmg the lives and livelihoods of
adolescents in sub-Saharan Africa
Foundation-administered project:
$84,000 for its project on global
infomation/commumcation systems
mAfnCa
Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation, Menlo Park, California
$10,000 toward the costs of its

Southern African Grantmakers'
Affinity Group's conference on the
opportunities and implications of an
African renaissance
Institute of Economic Affairs,
Nairobi, Kenya $25,000 toward
the costs of Agenda 2000+, its
publication intended to inform all
sectors on key policy issues in Kenya

li;ni:i>.MIileaauiaBH!H?i^B
HlJgtlHIIIJIHHi^BB^^B^M
Center on Budget and Policy
Priorities, Washington, D.C.
1998 appropriation of $250,000
to continue general support for
its policy analysis of government
budgets and policy innovations.

National Council for Research on
Women, New York, New York
$20,000 to enable three African
women to participate in its global

Engaging the Private Sector
1998 appropriation of $500,000
in addition to previous funding
for allocation by the officers to
encourage private firms to
employ greater numbers of innercity res/</enb /„ existing
businesses and encourage new
business development in or near
-^ maahhmhnnHt
'""er-dty neighborhoods.
Community Development
Venture Capital Alliance
Ngw York Ngw York $g0'0oo to
explore the potential for attracting
venture capital and business devel
Opment expertise to undercapital

™«!
'°
nal
discourse
on"
gender
issues
Pan-African Studies and
Research Center in International
Relations Education for Development, Abidjan, Ivory Coast
$25,000 toward the cost of partici
pants ln lts sem,nar, "Reforms and
Innovations m Higher Education ,n
Africa," and toward the cost of

'Zed
areaStoand
t0 'meStlgate
the
potential
develop
partnerships
wlth venture and anSel caP'tal
investors in locations dedicated to
creating good jobs for disadvantaged
workers
c-»=mnc«, c«..nri.»«...
^
^
^
^
n nnn tn
Columbia. Maryland $70,000 to
£±TK±KL

r^pln01" edlt?Spn,p,P
CEPARRED s journal, JEDIRAF
Social Science Research Council,
New York, New York $50,000
toward the costs of establishing a
small mterreg,onal working group on
international scholarly collaboration,
as a component of the report of the
Task Force on Higher Education
SSSbythe world Bankand
^
university or uape I own,
Rondebosch, South Africa.
$15,000 toward the costs of an
evaluation workshop for its collaborative program to foster the development of partnerships in university
science, the humanities and
engineering throughout Africa

and Permanent emP<°y™nt to very
low-income people in inner cities
through the operation of nonprofit,
revenue-generating enterprises
Jobs for the Future Boston
Massachusetts $50300 to support
rf
^ best
|Ce v
corporate welfare to-work programs
J ,
and |ts ^ of
a -----roundtable
'
^
^
^
^
^

International Development
Research Centre, Ottawa, Canada
$40,000 toward the costs of its
African Technology Policy Studies
Network
Mwalimu Nyerere Foundation,
Dares Salaam, Tanzania $14,800
toward the costs of its conversations
on philanthropy with United States
foundations

University of Cape Town,
Rondebosch, South Africa
$150,000 toward the costs of its
collaborative program to foster the
development of partnerships ,n
university science, the humanities
and enemeenne »"wghout Africa
The World Bank, Washington D C
$100,000 toward the cost of the
monitoring and evaluation
component of its World Links for
Development Program

Kingdom
Jobs Initiative
,Q<M, ,nnmnri-«nn nf
$3 7MOM in addition to
„„>'„„•«' funding for allocation bv
theofficers to support new models
~n^,i ,„,«„„.„ ,<„ ai^nn,^t
™cZ^™ST
Wte™ **t can substantial
lncKase employment rates m lowincome urban neighborhoods.
„ ^ ^^ _ ^
ch||dren,s MK/CauncAi |an
Leandro, California $100,000 to
support the mcorporatlon of emp|oy_
ment strategies into its neighbor
hood fami|y support initiatives
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Corporation for Supportive
Housing, New York, New York
$103,315 to support the costs of a
national policy symposium on the
findlngs of Next Step Jobs
Foundation-administered project:
$100,000 toward administrative
costs associated with the Rocke
feller Foundation Jobs initiative
Foundation-administered project:
$300,000 toward administrative
costs associated with commumca
tions activities for the initiative
Foundation-administered project:
$90,000 toward administrative
costs associated with the initiative
• j.• n • • _•
Indianapolis Pnvate Industry
Counal, Indiana $170,000 to
support its organizational development and lts emPloyment and
training technical assistance and
capacity building for communitybased °rganlzatlons
Manpower
Demonstration
Research Corporation,
New York,
New York $1,700,000 to support
,te Jobs_P|us initiative
Manpower Demonstration
Research Corporation, New York,
"™ Yortt $1°°'0001° SUPP°rt S
study of the implementation of
-co-Works ,n Milwaukee
^""*
Manpower Demonstration
Research Corporation, New York,
New York. $300,000 to support its
Neighborhood Jobs initiative
Public/Private Ventures,
Phl|adelph,a, Pennsylvania $48,500
to support the production of two
^ on the ?rans,t|0na| Work
pragram in Phlladelphia
Unite, Way of the Bay Area, San
Francisco, California $125,000 to
support the San Francisco Works
employment services delivery pilot
nmlprt
"Tne Futute of Work"
1998 appropriation of $500,000
in addition to previous funding
for OocMm by the officers to
know/edge of the causes
^^Is^uencesofrismTiob
iesSness and falling earnings
among o,e ,MSt ^i,^ and to
encoorage the development of a
wide range of policy approaches
for improving the employment
opportunities and working conditions of the least skilled.
American Society for Training
and Deve|opmenti Alexandria,
V|rg|n|a $99|251 to support a
research project entitled, "The
temporary staffing industry and the
career prospects of lower skilled
workers"

Aspen Institute, Washington, D.C:
$30,000 to support the production
of four papers for the Domestic
Strategy Group
Economic Policy Institute,
Washington, D C $75,000 to
support the costs of research and
dissemination activities associated
with its work on the low-wage labor
market
New School University, New
York, New York- $29,436 toward
costs of a research project entitled,
"A closer look at the United States
wage collapse Trends in wages and
hours worked for detailed job
categories, 1973-1996"
Northeastern University, Boston,
Massachusetts $99,250 to support
its project to coordinate research
teamsm21 countries to analyze the
measurement of unemployment and
related labor force indicators in
those countries
United Way of the Bay Area,
San Francisco, California $30,000
to support the development of interview protocols and survey mstru
ments for a labor market study of
the hospitality industry
University of Massachusetts,
Lowell, Lowell, Massachusetts.
$99,641 to support a research
project entitled, 'The dynamics of
internal labor market evolution
Implications for low-skill workers."
GRANTS IN AID
Barnard College, New York, New
York $75,000 to support research
on the economic and civic contnbutions of minority entrepreneurship in
inner-city areas.
Corporation for Enterprise
Development, Washington, D C
$75,000 to support its Downpayments on the American Dream Policy
Demonstration to test the efficacy of
Individual Development Accounts as
a route to economic inde
pendence for
[low-income
'Arpericans.

Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia:
$50,307 to support a research
project entitled: "Access to opportunities - a systems approach to
welfare reform and job retentionA mu|hs|te assessment,.
Foundation-administered project:
$10,000 toward administrative
expenses associated with hosting
meetings on nonprofit employment
providers.
Foundation-administered project:
$129,900 toward administrative
costs associated with an exploration
to improve the effectiveness and
reach of employment and training
organizations
Foundation-administered project:
$275,000 toward administrative
costs associated with an exploration
of how to build the local capacity
necessary to create effective
employment pipelines from poor
neighborhoods
Foundation-administered project:
$85,100 toward administrative
costs associated with a feasibility
study for a new investment strategy
for nonprofit job placement and
training providers
Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, Maryland. $50,000 for
use by its Institute for Policy Studies
to support research on the implications of welfare reform for lowincome housing residents
Manpower Demonstration
Research Corporation, New York,
New York $18^68 to support a
workshop in London on conducting
research pilots or demonstrations,
focuslng in areas of employment
and welfare reform.
Manpower Demonstration
Research Corporation, New York,
New York. $20,000 to support a
conference to foster a transatlantic
dialogue on welfare reform, work
and lncome securlty
Manpower Demonstration
Research Corporation, New York,
New York $8,326 for site activities
of its Jobs-Plus, Neighborhood Jobs
Initiative and Connections to Work
initiatives
New School University, New
York, New York $20,000 to support
a project examining the role of
immigrant service providers in lowincome New York City neighborhoods and the impact of welfare
reform on those organizations

University of Maryland, Baltimore
Urban Institute, Washington, D C •
County, Baltimore, Maryland
$200,000 to support the imple$49,987 for use by its Maryland
mentation of its National NeighborInstitute for Policy Analysis and
hood Indicators Project
Research to conduct a meta-analysls of vo,unta government-trammg
Urban Strategies Council,
programs
Oakland, California. $393,050 for
'
general support
Urban Institute, Washington, D C
$100,000 to support the first phase
Urban strateEies Council,
of "Assessing the New Federalism,"
Oakland, California-$475,000 to
a national project to monitor and
support the National Community
assess ,he sh|ft |n Un|ted states
Building Network
SQC|a|
s from (he
federa|
Strate(,ie, Council
pnvornrnpnt tn thP states
Strategies Council,
government to the states
Oakland, California $300,000 to
laililllliMtBnniTBlKM^^
support its Community Building
Support Center
%£%££!*
Community BuHding PoHcy Center
$1,450,000 in addition to
1997 appropriation of
previous funding for allocation by
$1,000,000 in addition toprevithe officers to continue support
°us fund'"2 for allocation by the
for a set of interrelated activities
officers to continue support for
designed to strengthen the
""e P'a/"|'"S and launching of a
community-building field and
community-building policy center.
improve methods for evaluating
Urban |nstitutei Washington, D.C •
£J%Z££^ """""""'^
$1,000,000 to support the planning
«ui«»f« »»U<«IK».
and launching of a communityAspen Institute, Washington, D C •
building policy center
$100,000 to support its RoundNational Community Development
table on Comprehensive Community
Initiativel996 appropriation of
Initiatives
$9,000,000 in grant funds for
City University of New York, New
allocation by the officers to
York, New York- $100,000 for
provide (a) third and final-round
use by its Howard Samuels State
support for the National CommuManagement and Policy Center at
nliy ^^'opment Initiative
the Graduate School and University
(NCDI), and (b) continued core
Center to support research on the
support for two NCDI intermediimpact major infrastructure projects
aries- tte Uxal *>«&<««* Support
have on metropolitan and regional
Corporation and the Enterprise
,-nmml ln,h, c*-nnr,miOC
Foundation.
community economies
Cleveland Community-Building
Enterprise Foundation, Columbia,
Initiative, Cleveland, Ohio
Maryland $1,275,000 for the third
$75,000 to support its communicaround of the Natlonal Community
tion and data collection efforts
Development Initiative.
Community Development Society
Local Initiatives Support Corpoof America, Milwaukee, Wisconsin ratlon' New York' New York
$10 000 to support its 1998 con$975,000 for the third round of the
ference entitled, "Sustamabihty and
Natlonal Community Development
community Critical connections "
Initiative.
EZ/EC Foundation Consortium,
Washington, D.C: $300,000
toward general support
Institute for Educational
Leadership, Washington, D.C •
$80,000 to explore existing and
potential relationships between
community building and education
reform efforts at the local level

9
•
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GRANTS IN AID
Aspen Institute, Washington, D C
$150,000 to support its Roundtable on Comprehensive CommunityBuilding Initiatives and a project
exploring the dynamics of race within a community-building context
Center for Community Change,
Washington, D.C, $150,000
toward general support
Chapin Hall Center for Children,
Chicago, Illinois $112,480 to support the second year of a two-year
project to produce a volume on
power and race in communitychange initiatives
Chatham-Savannah Youth
Futures Authority, Savannah,
Georgia. $50,000 to support its
development of a Neighborhood
Improvement Association
Community Partners, Los Angeles,
California $8,700 to support a
community-building conference
National Centerfor Economic
Alternatives, Washington, D.C :
$100,000 to develop a conceptual
framework for a progressive policy
center.
National Congress for Community
Economic Development,
Washington, D.C : $50,000 to
support the fourth national Census on
Community Economy Development.
National Council of La Raza,
Wash,ngton,DC,$100,OOOto
focuses on employment-related
policy issues critical to the Latino
community
University of Illinois at Chicago
Ch" Trio, $ 63 fto 3ort
aliect Sed "A f mmu tv
un« d,a Sue se^on d moc
university dialogue series on democracy, diversity, and directions for the
new millenmum "
Urban Institute Washington D C
$7^SS!SJ2^i
»/b,UUU to support research and
writing o organizational case studIBS and the related analysis of the
civic infrastructure of one or more
urban areas
BUILDING CONSTITUENCIES
FOR CHANGE
Building Support for New
Employment Policies and Practices
i998 appropriation of
$1,000,000 for allocation by the
officers to build more effective,
constituency-based reform networks that, in the short term.

improve the employment
prospects of inner-city residents
and in ^ longer term nelp to
revitalize urban communities and
establish more broadfy-based
prosperity.

Organize Training Center, San
National Committee for Responsive
Francisco, California- $35,000 to Philanthropy, Washington, D.C.:
organize a number of small group
$30,000 to support a study of the
discussions with labor leaders in the
level of infrastructure development
San Francisco area
of progressive policy and advocacy
institutions in five states.
Children's Defense Fund,
________________
__________
Center for Community Change,
Washington, D.C.
Hil'/JiMliltlifiMMHMilBM
Washington, D C $5,000 toward
1998 appropriation of $300,000
general support
to provide a final year of support
Mexican American Legal Defense
for its Black Community Crusade
and Educational Fund, Inc.,
Center for Community Change,
for Children.
Los Angeles, California
Washington, D C . $50,000 to
'
1998 appropriation of
support lts Coa|lt|0n on Human
Children's Defense Fund,
$1,000,000 to facilitate upgradNeeds project
Washington, D.C.
ing of its computer system, and
j 993 appropriation of $500,000
to support its litigation activities.
Children Now, Oakland, California
to continue core support for its
$57,000 to support its efforts to
efforts to improve public policies
Mexican American Legal Defense
encourage new work opportunities
affecting children.
and Educational Fund, Inc.,
and support for low-income workers
Los Angeles,California
and theirfamilies in California
Community Planning and Action
1998 appropriation of $300,000
Program
to support a collaborative cornCommunity Voices Heard,
1993 appropriation of $2,000,000
munications effort by six major
New York, New York $50,000
in addition to previous funding
civilrightslegal organizations to
toward general support
for allocation by the officers to
increase public understanding of
Gamaliel Foundation, Chicago,
provide terminal support for
affirmative action.
llhnois $120,000 toward general
!
^
S
K
^
S
S
T
Native American Rights Fund,
support.
projecK dedicated to reducing
Boulder Colorado
persistent poverty and for a
oouiaer, Loioraao
Liberty Hill Foundation, Santa
national network of community1998 appropriation of $325,000
Monica, California. $35,000 to
based initiatives focused on
to continue support for the
support its Los Angeles Human
informing policymakers about
advocacy, litigation and technical
Services Network's efforts to build a
urban poverty strategies.
assistance activities of its Human
community-based response to welRights Project.
fare reform in Los Angeles County.
Urban Strategies Council,
rBANT<; TM Am
Oakland, California $54,517 to
GRANTS IN AID
Los Angeles Alliance for a New
support the National Community
Chicago Lawyers' Committee for
Economy, Los Angeles, California.
Building Network's communications
£jvj( Rjghts gnc|er i_aw Chicago
$25,000 toward staff time and
and data dissemination activities
||||nQ|s $50 QOO to support its work
travel costs associated with providing
,n economic development and jobs
technical assistance to grassroots
bKANia IN Alu
advocacy groups worklng on ^^
mmm.mitv rhan«
IC and work force development ,ssues
^TS^
Foundation-administered project:
MassacnusettsAssociationof
port its Coaltion on Human Needs
Community Development CorpoEmployment Seminars Project
rations, Boston, Massachusetts
^^forUw and Socja|
|Q
$100,000 to support its Community
WashinSon| D c $60 000 to
^
'
^ Demonstratlon Program
port its actavftes regarding CommuFoundation-administered project:
t0 'mPrOVe 'he relat'°nsh'PS
nity Serv.ce Empioyment programs
$",000 toward administrative
**"*" """T T deVe'°Pment
to provide employment opportunities
c°sts •*««" with the dissemiCOrP°ratl°nS ** their constltuencles
to recip.ents of TANF (Temporary
"aton «" * report on the program
....... D
.
A^^tanpp fnr NPPri« Fam.lipO
review and evaluation of the Basic
Area Research
Assistance for Needy hamilies)
„„„„,,„
ftMetropolitan
.•
iii
nisnis ponToiio.
Corporation, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Foundation-administered project:
$ ' l° SUPPT ' "at'°n ™™~
$29,400 toward administrative
lnstituteforPuerto Rican PolicvH^ ^ ana yS'^:I SOCIOeCOn°mlC|
costs associated with a study of the
New Y°rk' Ne* York $12'000 to
disparity in the 25 largest metropolilrT,nipmentation of the State of
suPP°rt lts merBer transition with
tan reg|0ns of the Umted states
KSSnm Sobs
the Puerto R,can Legal Defense and
wasnmgton s uommumiy JODS
Education Fund
National Employment Law Project,
program
New York, New York- $100,000
Foundation-administered project:
roect:
NAACP Le8al Defense and
toward general support
$85JOO to 3upport g ^ Qf
Educational Fund, New York,
National Interfaith Committee for
efforts to deepen the Foundation's
New York $f .00° to support ts
Worker Justice, Chicago, Illinois:
understanding of the local goverresponse to the ballot integrity
$55,000 to support work on issues
nance structure and polital
movement in Alabama.
re|ated to workfare and the condl.
environment in each of about
Puerto Rjcan Lega) Defense and
tlons of |ow.wage workers by local
12 Clties in whlcn the Foundation
Education Fund, New York, New
religious labor coalitions in five cites
supports a jobs initiative
York $7o,000 to support the develparticipating m the Foundation's
opment of its new Policy Division.
Jobs |mhatlve

o
*
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IMPROVING URBAN
SCHOOL SYSTEMS
Building District Infrastructures
for Professional Development
1998 appropriation of
$2,500,000 in addrtion to
previous
funding
forfour
allocation
the officers
to help
schoolby
districts connect district-level
reform poUcy to classroom practice
by planning and implementing
comprehensive professional
development systems that
improve instruction districtwide.
Albuquerque PubHc Schools,
Albuquerque, New Mexico
$21,650 to support a study of
teacher quality in the Albuquerque
Public School system
Albuquerque Public Schools,
Aiouquerque, New Mexico
toe^rnrsLTnTacadTm^""^
to examine student academic
outcomes, access to learning opportumties, resource alignment to
students needs, and district and
school organization
Foundation administered oroiecthounaation-admimsterea project.
$12,000 toward administrative
costs associated with the documen
tation of the leadership transition
process in the San Diego City
Schools and the application of the
lessons learned to the Building
District Infrastructures for Professional Development Initiative and
its other sites
Foundation-administered project:
$66,102 toward administrative
costs associated with assisting the
four Building District Infrastructures
for Professional Development sites
to develop and use site level theories
of change and to develop tools to
assess the overall effectiveness of
the Rockefeller Foundation investments in each district
Institute for Research and
Reform in Education, Toms River,
New Jersey $37,000 to develop
tools and activities that will help

diverse constituencies plan, analyze,
and evaluate social change and
institutional reform initiatives
Learning Communities Network,
Cleveland, Ohio $1,273,335
toward general support
Indeoendent
San An tonIndepe
"dentSchool
School
wstnci, ban Antonio, I exas
$300,000 toward continued
implementation of the Rockefeller
Foundation initiative, Building
Dlstrlct lnfrast"Jctures for
Professional Development
School District Citv of Flint
?2 M,S n $?06 419 to
suoMrt its continued DartKiDation
iuppon us commuea participation
ln Kocketeller l-ounoation mitia
tlve' Bulldmg Dlstrict Infrastructures
for Professional Development
Southwest Educational Development Laboratory, Austin Texas
$77']51develooment
toward a study
of thein the
svstem
teacher development system in the
~an Antoni° lndePenden' School
District
Spreading the School Development Program and Philosophy
auDroonation of
"*Jj^OOnadMon to ore*
M.wo,vwinaaaioontoprevious funding for allocation by the
officeK to ""P™"6 student
learning outcomes in several
urban scn001 dlstrlcts b* deePen~
'."& expanding and sustaining
implementation of the School
Development Program (SDP) and
linking it to effective classroom
strategies.
Board rt Education of Prince
George's County, Upper Marlboro,
Maryland $150,000 to support the
Pnnce George's County Comer
School Development Program
Regional Training Center
Community School District 13,
Brooklyn, New York $150,000
toward continued support of sys
temic implementation of the Comer
Sch°o1 Development Program
Foundation-administered project:
$146,100 toward administrative
'
, .with,. spreading
.
costs associated
the Comer School Development
Program and philosophy
Guilford County Schools,
Greensboro, North Caml.^
$150,000 to support efforts to msti
tutionahze the School Development
Program through the district's tech
nology infrastructure and to develop
learning materials for use in Guilford
County and other SDP sites

Long Island University, Brookville,
New York $140,841 to enable the
C W Post School of Education, the
Comer School Development Program
and ,he Wes(b Schoo| D|Stnct ,0
develop a comprehensive three-year
p|an tQ ,mp|emen, the Schoo| Deve|
opment
Program in8 all five Westbury
^
r
on literacy
New Haven Pub|jc Schoo|Si
New Havell| co.^^,^, $50,000
to support mstrtutionalization of the
Comef SchoQ| Deve|opment Program in a cadre of schools through
training and coaching provided by
SDP and district staff and through
networking with other Comer sites
San Djeg() C]ty Scnoo|s San
Diego, California $87,550 to
suPP°rt a date collection process to
analyze the effectiveness of the
^
^San
^^
ln the
DiegoDevelopment
City SchoolsProgram
s
San Francisco state University,
San Francisco, California $70,200
to support its provision of School
Development Program training and
technical assistance to selected
schools m East Palo Alto, Oakland
FranrKm
and ban l-rancisco
Yale University, New Haven,
Connecticut $1,897,785 for use by
its Yale Child Study Center for
continued support for spreading the
Comef Schoo| Deve|opment Program
and hll h
Teachers College, Columbia
University, New York, New York
Igg8 appmpriat,on of $200,000
fo susfa/n (he teacner qua,ity
agenda ^forf/)by fte Natlonal
Commission on Teaching and
America's Future through support
fofa strateglc communications
Plan *"** w'» ""*"<* ** P0'**
recommendar/ons outlined in its
1996 report.
GRANTS IN AID
f°u"ci'for Bnas'c ""cna'in°"'
Washington D C $25 000 to
_support
, _the, Standards Based
Teacher Educatlon Pr°)ect
College Entrance Examma
°±±W Y°^hNeW 1°*
$3°'00°t0ward the COStS °
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National Task Force on Minority
High Achievements convening of
focus group discussions on class,
ethnicity and gender
Education Development Center,
New York, New York $41,768 for
use
lts &<** for
Children
and
V bVTechno|ogy
to he|p
the pub|,c
understand critical issues around
technology as they affect community
development and participation, and
to help policymakers and industry
developers "understand the public "
Success for All Foundation,
Baltimore, Maryland $150,000 to
provide support for core development staff to continue the develop
ment process in the teaching and
|eam|ng Qf mathematlcs SC(ence
and social studies, and to scale-up
significantly the dissemination of
proven programs in reading, writing
and language arts
Thomas Toch, Washington, D C
$50,000 to enable him to write a
book on The Edison Project and the
Emerging Marketplace in American
Public Education
OTHER
Democracy Roundtables
^396 appropriation of
$1,000,000 in addition to previ°<« funding for allocation by the
off/cere to sW°rt consensusbased, community problem
solvmg through diverse local
partnerships addressing conflict.
Consensus Organizing Institute,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
$112,200 to develop plans for
neighborhood-level employment and
training pilot projects in San Diego
' '
San ~^^m$2M.OQQ to
support its project, The Common
Enterprise/San Antonio

Building Democracy
Building Community
1998 appropriation of
$1,450,000 in addition to previous funding for allocation by
the officers to continue support
for a set of interrelated activities
designed to strengthen the
community-building field and
improve methods for evaluating
the impacts of local communitybuilding initiatives.
American Land Institute, Portland,
Oregon $60,000 to support its
Metropolitan Area Program's study of
social attitudes in American suburbs.
City University of New York,
New York, New York $100,000for
use by its Howard Samuels State
Management & Policy Center at the
Graduate School and University
Center to support research on the
impact maior infrastructure projects
have on metropolitan and regional
community economies
Foundation-administered project:
$10,200 toward follow up costs
associated with a conference on
community building held in Bellagio, October 20 to 24,1997
National Conversation on Race:
A Communications Program
1997 appropriation of
$1,000,000 for allocation by the
officers to develop and implement
a communications effort that
raises the visibility and enhances
the effectiveness of innovative
rac;a/ discourse during the year
of national dialogue on race.
Children's Defense Fund,
Washington, D.C.- $300,000 to
support a yearlong series of dialogues on children, race and poverty
Community Renewal Society,
Chicago, Illinois: $100,000 to
support its Chicago Reporter's
expanded investigative reporting on
metropolitan issues of race and

Foundation-administered project:
$27,000 toward administrative
costs associated with the study of
an audience development model for
the Foundation's National Conversation on Race initiative commumca
tions program
.
Foundation-administered project:
$230,711 toward administrative
costs associated w|th the development of an approach to the Foundation's communications strategy for
its National Conversation on Race
initiative
Mexican American Legal Defense
and Educational Fund, Los Angeles,
California. $75,000 to support its
efforts to inform California's multiethnic communities around the
consequences of the passage of
Proposition 227.
.
Nathan B.Stubblefield Foundation,
Tampa, Florida $25,000 to support
its project, "Reality works," for its
documentary and debate project,
"American Dream Deferred "
National Conversation on Race:
Policy and Communications
1998 appropriation of
$1,000,000 for allocation by the
officers to build new knowledge
about how issues of race can be
productively introduced into
public policy discourse.
Aslan Paclflc American Legal
Center of Southern California,
lnc" Los Ar|geles. California:
$50,000 for its efforts to anticipate
and respond to consequences for
Asian-American communities in
California of the redistnctmg process
that will result from the year 2000
census
Children Now, Oakland, California
$50,000 to support its Children and
the Media Program's Race, Class
and Media focus
_
Conservation Law Foundation
Boston, Massachusetts $125,000
to support its Seaport project
.._.,.
university otLahtornia, Los
^nnon*
T^'n
I"'" »
$50,000 or use
by its Department
o Political Science for its project,
Local news and public opinion
concerning social welfare

Youth Law Center,
Washington, D C $200,000 to
support its Building Blocks for Youth
project
.
_
"ex* Generation Leadership
1998 appropriation of
$1,750,000 m addition to previous funding for allocation by the
officers to complete a two-year
pilot project focused on creating
a corps of 21st-century leaders
with a sense of common purpose
and the capability required to
build a society committed to
fairness and democratic principles,
gn^ w^ ^g amfjlfence alKy
sA///s fo M toaef/ier others in
pursuit of these goals.
SECOND-YEAR PROJECT
GRANTS FOR THE
PROGRAM'S FIRST COHORT'
Isabela Basombrio, Detroit,
Michigan $10,000 to explore the
process of art making, document
artwork and investigate opportunities for the public exhibition of artwork to a larger audience
Casa Atabex Ache, Astoria, New
York- $10,000 to build an informed
and active netwoiK in the Mott Haven
section of the South Bronx of girls
and W0men who are involved in promoting and expanding the network
Center for Democracy Studies,
Durtiam, North Carolina $12,500
to engage Latino youths in documentmg the stories and images of
their families' and communities'
experiences of crossing physical and
metaphorical borders to settle in the
New South area of Durham
Community of Hope,
Washington, D C $23,200 to
implement a community-building
program in the Columbia Heights
neighborhood of Washington, D.C.,
to deal with homelessness, violence,
drugs and truancy facing inner-city
East Harlem School at Exodus
House, New York, New York$12,500 to create a pilot educational exchange
will
dmKs projectQfthat
ch||dren
rfromVermont ^ ^
^ or(Jer
,
fundamental, issues of,democracy,
increase understanding across race,
class and geography, and ultimately
to create a model to demonstrate
the power of exchange programs to
build a stronger sense of CMC ident,ty
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Family Resource Coalition of
America, Chicago, Illinois
$12,500 to develop a parent education ctmculum that will both teach
important parenting skills and encourage greater CIV1C partiCipation among
members of the Family Resource
Coalition of America network
Foundation-administered project:
$719,434 for administrative costs
associated with the Next Generation
Leadership program
Insight Arts, Chicago, Illinois:
$12,500 to develop and producea
collaborative performance workshop
entitled "The Fear of Freedom,"
which will explore how personal and
political liberation influence democratic and artistic practices.
Justice Matters, San Francisco,
California. $12,500 to develop and
implement a series of nonprofit
professional development leadership
trainings targeted toward community
based organizations' midlevel
management staff
Lawyers' Committee for Civil
Rights of the San Francisco Bay
Area, San Francisco, California.
$12,500 to develop a curriculum to
teach young people their constitutional and human rights and to tram
a corps of youth advocates to work
for police reform as organizers, public
speakers and media spokespersons
National Coalition to Abolish the
Death Penalty, Washington, D.C..
$10,000 to develop an effective
media campaign that seeks to
further public engagement on the
question of sentencing children
to death
National Korean American Service and Education Consortium,
Flushing, New York. $12,500 to
produce an Asian Pacific American
curriculum resource packet and pilot
it in three designated New York City
schools to develop a model of effect|ve 5chool.communlty partnersnip
Public Advocates, San Francisco,
California $25,000 to create a
model
community-based
educa(|on
program ^civic
re||es m a
community-identified health issue
as ^ for commu
engagement,
...
.
P»bttc *»«= The Natlonal
Cwter for <*"*<* in Public Llfe'
Milwaukee, Wisconsin $25,000 to
*«* and ^™ze the resulte of a
recent poll on leadership in communities, frame the synthesis for a
national conference on leadership
and facilitate that conference.

Strategic Alliance
South of Market Foundation,
San Francisco, California $12,500
to engage in a strategic planning
process to enable the organization to
respond to the changes in the South
of Market district community in San
Francisco
.
Strategy Concepts inOrgamzmg
and Policy Education, Los Angeles,
California $12,500 to strengthen
the capacities of community residents
who are largely welfare recipients in
the Echo Park and Hollywood areas
of Los Angeles who can address
welfare policy issues in that city and
provide leadership in organizing
residents in their community

YEAR-ONE PARTICIPATION
IN COHORT TWO OF THE
PROGRAM:
Hilaria Bauer' Castroville, Texas.
Regina Benjamin Spanish Fort
Alabama
'
'
Demetrios Coupounas, Superior,
^^
Kathie deNobriga, Atlanta, Georgia
Mark Forman- Kaunakakai, Hawaii
Eric Garcetti, Los Angeles, California
'
'
Daniel Gross, New York, New York.

College Entrance Examination
Board, New York, New York
$30,000 toward the costs of its
National Task Force on Minority
H|gh Achievement's convening of
focus group discussions on class,
ethnicity and gender
.
Columb.a Una^ty, New York,
New York $125,000 to support a
study by its Center for Violence
Research and Prevention that will
assess the outcomes and conse
quences for aMesce^ . ^cu^
with respect to jobs and livelihoodsof current legislation to relocate adolescent crimes from juvenile to adult
courts and correctional agencies.

Sara Horowitz, New York, New York
Tides Center, San Francisco,
California $12,500 to enable its
Students for Responsible Business
project to conduct research and
formulate a plan for the creation of
philanthropy networks among its
alumni members.
Rachel Timoner, San Francisco,
California $12,500 to research the
potential for a multi-issue, multiconstituency movement that will
begin at the local level and develop
a plan of action for that movement
University of Maryland at
Baltimore, Baltimore, Maryland:
$12 500 for use by its School of
Law's Environmental Justice Legal
Resources Center to help build the
capacity of residents in low-income
and minority communities by providmg technical ass.stance needed
tn
rnmmiimh/ Howalnnmont
to nronarp
prepare community-development
initiatives and plans
u/pQtorn
state* Center,
Tenter Portland,
pnrtianH
western Mates
Oregon $10,000 to work with
allied community, environmental,
religious and immigrant rights
organizations to develop a strateg.c
dialogue and promote education on
issues relating to immigration, environment and social justice, and new
strategies to address underlying
issues at stake in the western
United States.

Claudia Horwitz, Durham, North
Carolina.
Timothea Howard, Washington DC
'
'
Lisa Hoyos, San Jose, California
Martin Johnsonjrenton, New Jersey
Otho Kerr, New York, New York
Sasha Knokh;Ji Oak|and| Ca)|fom|a
Laurie Meadoff, Neponsit, New York.
Erik Pages, Arlington, Virginia.

Foundation-administered project:
$9,300 toward administrative costs
associated with a study of the racial
dimensions of the public policy
debate and related topics on the
conversation on race in the United
States.
Group for Cultural Documentation,
Washington, D C $40,000 for its
initiative, "The 30th Anniversary
Mule Tram Celebration Exhibit "

Strategic Alliance: Rockefeller
Foundation - The California
Endowment
1997 appropriation of $400,000
for allocation by the officers to
help fund the design of a program for a strategic alliance
between the Rockefeller Foundation and The California Endowment, aimed at building the
capacity of low-income California
communities to improve health
and emolovment outcomes of
^K^dlnk
Foundation-administered project:
$250,000 for administrative costs
associated with the Strategic
Alliance between the Rockefeller
Foundation and The California
Endowment
Urban Institute, Washington, D.C.:
$25,674 to generate a report
analyzing how neighborhood conditions may affect residents' health
and employment prospects.

National Urban League,
New York, New York. $50,000 to
support its Race Relations Initiative

StePnen Patrlck- Ranchos de Taos'
New Mexlco
Omega Boys Club, San Francisco,
^ pineda. New ^ New york
Preston Pinkett, East Brunswick,
New Jersey
JaSOR OCOH, INcW TOTK, iNeW YOTK
Marc Solomon, St Louis, Missouri.
Marjan Urqui||a Washington, D.C.
Ingrid Washinawatok, New York,
New York
Omar Wasow, New York, New York.
6RANTS IN A]D
Center on Juvenile and Criminal
Justice, San Francisco, California$50,000 for use by its project, "The
Justice Policy Institute," to document
declining minority opportunities in
higher education, linking this decline
to the expanding use of prisons
Chapin Hall Center for Children,
Chicago, Illinois- $1 12,480 to
support the second year of a twoyear project to produce a volume on
power and race in community
change initiatives

"Street Soldlers" rad'° program
Public Relations Society of
America Foundati New York
T
'
New York. $75|000 toward
a p,|ot
study of the National Issues Credibihtyrilffp
Index,' which will focus on race
an(1
and oirterence
Visual Arts Research and
Resource Center Relating to the
Caribbean, New York, New York
up activrties for its conference
ent|t|ed ,,Race and constmctlon of
Puerto Rlcan ldentlty. New para.
dlgms on race ldentlty and power *
William J. Brennan Jr. Center for
Justice, New York, New York.
$50,000 to convene a series of
meetings of respected peers in the
area of voting rights to draft a comprehensive legislative briefing book
that addresses obligations and
constraints faced in redistnctmg.

:
a
i
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Agricultural Sciences
BIOTECHNOLOGY TO
INCREASE CROP YIELD

Hebei Academy of Agricultural
Intellectual Property Rights
China National Rice Research
and Forestry Sciences,
1998 appropriation of
Institute, Hangzhou, China
Shijiazhuang, China $42,200fora
$2,500,000 for allocation by the
$35,000forthe purchase of journals
Biosafety and Intellectual Property
study of mapplng key genes of agro.
officers to help the developingand penodicals for use by the
foosf
• • rtannnn
nomic importance in foxtail millet,
world, public-sector agricultural
Research Library of the China
1998 appropriation of $80,000
Setar|a |tahca to be undertaken by research system interact more
National Rice Research Institute
in addition to previous funding
Biotechnology Career Fellow Wang
productively with the private
for allocation by the officers to
Zhimm, under the direction of M D
sector, especially on intellectual
China National Rice Research
help developing countries impleGale, John Innes Centre, Norwich,
property
rights
Institute, Hangzhou, China
me/if effective systems for
England
$60,000 for research, in collabora
dealing with the biosafety and
Center for the Application of
tion with the International Rice
intellectual property rights issues
International Center for Tropical
Molecular Biology to International
Research Institute, Manila,
entailed in the use of plant genetic
Agriculture, Call, Colombia
Agriculture (GAMBIA), Canberra,
Philippines, on reciprocal nearengineering and its products.
$25,000 toward the costs of the
Australia $450,000 toward the
isogenic mtrogression lines for
.
.
Fourth International Meeting of the
costs of establishing and operating an
molecular dissection of
International Service for the
Cassava Biotechnology Network,
Intellectual Property Strategic Office
Indica/japonica rice genomes
Acquisition of Agri-Biotech
he|d |n Braz|| m November 1998
at GAMBIA to serve as an mtellectuApplications, Ithaca, New York
a| property resource for mternatlona|
Chinese Academy of Agricultural
$50,000 toward the costs of
International Center for Tropical
agricultural biotechnology
Sciences, Beijing, China $60,000
Biosafety Capacity Building in
Agriculture, Call, Colombia
for use by its Biotechnology Research
Support of the Papaya Biotechnology
$170,000 for research on the
North Korean Agriculture
Center for research on improved
Network of Southeast Asia and Field
construction of a molecular map of
1997 appropriation of $710,000
salt and drought tolerance in
Trials of Transgenic Papayas
cassava, the development of PCRfor allocation by the officers to
transgenic rice
based markers, and their use in
train North Korean agricultural
Michigan State University, East
cassava improvement
scientists and to identify United
Chinese Academy of Agricultural
Lansing, Michigan $5,008 toward
S(ates gnd otherAslan experts
Sciences, Beijing, China $50,000
the costs of a workshop on the
Kasetsart University, Bangkok,
and nongmemmeniai organizafor use ^lts Center for Chinese
impact of intellectual property rights
Thailand $16,400 to enable staff
tjons ^j//™ to cooperate in
Agricultural Policy, toward the costs
on international trade and agriculture
member Yeetoh Dabbhadatta,
helping North Korea address key
of a studv entltled. "Distributing and
in east Africa, held m Kampala,
selected by the University, to receive
agricultural issues over the
Importing Agricultural Technology in
Uganda, in January 1999
training in cassava biotechnology at
medium term
China An Inquiry into Constraints
the International Laboratory for
'
Facing R&D in the World's Largest
National center for Genetic
Tropical Agricultural Biotechnology/
Atlantic Council of the United
Nation"
Engineering and Biotechnology,
Scr|pps Researcn institute, La Jolla,
States, Washington D C
Bangkok, Thailand $3,000 toward
Ca||fom|a
$36,000 in support of a visit to the
Chinese Academy of Sciences,
the cost of meetings to evaluate the
Umted states of a North Korean
Beijing, Chma $6,240 for use by its
progress of the national rice biotech
Swiss Federal Institute of
delegation of poultry technology
Institute of Genetics toward the costs
nology program m Thailand and
Technology, Zurich, Switzerland
experts
of the Symposium on Rice Genetics
review requirements for the release
$60,000 for research on genetically
held in August 1998 in Beijing
of transgenic rice in this region
engineered disease resistance in
Carter Center, Atlanta, Georgia
cassava
$238,000 toward the establishment
Chinese Academy of Sciences,
Stockholm Environment Instrtute,
of a
a|me(J at strengthen
Beijing, China $8,500 for use by its
Stockholm, Sweden $20,000 for
Tamil Nadu Agricultural
the capacity of the Democratic
Institute of Genetics, toward the
the "Chinese Risk Assessment/Man
University, Coimbatore, India.
People's Republic of Korea to
costs of collaborative research in
agement Workshop to Facilitate the
$37,956 for research on the genetic
acjdress its longer-term food security
bacterial artificial chromosome
Evaluation of Environmental Release
engmeenng of sorghum for resistance
problems
cloning techniques between the
and Trade of Transgenic Organisms."
to fungal diseases
Institute of Genetics and the Institute
.. of...the„..,.
.
...
.. of
,_...,
„ ,,United.
Foundation-administered
project:
MolecularQfAgrobiology, National
Unrversrty
Philippines,
University
Bath, Bath,
$51 |OOQ {Q
act|v|t(es
re|ate(j of^
College, Laguna, Los Banos, PhilipKingdom $20,000 to enable
to nce.blotechno|ogy trainlng for
pines $7,100 to enable LuzB
Hongymgb, selected by the UniverNorth Koreans
Chinese Academy of Sciences,
Opena, selected by the University,
sity, to receive training m cassava
Beijing, China $20,000 for use by
to participate in the Intellectual
biotechnology at the International
Rice Biotechnology
its Shanghai Institute of Plant PhysiProperty Rights and Technology
Laboratory for Tropical Agricultural
1998 appropriation of
ology for research on regulation of
Transfer Internship Program held
Biotechnology/Scnpps Research
$4,175,000 in addition topreviexpression of the ncewaxy (Wx) gene
July 25 to August 5,1998, at MichiInstitute, La Jolla, California
ous funding for allocation by the
gan State University, East Lansing
officers to continue support for
Chinese Academy of Sciences,
University of Zimbabwe, Harare,
^ Foundation~s internationai
Beijing, China $50,000 for use by
Biotechnology for Marginal-Land
Zimbabwe $5,200 to enable staff
program on rice biotechnology.
its Shanghai Institute of Biochemistry
Food Crops
member P Tongoona, selected by
' for research on rice ragged stunt
1998 appropriation of $600,000
the University, to conduct research
Biotechnology Research Center,
virus (RRSV), and the development
in addition to previous funding
m molecular genetics at Purdue
Beijing, China $44,700 for a study
of RRSV-resistant rice
for allocation by the officers to
University, West Lafayette, Indiana
of MAR sequence-mediated transcontinue building and strengthgene expression to confer salt and
Chungbuk National University,
ening biotechnology research netWmrock International Institute
drougW tolerance |n transgenlc nc6i
Cheongju, Republic of Korea
works working on tropical food for Agricultural Development,
,0 be undertaken by Blotechnology
$44,600 for a study of QTL mapping,
crops grown on marginal lands.
Momlton, Arkansas $28,122for
Career Fellow Su Jin underthe
cloning, and molecular breeding for
use by its On Farm Productivity
direction of Ray Wu Section of Bio
development of new rice varieties, to
Emmanuel Okogbenin, Ibadan,
Enhancement Program for research
chemistry Molecularand Cell Biology
be undertaken by Biotechnology
Nigena $12,000 toward the costs
on the development of cassava
Cornell University Ithaca New York'
Career Fellow Cho Yong Gu, under
of research on the genetic mapping
varieties resistant/tolerant to African
'
'
the direction of Susan R McCouch,
of cassava at the International
mosaic virus disease
Biotechnology Research Center,
Department of Plant Breeding and
Center for Tropical Agriculture
Ho Chi Mmh City, VietnamBiometry, Cornell University, Ithaca,
$15,000 toward the costs of the
New York
National Meeting on Rice Biotechnology, held m Hue City, Vietnam,
in May 1998
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Clemson University, Clemson,
South Carolina $50,000 for
research on the construction of a
bacterial artificial chromosome
library for mapping the rice genome
Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organization,
Canberra, Australia $12,000 for
research on synthetic rice ragged
stunt virus resistance genes
Cornell University, Ithaca, New
York $50,000 for research on
cloning, characterizing and transferring genes in rice
Cornell University, Ithaca, New
York $80,049 for research on the
development and application of
microsatelhte markers for rice
Cuu
Long Delta Rice
Research
Institute
institute, Omon
umon, Vietnam
Vietnam
$120,000 toward the costs
of strengthening biotechnology
research for rice improvement
in the Mekong Delta
John Dille, Rock mil, South Carolina
$45,600 toward the costs of publ,
cation of the R,ce Biotechnology
Overly
Foundation for Aoolied Bioloev
Research, Mar del Plata, Argentina
$30,000 for research on a biochemical and molecular approach
to increasing nce production by
manipulating sucrose metabolism
„ „ •
Foundation-administered project:
$10,000 toward the costs of a
workshop on the genetic improvement
of nce for water-limited environments,
held at the International Rice
Research Institute, Manila,
Philippines, m December 1998
Foundation-administered oroiect$7? QfiO fnr arlmmistrative si.nnnrt'
"

Huazhong Agricultural University,
Wuhan, China $100,000 for
research on the application of molecular markers to hybnd nee breeding
Huazhong Agricultural University,
Wuhan, China $25,000 toward the
costs of collaborative research in
rice biotechnology between the
University and Monsanto Company,
St Louis, Missouri
Indian Council of Agricultural
Research, New Delhi, India
$1 ,709 for use by its Central Rice
Research Institute for research on
the application of cellular and molecu|ar b|Q|ogy ,0 the genet|c |mprove_
mentofnce
Indian Council of Agricultural

5<M?faS
bvlte
WU.UUU
tor usetoward
by itsDoctorate
Directorate
of
R|ce Researcn
the costs
of a workshop on «New Approaches
Jo Ga|| M|dge Res|Stance m Rlce/,
he|d m Hyderabad| |ndla_ ln
September 1998
|ndian Cound| of Aericu|tljra|
Eirt N^ DeKa
$4|025fo'ruse » |ts central Rlce
Research Institute for research on
the application of cellular and molec
ular bloto® to the 8enetlc lmProvementofrice
,ndia_ Counci| of Aericu|tura|
ResLrch Ne! DeXTndia
tun nnn far 1 1«> hw IK rpntrai RICP
RSSSornSSS
^JSc^S^S of
tfle molecular characterization of
bacterial blight and blast populations
oflndla
|ndonesian |nstjtute of Scjence
B
|ndonesia $35 790 for use
by its Research and Development
^ntre for Biotechnology for
^search on the transformation of
'"-oneaan cultivars of nee
, •
,r •
Instituteof Genetics, Be,,,ng, ChinaFoundation-administered project:
$44,600 for continuation of a study
$40 000 toward the costs associated
°' identification and molecular
with'the ninth annual meeting of the
clomnS of r|ce thermosensitive genie
International Program on Rice
male stenle Sene. to be undertaken
Biotechnology, to be held ,n Phuket,
bv Biotechnology Career Fellow
Thailand, September 13 to 17, 1999
Wane Bin' under the directlon of
Henry T Nguyen, Department of
Foundation-administered project:
Plant and Soil Science, Texas Tech
$90,000 toward the costs associated
University, Lubbock
with implementing the Foundation's
program for the genetic improvement
Institute of Molecular Agrobiology,
of developmg-country cereals
Singapore, Malaysia $121,908for
research on the development of
Gyeongsang National University,
broad spectrum disease resistance
Chmju, South Korea $95, 210 for
m rice
research on the identification and
isolation of rice genes
International Center for Tropical
Agriculture, Call, Colombia
Haryana Agricultural University,
$160,000 for research on rice
Hisar, India $60,000 for research
genetic mapping and disease
on improving resistance of Basmati
resistance
rice to drought and salinity

International Centre for Genetic
Engineering and Biotechnology,
New Delhi, India $38,800 for a
study of isolation and charactenza
tion of gall midge-resistant genes in
rlce to be undertaken by Blotech_
nology Career Fellow K R Rajyashn
under the direction of J W Snape
John Innes Centre Norwich
'
England
'
'

Kasetsart University, Bangkok,
Thailand- $38,000 for research on
the improvement of Thai rice for
abiotic stress tolerance
Madurai Kamaraj University,
Madurai, India $19,950 for
research on genetic engineering of
Indica rice for drought and salinity
tolerance

International Centre for Genetic
Engineering and Biotechnology
New Delhi India $31 079 for '
research on marker assisted selec
t|0n rf „ m|(j res|Stance
-...i*,,,^ „„,,
cultivated rice
International Rice Research
Institute Manila Philippines
$2o 000* toward the costs of a

Madurai Kamarai University,
Madurai, India $76,000 for
research on genetic engineering of
lndlca nceforsheatn bl'6ht re515*3"06
Foundation
Manyco Kesearch Foundation,
Mumba|| |ndla $75|000 toward
the costs of research and training in
tne aPPllcatlon of marker assisted
selection to rice improvement

m^°P
^ Eene"Cenvironments
lmprwement
a ncefor°"
water.|lmlted
International Rice Research
Institute, Manila, Philippines
$26,477 for collaborative research
with Huazhong Agricultural UniverSlty' Wuhan' Chlna' on the moleclj|ar
ana'yS'S °' nCe ""^ Populatlons
andreslstance&™ from "ce
International Rice Research
Institute, Manila, Philippines$500,000 for the continuation of
research on the application of
biotechnology to rice improvement
International Rice Research Institute,
Manila, Philippines $69,100for
research on transferring osmotic
ad)UStmenttotr°P'Cal J3P°n'Ca Va"
^ ,hrau h marker.alded selection

Malaysian
Agricultural
Research
,nri
ne,,e|0™pnt
in«;tih,tp
ana
development
institute,
Kuala LumPjr. Malaysia
$100,000 for research on the use
of Pathogen-derived resistance
strategy in the management of rice

National Center for Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology,
Bangkok, Thailand $52,544 for
research on the development of a
*»° llne hybrld svstem for Thai nce
National Center for Genetic
Engineering and Biotechnology,
BanBgkok| ThBa||and $42 200
toward the costs of establishing
mtegrated nce biotechnology
^earch and human resou^e
ranarih/ hn.irima m Thailand anrt
capacity building m Thailand and
International Rice Research
boutneast Asia
l^^^^mn ,„
Nati0nal Center for Genetic
$8,334 for research and training in
Engineering and Biotechnology,
nce transformation
Bangkok, Thailand $12,000 for
International Rice Research
use bv lts Yothl Researcn Laboratory
Institute, Manila, Philippines
toward the costs of research to be
$80,000forresearch and training
conducted at the Laboratory by a
m the mtrogression of quantitabve
postdoctoral fellow, chosen by the
tra|t |QC| forthe deve|0pment of new
^Xory, on the genetic analysis
nce cu|[|vars
of plant-pathogen interactions
between rice and the rice blast
International Rice Research
pathogen
Institute, Manila, Philippines
rprmol^m Evah,
$90,000 for research, ,n collabora^
^
^
^
^ nt '
tlon wlth the China National Rice
f, triCM n S TA"
Research Institute, Hangzhou, on
United States Department of Agn
reciprocal near-isogenic mtrogression
culture, Stuttgart, Arkansas $4,000
lines for molecular dissection of
to enable a representative of the
Indica/japonica rice genomes
Cnlna Natlonal R|ce Research
Institute, Hangzhou, to present a
John Innes Centre, Norwich,
paper at the International Symposium
England $100,000 toward the
on Rice Germplasm Enhancement,
costs of establishing a rice and
held August 30 to September 2,
maize transformation framing and
1998, in Stuttgart
technology development center
Kasetsart University, Bangkok,
Thailand $26,000 for research^
on the improvement of Thai nc<L
for increased tolerance of salinity,
f
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Philippine Rice Research Institute,
Maligaya, Philippines $18,800 to
enable Theresa Peralta, selected by
the Institute, to receive training in
nee biotechnology at the International
Laboratory for Tropical Agricultural
Brotechnology/Scripps Research
Institute, LaJolla, California
Philippine Rice Research Institute,
Maligaya, Philippines $26,000 for
research on map-based cloning of
tungro resistance genes in rice
Philippine Rice Research Institute,
Maligaya, Philippines $7,000 for
research on resistance to rice tungro
disease
Punjab Agricultural University,
Ludhiana, India $43,867
for
research on the tissue culture and
genetic transformation of Basmati
and Indica rice
Rural Development Administration,
Suwon, Republic of Korea
$33,300 for research on the development of map-based cloning and
transformation for rice improvement
Salk Institute for Biological Studies,
La Jolla, California $80,000 for
research on the molecular mechanisms of induction of rice defense
responses to microbial diseases
Scripps Research Institute,
La Jolla, California $84,476 for
research on the molecular biology of
nce tungro virus and rice yellow
mottle virus, and the genetic engi
neermg of rice for virus resistance
SPIC Science Foundation
Ctana indi!^ $42470°";
research'on the development of
transposon trap lines in rice
SPIC Science Foundation,
Madras, India $15,000 for contmuation of a study of genetically
engineered male sterility in rice, to
be undertaken by Biotechnology
Career Fellow George Thomas,
under the direction of Claude M
Fauquet, International Laboratory
for Tropical Agricultural Biotechnol
Tamil Nadu Agricultural University,
Coimbatore, India $18,340 to
enable P Gomathmayagam, selected by the University to receive
trammginricebiotechnologyatthe
International Laboratory for Tropical
Agricultural Biotechnology/Scripps
Research Instrtute, LaJolla.Califomia

Tamil Nadu Agricultural University,
Coimbatore, India $25,556 for
research on rapid generation of
transgenic rice lines of elite Indica
cultivars
Taml1 Nadu Agricultural University,
Coimbatore, India $33,070for
research on the genetic engineering
of rice for the management of fungal
diseases
.
.
.
Tamil Nadu Agricultural University,
Coimbatore, India $37,000 for
research on mapping resistance
genes to yellow stem borer in rice
Tatni1 Nadu Agricultural University,
Coimbatore, India $38,800 for a
study of gene pyramiding in elite
for
Indica cultivars and enhancing
transgene expression, to be undertaken by Biotechnology Career
Fellow P Balasubramanian, under
the direction of Paul Christou, Laboratory for Transgenic Technology
and Metabo|lc patnway Engineering,
Jonn lnnes Centre_ Nomlc^
England
Tamil Nadu Agricultural University,
Coimbatore, India $44,600 for a
study of identifying and transferring
QTLs from w|k) nce spec|es affect|ng
y|e|d_ matmty da(e drought toler
ance and grain quahty of cu|tlvated
nce>to be undertaken by Biotech
nology Career Fellow M Maheswaran,
under the dlrectlon of Susan R
McCouch, Department of Plant
BreedlnS and Biometry, Cornell
University, Ithaca, New York
Tamil Nadu Agricultural University,
Coimbatore, Wia $52,417for
research on identifying and transferring useful agronomic genes from
wild to cultivated rice
Fundamental
Tata
Institute
of Fundamental
Pocoarrh
Rarmalnra
India
Kesearcn, Bangalore, maia
$18,000 toward the costs of the
eighth meeting of the National Rice
Biotechnology Network of India,
held ln Bangalore m October 1998
Texas Tech University Lubbock
Texas $3,000 for research on '
"^ ^^'" ""
Texas Tech University, Lubbock,
Texas $50 000 for research on the
use of molecular tools for genetic
analvsis of root npnptratinn m ncp
^^ °' "** Penetrat'°n '" "^
Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu,
Nepal $33,384 for use by its
Institute of Agriculture and Animal
Science for research on the
characterization and improvement
°f Nepaiese nce germpiasm to be
undertaken by Biotechnology Career
Fellow Ram C Sharma, ,n the labo"*** R|ce
°f H6'Research
LeU"g *the
'nterna'
t|opa|
|nst|tutep
Manila, Philippines

Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu,
Nepal $5,807 for use by its
Institute of Agriculture and Animal
Science for research on the charactenzation of Nepalese rice blast
populations, conducted by Sundar
M shrestha at the |nternatlonal
R,ce Research Instrtute, Manila,
Philippines
University of Agricultural Sciences,
Bangalore, India $100,000 for
research on molecular marker
assisted breeding for drought and
disease resistance in rice
University of California, Davis,
Dav|S| Ca^orma $57>052 for
research on engineering rice varieties
reslstance to bacterla| bhght
and b|as,
University of Costa Rica, San Jose,
Costa Rica $61,332 for research
on the molecular characterization of
rice hoja blanca virus
University of Delhi, New Delhi, India
$20,000 for research on improved
submergence tolerance of rice
University of Dhaka, Dhaka,
Bangladesh $29,959 for research
on the genetic manipulation of local
Bangladeshi rice varieties to
increase their tolerance to salt
fo
University of Dschang, Dschang,
Republic of Cameroon $4,780 to
enable Mane-Noelle Ndjiondjop,
se|ected by the Unlverslty to receive
tra|n|ng m r|ce blotechno|ogy at tne
International Laboratory for Tropical
Agricultural Biotechnology/Scnpps
Research Institute, La Jolla, California
University of Hyderabad,
Hyderabad, India $67,920 for
research on ,he anthocyanln
biosynthetic pathway and disease
' IN TICc
^
reSISldnCc
University of Ottawa, Ottawa,
Canada $50,000 for research on
tissue-specific promoters from rice,
and the deveiopment of chlmerlc
genes for insect resistance and novel
breeding systems
University of the Philippines,
Col.ege, Laguna, Los Banos, PhilipP|nes $28,706 for research on
improving insect resistance in rice
„ -u
Univereity •*the PunJab- Lah°re'
JSySSSS"1
a ceT coZnpS o r,«
tance to common pests or rice
through expression of Bac.llus
thunngiensis toxin genes
universitv °f the pun'ab' Lah°re'
Rak|stan y$65,00o for use by its
Natlona, Centre of Excellence ,n
Molecular
Biology for
research^
on
^ deve|opment
flfgenet|c
tance to common pests of nce
through expression of Bacillus
thunngiensis toxin genes
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West Africa Rice Development
Association, Bouake, Ivory Coast
$171,350 for research on the
application of biotechnology to the
improvement of African rice vaneties
West Afnca R.ce Development
Association, Bouake, Ivory Coast
$34,100 for a rice genome analysis
ofO Glabernma germplasm using
microsatellite markers to be under
taken by Biotechnology Career
Fellow Thierry Cadalen, under the
direction of Susan R McCouch,
Department of Plant Breeding and
Biometry, Cornell University, Ithaca,
Npu. Ynrk
Zhejiang Academy of Agricultural
Sciences, Hangzhou, China
$82,100 for research on the evalua
t|on of transgenic rice for virus
resistance
Zhejiang Agricultural University,
Hangzhou, China $20,000 for
research on insect resistance
evaluation in transgenic rice
Rockefeller Foundation Biotechnology Career Fellowships
1993 appropnation of
$1,140,000 (joint with HS and
ps) ,„ addition ,„ pKV,ous fund.
,ng fof allocation by the offlcers
assist exce//enfyoung scien.
tists tesed in the Third World to
become leaders in the development and aPP>'^ion ofbiotechnology that offers promise for
improvmg the hvmg conditions of
poor people.
pekjng Univers,ty, Beijing, China
$45,800 for a study of molecular
cloninS atld analvsis of hormonaland phytochrome regulated genes
related to premature senescence
and male stenlltVof rlce P|ants'to
be undertaken by
Biotechnology
J YuXian,
"-1 the
Career Fe||ow 2hu
under
direction of Peter Quail, Department
of Plant Biology, University of
California, Berkeley
GRANTS IN AID
Center for Research and
Advanced Studies of the National
Polytechnic Institute, Mexico City,
Mexlco $53,000 for research on
the production and evaluation of
virus-resistant potatoes
mmmnnw^lth v-ntiflr ,nH
S£K2S££n,
Canberra, Australia $6*000 for
•
research on apomixis
United States Department of
Agricuiture'Beitsviiie'Matviand
$10,000 for use by the Plant
Genome Research Program of the
Agricultural
Research
ServiceWorld
for
support of trave|
of Third

scientists to attend the Plant and
Animal Genome VII meeting, held
January 17 to 21, 1999, in San
Diego, California
FELLOWSHIPS
J . R. Kannan Bapu, Tamil Nadu
Agricultural University, Madurai,
India postdoctoral fellowship for
advanced training in plant pathology,
under the direction of M A Saghai
Maroof, Department of Crop and
Soil Environmental Sciences, Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State
University, Blacksburg
Varapong Chamarerk, Rice
Research Institute, Bangkok,
Thailand fellowship for advanced
study in plant genetics leading to
the PhD degree under the direction
of Henry T Nguyen, Plant Molecular
Genetics Laboratory, Texas Tech
University, Lubbock
Ngo Luc Cuong, Cuu Long Delta
Rice Research Institute, Omon,
Cantho, Vietnam fellowship for
advanced training in entomology
leading to the Ph D degree under
the direction of Ehseo P Cadapan,
Department of Entomology, University of the Philippines, Los Banos
Amalraj John Joel, Tamil Nadu
Agricultural University,
Coimbatore, India postdoctoral
fellowship for advanced training in
plant genetics under the direction of
Zhang Qifa, National Key Laboratory
of Crop Genetic Improvement,
Huazhone Agricultural University
Wuhan, China
'
Rachelle Nicole Natalie Kokora,
Universite de Cocody, Abidjan,
Ivory Coast dissertation fellowship
for research in molecular biology
under the direction of Claude M
Fauquet Scnpps Research Institute
La Jolla, California, as part of a
Ph D degree program at the
Universite de Cocody, Abidjan,
C6ted'IVO're
Kamlesh Kukreja, Haryana
Agnculbra, Uni4rs^Hisar, India
postdoctoral fellowship for advanced
trammg in plant pathology under the
direction of Jan E Leach, Depart
ment of Plant Pathology, Kansas
State University, Manhattan
...
Xmghua Lin, Huazhong Agricultural University, Wuhan, China
postdoctoral fellowship for advanced
study ,n plant genetics underthe
direction of Hongbm Zhang, Depart
ment of Plant Molecular Genetics,
Texas A&M University, College Station
Le Cam Loan, Cuu Long Delta
Rice Research Institute. Oman,
Cantho, Vietnam fellowship
for
advanced training in plant genetics
leading to the PhD degree under
the direction of Enrique C Paller,
Department of Plant Breeding,

University of the Philippines,
College, Laguna, Los Banos
.
Narayanan Muthukrishnan,
Tamil Nadu Agncultural University,
Madurai, India postdoctoral fellowship for advanced study in entomol
ogy under the direction of Illimar
Altosaar, Agricultural Biotechnology
Laboratory, University of Ottawa,
Ontario, Canada
Thi Hanh Thuy Nguyen, Agricultural Genetics Institute, Hanoi,
Vietnam postdoctoral fellowship for
advanced study in plant genetics
under the direction of Henry T
Nguyen, Department of Plant and
§01! Science, Texas Tech University,
Lubbock
Thi Loc Nguyen, Cuu Long Delta
Rice Research Institute, Omon,
Cantho, Vietnam postdoctoral fel
lowship for advanced study in entomology under the direction of John
Gatehouse, Department of Biology,
University of Durham, England
'
Perumal Ramasamy, Tamil Nadu
Agricultural University,
Coimbatore, India postdoctoral
fellowship for advanced study in
plant genetics under the direction of
Gary Hart, Department of SoH and
Crop Sciences,TexasA&M University,
College Station
'
Sabanappan Robin, Tamil Nadu
Agricultural University,
Coimbatore, India postdoctoral
fellowship for advanced study in
plant molecular biology under the
direction of Henry T Nguyen,
Department of Plant and Soil Science,
Texas Tech university, Lubbock
Jai Singh Rohilla, Haryana Agricultural University, Hisar, India
postdoctoral fellowship for advanced
study in plant genetics under the
direction of Ray Wu, Section of Biochemistry, Molecular and Cell Biology,
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York
MandeSemon,WestAfricaRice
Development Association,
Bouake, ivory Coast- fel.owship for
advanced training ,n plant molecular
biology leading to the Ph D degree
under the direction of Susan R
McCouch, Department of Plant
Breeding and Biometry, Cornell
University, Ithaca, New York
VirendraKumar S.kka, Haryana
Agricultural University, Hisar,
lnd.a postdoctoral fellowship for
advanced study in plant molecular
biology under the direction of
Thomas W Okita, Institute of
Biological Chemistry, Washington
State University, Pullman
Krishan Pal Singh, Haryana
Agricultural University, Hisar,
India postdoctoral fellowship for
,^

advanced training in plant genetics
under the direction of T. J Rowers,
Salinity Research Laboratory,
University of Sussex, England
^
"
^
'
"
'
"
j
!
^
™
!
"
!
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Egerton University, Njoro, Kenya
$5,000 for use by the Department
of Geography to prepare a research
proposal entitled, "Response Farming
Strategies and Abnormal Rams with
Spec.al Emphasis on the El Nino
Phenomena in Kenya "

Cal^er FellowshiPs'"the
Agricultural Sciences
1998 ^Ppropnation of $325,000
in addition to previous funding
for allocation by the officers to
assist agricultural institutions
in Kenya, Malawi, Uganda and
Zimbabwe - the African focus
countries under Agricultural
Sciences - to retain highly
productive staff.

Foundation-administered project:
$50,000 for the administrative
costs of Jhe Fomm Qn /^ncllKura\
Resources Husbandry

Francis Nang'ayo, Nairobi, Kenya
$75,000 for a Career Development
Fellowship to conduct research on
the biological control of the larger
gram borer in Kenya

Foundation-administered project:
$100,000 to support the Third
Biennial Joint Meeting of the Forum
on Agricultural Resource Husbandry
grantees, held in Harare, Zimbabwe,
in October 1998

Felix '• Nweke'lbadan' N'Serla
$86,800 for a Career Development
Fellowship in the Agricultural
Sciences to prepare a book synthesizing the results of the Collaborative
Study of Cassava in Africa, while
in residence at Michigan State
University, East Lansing

Makerere University, Kampala,
Uganda $105,797 for use by its
Agricultural Research Institute,
Kabanyolo, to support research on
the biological management of water
hyacinth wastes from Lake Victoria

Webster Sakala, Lilongwe,
Malawi $57,000 for a Career
Development Fellowship in the
Agricultural Sciences to develop an
appropriate laboratory analysis
component for the Malawi Maize
Commodity Team based at Chitedze
Agricultural Research Station

Foundation-administered project:
$80,000 to support an evaluation
of the Foundation funded program
for strengthening faculties of agncul
ture in Kenya, Malawi, Uganda and
Zimbabwe

Makerere University, Kampala,
Uganda $3,500 for use by its
Faculty of Agriculture and Forestry
for the publication of its graduate
program

Makerere University,
Kampala, Uganda $45,000 for use
bVlts FacultV of Agriculture and
Forestry to provide access to elec
Forum °n AgncuHural Resource
tromc communication and mformaHusbandry in Sub-Saharan Africa
tion to participants in the Forum on
1998 appropriation of $900,000
Agricultural Resource Husbandry
in addition to previous funding
.
for allocation by the officers to
Makerere University, Kampala,
revitalize, strengthen, and sustain
Uganda- $5,000 for use by its
graduate education at selected
Faculty of Agriculture and Forestry to
faculties of agriculture in eastern
furtherthedevelopmentofitsprpgrams
and southern Africa through an
Makerere University, Kampala,
African-directed competitive
Uganda $5 000 for use by its
fSZTSsS^
Facultyof Agriculture and Forestry
SK^Sft nor,SSfcr for * »?"*"" *??*** "^
££K SS3taci,, field Ksearch on crop
and resource management.
M o n t a
6
Mountains and Southwestern
Eduardo Mondlane University,
Highlands of Uganda
Maputo, Mozambique $46,000 for
Makerere University, Kampala,
use by its Facultyof Agronomy and
Uganda $60,000 for'use by its'
Forest Engineering to support
research on the performanceof
^^ sesam,ae and ^
f|avlpes (Hymenoptera Braconidae)
as b|o|og(Ca| contro| agents aga|ns,
cereal stemborers in Mozambique
Makerere University, Kampala,
Uganda $76 190 for use by
Eduardo Mondlane Universjh}.the Department of Soil Science
Maputo, Mozambique $63,370'
for use by lts Faculty Of Agrorlon1>
and Forest Engineering to support^
research on the eco|ogy of ,he red ]
locust m the outbreak area of the
Buzl Qorongoza plains in central
Mozambique
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Makerere University, Kampala,
Uganda $70,590 to support phase
two research on integrated management of pests of common beans in
Uganda, validation and participatory
implementation of economic injury
level thresholds by bean farmers
Makerere University, Kampala,
Uganda $72,500 for use by the
Department of Crop Science to support research aimed at establishing
economic injury levels and control
action thresholds for the management of major field insect pests of
cowpea in Uganda
Moi University, Eldoret, Kenya
$23,604 to support the Phosphate
Rock Evaluation Project (PREP) to
include research on market potential
and farmer acceptance of the
PREP-PAC as a soil fertility tool in
western Kenya.
University of Malawi, Zomba,
Malawi $10,000 for use by Bunda
College of Agriculture to continue
support for the second phase of
research investigating the potential
for adoption of maize-based agro
forestry technologies by smallholder
farmers in southern Malawi
University of Malawi, Zomba,
Malawi $2,340 for use by Bunda
College of Agriculture, Department
of Agricultural Engineering for a
preparation grant for an evaluation
of irrigation power/energy systems
University of Malawi, Zomba,
Malawi $35,000 for use by its
Bunda College of Agriculture to
provide access to electronic commu
nication and information to participants in the Forum on Agricultural
Resource Husbandry
University of Malawi, Zomba,
Malawi $60,000 for use by Bunda
College of Agriculture to support the
development of the vascular puncture inoculation technique and
identification of biologically and
epidemiologically different maize
streak virus isolates
University of Malawi, Zomba,
Malawi. $2,500 for use by Bunda
College of Agnculture to further the
development of its programs
University of Ma,awUomba,
Malawi $5,000 for use by Bunda
College of Agriculture for a preparation grant for a research project on
nematode population build up under
different maize-based croppmg
systems in Malawi
University of Nairobi, Nairobi,
Kenya $10,000foruseby its
Faculty of Agriculture to further the
development of ,ts programs

University of Nairobi, Nairobi,
Kenya $59,837 for use by the
Department of Agricultural Economics to support an assessment of the
dissemination and adoption of
improved fodder trees by women
farmers and their productivity in
smallholder dairy farming in Embu
District, Kenya.
University of Nairobi, Nairobi,
Kenya- $60,000 for use by the
Department of Crop Protection to
support a study on the effect of
intercropping maize and beans on
major diseases of beans in Kenya
University of Nairobi, Nairobi,
Kenya $60,000 for use by the
Department of Soil Science to
support a project on field monitoring
of seasonal surface soil loss and
erosion-induced nutrient losses in
a maize-legume-based cropping
system in Kenya
University of Nairobi, Nairobi,
Kenya $89,600 for use by the
Department of Soil Science, to
support research into soil fertility
problem solving m the Central
Highlands of Kenya.
University of Zimbabwe, Harare,
Zimbabwe $13,200 to support
research on the potential contnbution from naturally-nodulatmg
soybean to residual soil fertility in
maize-based cropping systems
University of Zimbabwe, Harare,
Zimbabwe $34,000 for use by its
Faculty of Agriculture to provide
access to electronic communication
and information to participants in
the Forum on Agricultural Resource
Husbandry's Project for Information
Access and Connectivity
Universityof Zimbabwe, Harare,
Zimbabwe $5,000 for use by its
Faculty of Agriculture to further the
development of its programs.
University of Zimbabwe, Harare,
Zlmbabwe $91,515 for use by the
Department of Crop Science to
support research on improved food
security for the resource-poor farmers
in Zimbabwe through deployment of
Stnga resistance genes ,n sorghum
cultivars and a study of genetic
ZdtreS S? *""
from d.fferent host plants
Initiatives for Development and
Equity in African Agriculture
(IDEM)
2998 appropriation of $900,000
in addition to previous funding
for allocation by the officers to
PmnnM,P, „ «„,,,„ nf /„,„ =Br;nli
Z
S
S
l
S
S
o
^ comman£/rff/)e Wems
of smallholder agriculture,
develop solut,ons to those problems and act to implement the
solutions.

University of Zimbabwe, Harare,
Zimbabwe $900,000 for use by its
Department of Agricultural Economics and Extension to continue
support for the initiative
University of Zimbabwe, Harare,
Zimbabwe $10,000 for use by its
Department of Agricultural Economics and Extension to support the
IDEM program
Integrated Banana Research in
Uganda
1998 appropriation of $600,000
in addition to previous funding
for allocation by the officers to
define the factors constraining
banana production in Uganda,
devise improved technologies to
overcome those constraints and
evaluate their suitability to farm
conditions.
International Institute of Tropical
Agriculture, Ibadan, Nigeria:
$300,380 to continue its research
collaboration with the Uganda
National Banana Research Program
on integrated pest management of
the banana weevil
International Network for the
Improvement of Banana and
Plantain, Paris, France. $25,000
to support a workshop on the
characterization of banana/plantain
production in eastern and southern
Africa
Andrew Kiggundu, Kampala,
Uganda $51,000 to support studies
of host plant interactions and mechanismsof resistance to banana
weevil within east African highland
bananas in Uganda.
National Agricultural Research
Organization, Kampala, Uganda
$150,000tocontinue supportfor
research on nutrient demand and
nutrient cycling in banana-based
cropping systems
National Agricultural Research
Organization, Kampala, Uganda
$100,000 to support the banana
cropping systems project.
National Agricultural Research
°rga mzal.ion Kam ^-Uganda
JSiraTrS^ In^to
~
»
r
"
nutrient demand and nutrient
cycling in banana-based cropping
systems
.
.
^
^
^
$
3
5
0 000
J "4 appropriation of $JbU,UUU
in addition to previous funding
for release by the officers to
continue strengthening the
capacity of Malayan researchers
'° ***» ™d conduct a maize
research program that addresses
the needs of small farmers.
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Ministry of Agriculture and
Irrigation, Malawi, Lilongwe,
Malawi $74,100 for use by its
Department of Agricultural Research
and Technical Services to support the
project, Improving Farmers'Maize
Y|elds Managing Maize Streak Virus
Diseases, Helmmthosporium Leaf
Blight and Gray Leaf Spot
Management of Maize Pests by
Smallholders
1 ggg appropriation Of
$1,200,000 in addition to previous funding for allocation by the
officers to reduce yield losses
^^ by ^^ in smalinolder
cropping systems
Foundation-administered project:
$44,400 for a meeting to review
and evaluate the progress of Foundation-funded projects on Stnga
International Maize and Wheat
Improvement Center, Mexico City,
Mexico-$157,000 toward the cost
of establishing an east Africa regional
maize nursery
Kenva Agricultural Research
Institute, Nairobi, Kenya $58,200
toward the costs of improving
researcher productivity and returns
to research investment on Stnga in
western Kenya
Kenya Agricultural Research
Institute, Nairobi, Kenya $87,500
for research on malze streak vlms
resistance in African maize
Ministry of Agriculture and
Livestock Development, Malawi,
Lilongwe, Malawi $19,115 toward
the costs of rebu'|d|r|gthe Malawl
Maize Pathology Project and development of a Research Action Plan
Ministry of Agriculture and
Livestock Development, Malawi,
Lilongwe, Malawi $18,007 for
research on the development of
str'6a resistant/tolerant genotypes
of maize
Universitv of Ca|ifornia Davi,
"Tr'lm a KM OOnfor
Davls' Callfornla- $100,000 for
research on the development of a
screen for Striga resistance in maize.
c
"""°'s $87,274 for research on
control of the production of the
ma.ze Stnga seed germmat.on
stimulant
Research Fellowships in the
Agricultural Science*
™7 appropriation of $500,000

Robert A. Gilbert, Long Beach,
California $130,350 renewal of
Research Fellowship in Agricultural
Sciences to enable him to continue
his participation in a Foundation
funded program of maize research,
while located at the Department of
Agricultural Research in Lilongwe,
Maiaw|
So//s Management to Overcome
Yield Constraints
1998 appropnation of
$2,850,000 in addition to previous funding for allocation by the
officers to identify and evaluate
ways of overcoming soils-based
limitations to sustainable,
economic crop yields in principal
agricultural soik of eastern and
ZEh^Mto
Association for Better Land
Husbandry, London, England
$90,000 to continue support for the
development of its Land Husbandry
Network in Kenya
Environmental Action Team,
Kitale, Kenya $55,470 to continue
support for adaptive research on
biological alternatives for soil fertility
management for maize production
Government of Malawi, Lilongwe,
Malaw, $120,000 for use by
The Office of the Vice President to
support an integrated study of
Malawi's agricultural sector
Harvard University, Cambridge
Massachusetts $41,790 for use by
the Harvard Institute for International
Development to support the study
The Changing Structure of Malawi s
Food System A Clarification of
Issues and Evidence "
international centre tor Research
r™?^?
Ifl T
$200,000 to support the implementation of decision support
systems for soil nutrient replenishment in eastern Africa
International Crops Research
Instituteforthe Semi-Arid Trop.cs,
. j, n , , , , ,»„. ^«~
Andhra Pradesh, India $94,600 to
continue support for research in
Malawi on methodology to develop
practical soil fertility technologies
through farmer research partnerships
International Maize and Wheat
.
»,.i.,
„
Improvement Center, Mexico City,
Mexico $259,200 to support the
work of the Soil Fertility Network for
Maize Based Farming Systems in
Malawi and Zimbabwe
, . .• ,»„•
.,,„,. i
International Maize and Wheat
Improvement Center, Mexico City,
Mexico $25,000 to support partici
pation by maize scientists from
national agncultural research programs
at the Sixth Eastern and Southern
Africa Regional Maize Conference

Kenya Agricultural Research
Institute, Nairobi, Kenya
$222,000 to continue support for
on-farm research in improved soil
management at the Kitale Regional
Research Center
Kenya Agricultural Research
Institute, Nairobi, Kenya $15,290
for use by its Embu Regional
Research Centre to support the
continuation of the long term soil
organic matter project at Machanga
and Mutuobare, Mbeere District
Kenva Agricultural Research
Institute, Nairobi, Kenya $65,000
for use **>the Natlonal D^and
Farming Research Center Katumam,
to continue support fora collaboratlve research Pro'ect Wlth the lnternational Center for Research in the
Semi-Arid Tropics and the Agricultural Production Systems Research
Unit of Australia on agricultural/
resource modeling and applications
in semi-arid Kenya
Kenya Agricultural Research
Institute, Nairobi, Kenya $70,000
for use by its National Agricultural
Research Laboratories to continue
support for the coordination of soil
management projects at sites in
,/.„.. ,nri (/.,,,„
Kenya Agricultural Research
Institute, Nairobi, Kenya $75,000
to continue support for screening
trials of legume species for adapt
ab|||ty to vary|ng agroeco|oglca|
conditions and land management
systems |n Kenya
Ministry of Agnculture and Irngation, Malawi, Lilongwe, Malawi
$131,000 for use by its Department of Agricultural Research and
Technical Services to continue
supportformaize agronomy
researcn
Ministry of Agriculture and Irrigation, Malawi, Lilongwe, Malawi
^
^
7
°
*
" Ma'3WI *""
^ume*^
.... i *-.
.. . •
Ministry of Finance, Malawi,
Lilongwe, Malawi $30,000 to
support a review of Malawi's soil fertility policy
Rothamsted Experimental Station
Hertfordshire, ftgbnd $95,000 for
r>
ituse by its Departments of Statistics
and Soil Sciences to support
research and analysis of existing
long-term agronomic trials in Africa
I ropicalborlHiolOgy ana fertility
Programme, Nairobi, Kenya
$76,000 to support research to
improve organic matter management
in smallholder farming systems of
Malawi and Zimbabwe through
composting of crop residues and
manure

Tropical Soil Biology and Fertility
Programme, Nairobi, Kenya
$330,000 to continue support for
its networking and research activities
in Africa

International Food Policy
Research Institute, Washington,
DC $36,950 to support a project
to enhance access to food policy
and poverty literature in Lusophone
countries through translation of key
matena| from Eng||sh to Portuguese

University of Nairobi, Nairobi,
Kenya $32,000 for use by its
Department of Soil Science to
International Livestock Research
support phase three of the Rhizobium
Institute, Nairobi, Kenya $45,000
Ecology Network of east and
to develop, in collaboration with the
southern Africa
International Maize and Wheat
. .
.
Improvement Center and other mterUniversity of Zimbabwe, Harare,
national agricultural research centers
Zimbabwe $90,000 for use by the
and nat|ona| agrlcu|tura| research
Department of Soil Science and
systemSi a spat|aNy referenced crop
Agricultural Engineering to support
and livestock-production database
the establishment of a nitrogen
for
eastem and southem Afr,ca
fixation facility.
.
International Livestock Research
U"IVerSlty °'ZlmbabWe' Harare'
Institute, Nairobi, Kenya $5,000
Zimbabwe $90,000 to provide a
to support, in collaboration with
professorial supplement for a profesMakerere University, Department of
sorship in the Department of Soil
Agricultural Economics, the prepare
Science and Agricultural Engineering
t|on of a Kseartih proposa| to examine
Village Enterprise Zone Associadalry P0'"^ m U8ancla
Hnn. International,
intpmaHnnai Chicago,
rhiraon
tlons
International Network for the
lllmols $50,000 to support the
Improvement of Banana and
continuation of its work in Malawi
Plantain, Paris, France $10,000
on aS"^tural research and food
to support tne publication of the
security
proceedings of the Banana IPM
pau| Woomer Nairobi Kenya
Workshop, held in November 1998
a.fin mn . ' ri . 'p,rrh ,n
in South Africa
»bu,uuu to conduct research in
Kenya and Uganda on nutrient
Kenya Agricultural Research
replenishment, banana restoration
Institute, Nairobi, Kenya $15,000
and legume moculant improvement for use by the National Dryland
PRANTS TN ATD
Farming Research Center-Katumam,
to continue support for a collabora
African Crop Scjence Societyi
tive research project with the InterRustenburg South Africa $20000
national Center for Research in the
towar|j ^ ^ Qf p|annmgfo;|ts
Semi-Arid Tropics and the Agricul1999 Congress and publication of
tural Productions Systems Research
the
^ Jouma|H
Umt of Austra||a on agrlcu|turat,
resource modehng and app|lcat,0ns
Youssouf Camara, East Lansing,
in semi-arid Kenya
Michigan $16,380 to support
research on the profitability of
Kenya Agricultural Research
cassava based production systems
Institute, Nairobi, Kenya $15,000
in west Africa
to support in-country costs to the
Kenya Agncu|tura| Research Institute
Epidavros Project, New York, New
associated with the Wye College
York $49,800 to support the
r^mai Program for members of its
pr*pa" ^'""M *"** *"
Socio-Economics and Biometrics
a documentary f,lm on African
Dlvision
development opportunities
^
Kenya Agricultural Research
Foundation-administered project:
Institute, Nairobi Kenya
$10,000 to explore the development
$123 600 to support for the planning
of an economics-and-policy working
and development of a book on the
gr°UP'°further strengthen the
theme of building national agncultural
Foundahon's work on integrated soil
research systems ,n Africa
nutnent management in the southern
Afr|can
Makerere Un.versity, Kampala,
6
Uganda $8 060foruse by its
International Center for Tropical
Facu|ty of Agriculture and Forestry
Agriculture, Call, Colombia
to Supp0rt the teaching of a micro
$17,600 to support the publication
economy course in the Ph D
and distribution of a bean atlas for Drogram
„
program
nca
Ministry of Agriculture and
International Centre for
Irrigation, Malawi Lilongwe
Research in Agroforestry,
Majawl $17,000 to support a
Nairobi, Kenya $12,300 to
midterm review of the Maize
support the preparation and
Productivity Task Force
subsequent agronomic evaluation of
Ugandan phosphates on P deficient
soil in western Kenya
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New School University, New
York, New York $30,000 for use by
the Graduate Faculty of Political and
Social Science to support a conference, "Food Nature and Culture "

training in plant breeding leading to
the Ph D degree under the direction
of Margaret E Smith, Department of
Plant Breeding and Biometry,
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York

Autonomous University of
Chapmgo, Chapmgo, Mexico
$40,000 to support its Agroecology
Research and Training Program in
Oaxaca

Tropical Soil Biology and Fertility
Programme, Nairobi, Kenya
$15,000 toward the costs of a
workshop on soil biology, held in
May 1998.

Eastonce Gwata, Crop Breeding
Institute, Harare, Zimbabwe
fellowship for advanced study in
plant genetics leading to the Ph D
degree underthe direction of Ken
Boote, Department of Agronomy,
University of Florida, Gainesville

Autonomous University of
Chapingo, Chapmgo, Mexico
$50,000 for use by its Agroforestry
Center for Sustainable Development
to support the project, "Agroforestry
Research, Training, and Extension "

University of Malawi, Zomba,
Malawi $57, 600 for use by the
University of Malawi Libraries to
support the final phase of its
Automation Project
University of Nairobi, Nairobi,
Kenya $27,538 for use by its

University of Zimbabwe, Harare,
Zimbabwe $24,920 to support

Anne Wangai, Nairobi, Kenya
$3,200 to support research on the
detectionandmanagementof
groundnut viruses m Africa
FELLOWSHIPS
Agnes M. Abera, National Agricultural Research Organization,
Kampala, Uganda fellowship for
advanced study m entomology leading to the Ph D degree under the
direction of Roy G Van Driesche,
Department of Entomology, Umversrty of Massachusetts, Amherst
Margaret Ajonye, Makerere
University, Kampala Uganda
fellowship for advanced training in
plant molecular biology leading to
the PhD degree under the direction
of L R Enckson, Department of
Crop Science University of Guelph
Ontario Canada
David Patrick Bwamiki, Kawanda
Agricultural Research Institute of
the National Agricultural
Research Organisation, Kampala
Uganda fellowship for advanced '
study m soil management leading to
the Ph D degree under the direction
of the Chair, Department of Soil,
Crop and Atmospheric Sciences,
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York
Paxie Wanangwa Chirwa
Forestry Research Institute of
Malawi, Zomba fellowship for
advanced study ,n soil managemenV
agroforest^eadingtothePhD
degree under the direction of C R
Black, Department of Physiology
and Environmental Science
University of Nottingham, England
James G. Gethi, Kenya
Agricultural Research Institute,
Mtwapa fellowship for advanced

Barnabas A. Kiiza, Makerere
University, Kampala, Uganda
supplementary fellowship for
advanced training in agricultural
economics leading to the Ph D
degree under the d|rectlon of Robert

Autonomous University of
Chapingo, Chapmgo, Mexico
$70,000 to continue support for the
project, "Sustainable Development
of Agroecosystems m the South of
the State of Smaloa," jointly carried
ou, w|th tpe Nat,Qna| nst(tute Qn

t
Economics, University of Minnesota,
pau|
Autonomous University of the
'
Yucatan, Menda Mexico $50 000
Edward p Mazhangara, Chiredzi for use by its Department of
^search Station, Zimbabwe
Management and Conservation of
agrlcu|tura| econom|CS |ead|ng to
tmue research Qn natura| resource
**** ° a<f«* "nder the dlre(ctlon
management alternatives for the
°f Erlc Cra"f°rd' Department of
"henequen" reg,on of the Yucatan
^
^
"
^
1
^
'
'
Community Development of the
state University, East Lansing
^^ ^ ^^
David Mwaura Mbugua, Kenya
$25,000 to continue support for a
Agricultural Research Institute,
project to validate and promote
Kisn fellowship for advanced study
improved farming practices for
m animal science leading to the
maize-based systems among smallPhD degree under the direction of
holders in the State of Veracruz
the Chair Department of Soil
Science, Cornell University, Ithaca,
El t-°leg'° ae la Frontera bur,
New York
San Cristobal de Las Casas, Mexico
. . M , „
.
$60,000 to continue support
Carolme Nankmga, Kawanda
research on alternates for sustam
Agricultural Research Institute,
able production m Los Altos de
Kampala, Uganda supplementary
Chiapas
fellowship for advanced training in
insect pathology leading to the
Majomut Union of Cooperative
Ph.D degree under the direction of
Farmers and Communities of
M L Deadman, University of
Coffee Growers, Chiapas, Mexico
Reading, England
$45,000 to continue support for a
project, "Research and Promotion of
Michael Ngunjiri Njunie, Kenya
Adequate Technology for Coffee Cul
Agricultural Research Institute,
tivation in the Region of Los Altos de
Bambun, Kenya fellowship
Chiapas "
research allocation for dissertation
research m Kenya, as part of a
Network for Studies on Rural
PhD program in soil science under
Development, Chapingo, Mexico
the direction of Michael G Wagger,
$250,000 to support the project,
Department of Soil Science, North
Natural Resources Management in
Carolina State University, Raleigh
Mexlco Consolidation of the Network
i .»„..-...........^»
Program for the Integral Use of
rT17Mj'|a|''i^^^^^^S
Natural Resources, Mexico
$35]000 for research on sustainable
Natural Resources Management management of natural resources m
^jf
. ,. .
the community of San Nicolas
" ™1P^ "
Zoyatlan, State of Guerrero
^Sorl^oMe
R"al Studies and Peasant
££tS£5S&
Counseling, Oaxaca, Mexico
sustainable, natural resource
$65,000 to continue support for the
management systems for small
development of natural resources
farmers in diverse marginal areas
management capacity m the Union
of Mex,co through collaborative
of Zapoteco and Chinanteca
partnerships of smallholders.
Communities m Oaxaca
researchers and members ofnongovernmental organizations.
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GRANTS IN AID
Andres Ortiz Caton,
Nayant, Mexico $16,000 to support
S01' blol°gy on legume-based green
manure systems m the State of
Nayant, Mexico
Autonomous University of Chiapas,
Chiapas, Mexico $50,000 to contmue support for field research on
maize-legume systems in the State
of Chiapas
Foundation-administered project:
$4,000 to support administrative
costs associated with the Natural
Resources Management Program
int»rn=,r,,n=.i r»nt»r fnr in^rm,
h*mabo«l toto for Morn.. ,
.. .
coordinate a worldwide survey on
green-manure/cover-crops systems
among smallholders in the tropics
Vicente Guerrero Rural DevelopTlaxcala,
$
^Mexico^
m|t|a| lementatlon of a farmer
to_farmer for ,he d|ffus|Qn
of soil fertility management practces
,n tne state of T,axca|a and nelgn.
boring regions
Youth for Action Hyderabad
|n(j|a $10 OOO toward the costs of
a worksh ' on sustainable resource
management held in Hyderabad
August to September 1998.
IttJMttlN^-^Ml^H
GRANTS IN AID
Center for the Application of
Molecular Biology to International
Agriculture, Canberra, Australia
$33,500 toward the costs of a
conference, "Designing a Research
strategy for Achieving Asexual Seed
Reproduction m Cereals," held at
the Bellagio Study and Conference
Center, April 27 to May 1, 1998
Cornell University, Ithaca, New
York $32,000 for use by the Cornell
International Institute for Food,
Agriculture and Development to
explore the potential of integrated
crap management and participatory
aPP^ches to improving access to
y smallnolders m tne tr°Plcs
Foundation-administered project:
$35,000 to cover administrative
costs associated with program
explorations in the area of integrated
nutnent management, farmers'
expenmentation and cover agncu.ure
Foundation-administered project:
$60,000 for an exploration into
applied microeconomics capacity m
eastern and southern Africa

Special Interests
Foundation-administered project:
$8,000 to support administrative
activities associated with exploration
initiatives of the Agncultural Sciences
division
International Maize and Wheat
Improvement Center, Mexico City,
Mexico $39,600 to support
research exploring the potential
contribution of cover agriculture and
farmer expenmentation for improving
the livelihoods of smallholders in the
tropics
International Maize and Wheat
Improvement Center, Mexico City,
Mexico $89,000 toward the costs
of a strategic planning workshop on
molecular approaches for the genetic
improvement of cereals for stable
production in water hmited environ
ments, to be held in Mexico City,
Mexico in June 1 999
International Service for National
Agricultural Research,
The Hague, Netherlands $19,908
toward the costs of a study, Biotechnology for African Crops
Purdue University, West
Lafayette, Indiana $20,000 toward
the costs of a workshop, Developing
a Strategy for the Development and
Global Dissemination of Technology
for Sustainable Crop Production in
the Tropical Acid Savannas and
Other Problem Soils of the World,
heldMay4to6,1998
Purdue University, West
Lafayette, Indiana $20,000 toward
the costs of the West Africa Hybrid
Seed Workshop held in Niamey,
Niger, held September 28 to
October
2 1998
uciooer^,
iyao
Tropical Soil Biology and Fertility
Programme, Nairobi, Kenya
$49,230 toward the costs of an
international workshop, "Tropical
Soil Biology Opportunities and Challenges for African Agriculture," held
in Nairobi, Kenya, in January 1999
University of Costa R,ca
San Jos6, Costa Rica $15,000 for
use by its Center for Agronomic
Research to participate in an explo
ration of the use of green manures
and cover crops by farmers in
Central America, with an emphasis
on Costa Rica
University of Nebraska, Lincoln,
Nebraska $9,000 toward the costs
of a symposium on Post-Green
Revolution Trends in Crop Yield
Potential held in conjunction
with the annual meeting of the
Crop Science Society of America
in Baltimore Maryland, ,n
October 1998

Overseas Development Council,
Washington, D.C.
1998 appropriation of $500,000
to assist the Council in its transibon from an American institutmn
with a distinguished record of
influencing U S development
policies to an international policy
analysis institution focused
on globaliiation, equity and
^p/nnmonf
devel°PmentRockfeller University, New York
1998 appropriation of $585 860
in addition to previous funding to
covef ofleating costs associated
with the preservation and continu, use of Foundatlon recorefc
^M* the Rockfeller
^ Center
GRANTS IN AID
Adriano Olivetti Foundation,
Rome, Italy $50,000 toward the
costs of its project to analyze the
historical linkage of American foundations in Europe and the development of European foundations
Advertising Council, New York,
New York $225,000 toward use ,n
the Commitment 2000 project in
learning how American attitudes
about poor families are determined
and begin to change the public's
perception of parents who are poor

Foundations-administered project:
$5,000 to cover the costs of the
Rockfeller Foundation's participation
in Grantmakers in Film, Television
and Video
Foundations-administered project:
$50,000 for additional support of
Foundation initiated activities
surrounding the Communications
and Social Change project
Fund for the Cltv * New YorkNew York, New York $150,000 to
suPPort lts Center for lnternet
Gateways to Access, Equity and
Community

New York' New York' New York
$150,000 to support an mvestiga
tlon of the soclal and economlc
assimilation of second generation
immigrants in metropolitan New
York in the 1990s
u. . . „...
"TTT!! «v!^. .
Berkeley' Callfornla $50'000 foward
lts «eneral °Peratln« exPenses
... .
""I1*" ?**; °f *6 9*
""!VM v,*™™™?* „
Y°rk' New Y«* $200'°°° to"ard
"""f of ™f Hlst°"ca Archives
° *e/"^ R'Can "'f?h™
"™ed fatf* pr°)ect at the Centro
de Estudios Puertornquenos

Arizona State University, Tempe,
a research and education project
commemorating the 1848 Treaty of
Guadalupe Hidalgo and the end of
the Spanish American War in 1898
Council on Economic Priorities
Accreditation Agency, New York,
New York $1 50,000 toward a
series of capacity-building workshops for nonprofit organizations
and businesses interested in improvmg workplace conditions and a cost
benefit analysis and best-practices
report on compliance with the
Agency's Social Accountability
8000 Standard
Council on Foundations,
Washington D C. $49,600 toward
general operating expenses
during 1998
Foundation Center, New York,
New York $200,000 toward its
general operating expenses
Foundation Center, New York,
New York $250,000 to support the
expansion and renovation of its
headquarters library and admmistra
live offices
Foundation-administered project:
$100,000 to cover the work of the
Communications and Social Change
project

general operating expenses
m
Indiana University, Bloommgton,
Indiana $200,000 for use by the'
Kmsey Institute for Reserch in Sex,
„ , and,Reproduction
„
Gender
v
New York Regional Association
of Grantmakers, New York, New
York $10,000 toward general
support for the year 1 998
Panos Limited, London, England
$250,000 in support of the
Communications and Social Change
project
Peace Child International,
Buntmgford, England $50,000
toward the costs of producing a
youth edition of the United Nations
Development Programme's human
development reports 1990-1998,
to serve as a young people's
introduction to sustainable human
Public Relations Society of
America Foundation, New York,
New York $75,000 toward a
pilot study of the National
lss"f Credlblllty lndf ' f lch
W'" f°CUS °n ™* and dlfferenC6
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RF Matching Gift Program:
$1 50,000 toward the RF Matching
Gift Program
Sound Portraits Portions, '*•.
New York. New York $5°.°00
toward the costs of producing "The
Sunshine Hotel" and "Death Row
Diaries "
Teneboche Monasterv
' engoocne monastery,
Tengboche Solu-Khumbu, Nepal.
$37'000 toward the costs of
establishing an eco-center that will
pravide lnformatlon and education
on sustambihty in a fragile
ecosystem

Population Sciences
PROMOTE POLICY DIALOGUE
AND RESEARCH
Policy Dialogue and Research
1998appmpriationof $6,350,000
in addition to previous funding
for allocation by the officers to
support policy dialogue and
research activities that will
mobilize the resources needed to
satisfy unmet demand for family
planning and reproductive health
services in developing countries.
Action Canada for Population
and Development, Ottawa, Canada
$100,000 for a public education
program about international population and development issues and
the dissemination of research results
on these topics
Ateneo de Davao University,
Davao City, Philippines $88,880
for a project at its Social Research
Office in collaboration with the
Population Council to measure how
women's reproductive behavior is
affected by improving public family
plannmg and reproductive health
services in the province of Davao
del Norte
Australian National University,
Canberra, Australia $277,760 for a
collaborative study with the ICDDR,B, on reproductive and other
health levels ,n Dhaka, Bangladesh
Australian Reproductive Health
Alliance, Canberra, Australia
$200,000 to continue to inform
Australian policymakers and the
public about international reproductive health, population and development issues
Center for Cultural and Technical
Interchange between East and
West, Honolulu, Hawaii. $87,050
toward the cost of a forum that will
bring representatives from mternational and regional NGOs together
with representabves from AsiaPacificdevelopmentassistance
agencies to discuss implementation
of the Cairo Programme of Action
over the past five years
Cornell University, Ithaca, New
York $189,480 to continue a study
conducted in collaboration with the
PopulationCouncilandtheUniversity
of Southampton on cultural theories
of fertihtv decline in Baneladesh and
of miriydeclnen Bangladesh and
west Bengal,
Danish Family Planning
Association, Copenhagen, Denmark
tl
fiqn fnr
SI 17
17,690
for anpriiirahnn^i
an educationalmitrn
mitiative on international reproductive
health
anrt
familv
olannmo
i«,,«
health and family planning issues

Equilibrium and Population, Pans,
France $150,000 for a monthly
newsletter on international populatlon and reproductive health issues

provide technical information for
subsequent UNFPA meetings on
this subject and implementation of
the Cairo Programme of Action

Family Care International, New
York, New York $200,000 toward
the cost of publishing a report on
global progress toward implementmg the recommendations of the
1994 International Conference on
Population and Development

Foundation-administered project:
$8,500 for a meeting organized in
collaboration with the United Nations
Population Fund to discuss plans for
a 1999 review of the implementation
of the Programme of Action of the
International Conference on Population and Development held in 1994

Family Federation of Finland,
Helsinki, Finland. $165,470 to
continue an educational initiative on
international reproductive health
and family planning issues for par
liamentanans, government officials
and the media
Foundation-administered project:
$157,000 for administrative
expenses associated with the
population policy dialogue and
research program.
.
.
.
Foundation-administered project:
$20,670 to commission the Futures
Group to comP|ete nine case studies
of the demographic transition that
track the movement from high to
lowfertility.
.
.
.
Foundation-administered project:
$220,000 for a conference at Bellag'° on B'obal fert'lrty transltlon theoIY
Foundation-administered project:
<fi?d
nnn fnr
$24,000
fornnnniatmn
populationml,™
policy
research advisory group meetings.
Foundation-administered project:
$43 QOO toward the cost of a joint
evaluation of the informational/
educational activities of grantees in
Australia Canada, Germany, France
the Netherlands, New Zealand and
the United Km&om' ^mg commissioned by the Hewlett-Packard, and
Rockefeller foundations, and the
United Natlons p°Pulat'on Fund
Foundation administpred oroiect$650 mo for D™Td7a Sr7'
SSST^SitSSn
support of South.South M0peratlon
Foundation-administered project:
$67,300 to commission the Futures
Group to deve|op an mstrument by
whlchP to meaje how commltmen,
to and the ranee of resources
available for, fam,,y planning and
rmrnrtnrtivp hpalth nrnpramUavp
reProductlve health Programs have
changed in response to the Cairo
Programme of Action
Foundation-administered project:
S75 000 toward the mst of a '
^'^om
cost ot aBellagio
symposlum at™war°the
the Foundation's
r^p. on nonll|at,nri rhanBP and
population change
and
economlc deve|opment
that W|N

German World Population
Foundation, Hannover, Germany
$283,000 for a communications
project that provides German policymakers with information on global
population issues.
International Council on Management of Population Programmes,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia $153,500
to foster collaboration in population
and reproductive health among
NGOs in Asia, and with the Center
for Atncan Faml|y studies, the Mexican Fami|y p|anmng Association,
and the Partners in Population and
Development
International Planned Parenthood Federation, London, England
$74,750 to continue an educational
initiative on international reproductive health and family planning issues
for EuroPean Parliamentarians, civil
servants, the media and others
Jonns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, Maryland. $210,350 to
continue a collaborative project with
the Unlversltv of Montreal on the
relationships between declining
child mortality and fertility rates in
sub Saharan Africa
Marje stopes international, London,
England $85,130 for a technical
assistance project to improve the
ab|||ty of NGOs ,n Elarope? Austraha
and New Zealand to Provlde lnformat,on about international populate
and development issues to government agencies
....
.„ ... _
Mmlstry of Hefh- Sene6al'
Dakar, Senegal $87,000 for a study
by the National Family Planning
Program to document how improving
the quality of service affects continuationoffamilyplanmnguseinSenegal.
. .,
Natjona| Academy of Sciences,
Washington, D C $250,000 for a
panel study on population projections
^arized °V •* Committee on
Population
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National Academy of Sciences,
Washington, D.C . $75,000 toward
the cost of convening a panel of
experts that will recommend a global
^^ agenda on mu^lon aging
and promote th(J C0nectlon of data
on aging issues in developing
countries
Population Action International,
Washington, D.C : $250,000
toward the cost of publications and
media activities designed to
advance lmp|emeritat,on of the
Ca|ro programrne Of /^I0n
Population Council, New York,
New York: $129,170 to complete
and disseminate the results of a
multiyear study concerning the
nature and causes of unmet need for
fam||y ^ m ^ Ghana
Pakistan and Zambia
Population Council, New York,
New York $170,830 for the fourth
year of a study concerning the
relationships between high fertility
in developing countries and educational investments by parents
Population Council, New York,
New York $215,020 to continue
a study documenting the impact
of quality of care on women's
reproductive behavior.
Kjf'Sa'Sl foTa sTtl of
New
York- $218,780
for aurbaniza_
study of
the hea|th
effects of rap|d
tion and population growth in
developing countries, and to test the
feasibility of the African Population
Policy Research Center establishing
an urban-based longitudinal demographic and health research system
PoplJ|ation Council, New York,
New York $50,000 for a study of
gender and reproductive health in
India and Pakistan
Population Council, New York,
New York- $75,570 for the pubhcawe
papers from a
on g|obal fertility transition theory
p . .. Rpferpn.e Bureau
W» Reference Bureau

assisance or popuaion
ductive health programs
Portuguese Family Planning
^^ot^format'nal
$116,440 for an informational
project
government
^finalsfor Portuguese
d * JL
oftlcials and opinlon leaders
concerning international reproductive

Princeton University, Princeton,
New Jersey. $97,360 for a study at
its Office of Population Research on
birth intervals in sub-Saharan Africa.
Save the Children, Westport,
Connecticut $99,940 for a project
to inform European community
development agencies about the
Cairo Programme of Action and to
encourage them to join in public
education efforts designed to
improve the quality and availability
of reproductive health services
around the world
Swedish Association for Sex
Education, Stockholm, Sweden
$68,000 for an educational initiative
concerning the Cairo Programme of
Action, particularly adolescent
reproductive health and rights, for
Swedish opinion leaders, the media
and government officials
United Nations Population
Fund,•
r
New York, New York-$1,425,000
to continue support for the Partners
m Population and Development
initiative
University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania$50,000 to study how fertility
behavior and family planning ideas
diffuse across different political and
social environments in Kenya,
Malawi and Zimbabwe
University Research Corporation
(Bangladesh), Dhaka, Bangladesh
$47,310 for a follow-up survey in
Bangladesh to learn whether
women who expressed an intention
to use family planning five years ago
have used it, and to study the issues
surrounding use and nonuse of
contraception among this population
World Bank, Washington, D.C.
$50,000 for use by its Economic
Development Institute for a seminar
in Dhaka on Asia's new demographic
realrties and a seminar in Nairobi
on integrating reproductive health
programs

World Population Foundation,
Netherlands, Hilversum, Netherlands $400,680forthree projects
designed to mobilize European donor
assistance for reproductive health
and fam||y plannmg pragrams m
developing countries
Po//cy Research in Sub-Saharan
Africa
1998 appropriation of $500,000
in addition to previous funding
for allocation by the officers to
support population research in
Africa designed to improve
policymakers' understanding of
the current unmet demand for
family planning and reproduce
health servicesjn their countries
andorovide them with information
„„ how (g des,Bn sen//ces that
improve women's health and
reduce fertility
pnttfirVtudl
eniliic aiuuy o/Poniilltinn
Ol rupuiallun, hL>
Liege,
Belgium $100 000 toward the cost
nf a seminar m Naimhmn reomdiir
^ c™ " Sub Sa ar n Atea
tive change in sub Saharan Africa,
held in collaboration with the African
Population Policy Research Center
Kathleen Kahn, Johannesburg,
South Africa $16 100 to prepare a
reDOrt on f|e,d t ' ,UDD0^me ,onB.
tudmal community-based demographic and health research in
Afnra Asia
Asia and
Ampnca that
Africa,
and Latin
Latin America
that
would be used to enhance collab°ratlon among them
Mjnjst of Hea|tn Gna A
Qhana $145 83o toward the cost
of the Navrong'o Health Research
Centre,s demoKranhlc surveillance
,
V '
Ministry of Health, Ghana, Accra,
Ghana SfiO 000topnahlp the
Navrongo Health Research Centre to
senior scientist for its
demographic surveillance system
Ministry of Health, Ghana, Accra,
Ghana $51,300 for use by its
Navrongo Health Research Centre to
explore the possibility of forming a
network of field stations investigating
o o
health and population issues m
Africa, Asia and Latin America
Population Council, New York,
New York $2,223,610 in support
of its African Population Policy
Research Center in Nairobi
University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia Pennsylvania$100,000 for use by its Populatiot
Studies Center for the African
census analysis project

U. S. International Population
Assistance
1997 appropriation of $500,000
in addition to previous funding
for allocation by the officers to
educate tte United states pubhc
about international population
issues and the current level at
wnjch y,e forejgn aid program
supports implementation of the
^ro programme of Action
Communications Consortium
Media Center, Washington, DC.:
$125,000 for general support
GRANTS IN AID
rpntrp fnr - „ Familu ,tllriio<
V Studles'
Nalr0b'' Kenya $40'000 to encour'
a8e reg'orial collaboration in reprodUCt'Ve hea"h am°ng sub-Sanaran
NG°S a"d W'th th6 Partners ln
Population and Development.
Family
v_ \, M_Care
v lnternationali *r;n r\r\r\ *«.-New
,4
York, New York JbU.OOO for dissemination and communications
aCt'V'tle5 aSSOCiated W'th '* ^
year program of action to mark the
10th anniversary of the Safe
Motherhood Initiative.
_ ... HminhipfpH nmlppt
Foundation-administered project:
$45,000 for administrative expenses
m connection with an exploration by
ttle Hea"h and Populatlon Sciences
divisionstrends
concerning
thew|(h
key demograph|c
|nvQ|ved
rap|d
population aging in developing countries, and their implications for health
Mexican^Family Planning
Association, Mexico City, Mexico$60,000 to encourage collaboration
in reproductive health among Latin
American NGOs and with the Partners ln Population and Development
NeW Sch°0' University' New
York, New York $30,000 for use by
the Graduate Facul*y of Pol|t'cal and
Social Science to support a conference' "F°od Nature and Culture "

S. Cnandrasekhar, La Jolla,
California $50,000 for a history of
birth control in India that includes
suggestions for future policies
State Family PlannmgCommiss.on,
Beijing, China $10,000 to
disseminate the results of a project
demonstrating the advantages of an
enhanced rural family planning
system that integrates improved
methods of contraception with
better training of local family plannmg personnel
United Natlons Por>"^°" FundNew York, New York $85,000
toward the cost cf PreParir8for a
meeting at the Foundation's Bellagio
Center of representatives from
developing countries, donors and
pharmaceutical companies concernmg the price of oral contraceptives
,„ developmg-country markets
LAUNCHING A SECOND
CONTRACEPTIVE REVOLUTION
,.,..,
Second Conf/acepr/ve Technology
Revolution
1938 appropriation of $4500,000
in addition to previous funding
for allocation by the officers to
mobilize resources for launching
a second contraceptive technology
revolution that will lift the whole
field of contraceptive research
and development.
Aaron Diamond AIDS Research
Center, New York, New York
$199,980 for a study of inhibitors
of HIV-1 envelope and cellular
co-receptors, as part of a network
geared toward tne development of
vaginal microbicides/contraceptives
Bngham and Women s Hospital,
Boston, Massachusetts $199,990
for a study of vaginal tract mucosal
immune defense and HIV infection,
as part of a network geared toward
the development of vaginal microbicides/contraceptives

parliamentarians for Global
U,i^u,uuu to ™,,,l
continue a west
Afr|can par||amentanan ,nrtjatlve on
p0pu|atlon and development that
concerns the implementation of the
Calro Programme of Action

reproductive bio osv.
ep
*

\
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Chinese Academy of Sciences,
Beijing, China $19,700 for use by
the Institute of Zoology for a workshop to increase reproductive health
options for poor women by improving
communication between Chinese
researchers working in the field of
contraceptive development and the
pharmaceutical industry
Chinese Academy of Sciences,
Beijing, China $200,350
for use by its State Key Laboratory of
Reproductive B.ology for studies on
the molecular and cellular mecha
nisms affecting implantation and
luteal regression in primates as part
of a network working on implantahon research in collaboration with
the World Health Organization
Family Health International,
Research Triangle Park, North
Carolina $46,740 for a meeting to
promote for profit and nonprofit
sector collaboration m the area of
microbicideyspermicide
development
^
*
Foundation-admmistered project:
$45,000 for a meeting at the
Foundation's Bellagio Center on the
application of molecular pharmacologytothestudyofpost-testicular
sperm activity
Latin American Program for
Training and Research in Human
Reproduction, Mexico City, Mexico
$600,000 for a project to strengthen
human resources for biomedical
resparrh and fertilrtv iPeulation and
™col abo al bt^ee the
Du^cT d onva e secTrs
public and private sectors
Medical Research Council,
London, England $119,000 for use
by its HIV Clinical Trials Centre to
evaluate the efficacy of vaginal
micmhinrles m thP maramiP
m,crob,c,des,n the macaque
Oregon Health Sciences University,
Beaverton, Oregon $199,000 for
use by the Oregon Regional Primate
Research Center for studies in rhesus
monkeys using anti angiogenic
agents as part of a network working
on implantation research in collaboOttawa Civic Hospital Loeb
Research Institute, Ottawa.Canada
$50,000 for a study in collaboration
with Mahidol University on two
sperm surface proteins and their
antibodies as potential nonhormonal
contraceptives
Population Council New York
New York $299,040 to participate
m and administer a bas.c sc.ence
network on heterosexual transmission
of HIV that is geared toward the
development of vaginal rmcrobicides/
contraceptives

Prince Henry's Institute of Medical
Research, Clayton, Australia
$206,000 for a study of novel
endometnal targets for post coital
contraception as part of a network on
implantation research in collaboration
with the World Health Organization
Rockefeller University, New York,
New York $189,980 for a study of
dendritic cells as targets for microbi
cides to block the mucosal transmission of HIV, as part of a network
geared toward the development of
vaginal microbicides/contraceptives

Peking Union Medical College,
Beijing, China $30,000 for a study
of sperm maturation as a locus for
male contraception at its National
Laboratory of Medical Molecular
Biology
Population Council, New York,
New York $50,000 for a multjcenter collaborative study on male
fertility regulation

models to improve the reach and
quality of reproductive health
services, especially for neglected
populations and services.
Ashish Gram Rachna Trust,
Pachod, India $8 1,000 for use by
lts Institute of Health Management,
Pachod,todevelop, monitor and
evaluate a model reproductive and
child health program through a
target free approach, in a slum
sgft |n Rune c)^

Population Council, New York,
New Yori< $50'000 for the deve|°Pment of a Pratoco1 to test a medlcal
Burkina Faso Association for
menstrualregulatlonProduct
Fami|y Well-Being, Ouagadougou,
Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke's
designed to improve the health of
Burkina Faso $89,740 for a comMedical Cenler- Cnlcag°. lllinols
women ln developing countries
munity-based study on the needs,
$146,950 toward the cost of develReDroduction Researcn |nstitute
attltudes' Practlces and sexual
°
^ vaginal
contraceptives
that
Son ^"""$60
000 fo
behaV'°r
y°Uth inin^
C0ntat °'
provide
protection
against sexually
Arlington,
Virginia $bU,UUUtor
STDs
and °fHIV/AIDS
a rural
transmitted diseases
general support
settmgof Yatenga Province,
University of Cahfornia Davis
Tides Center, San Francisco,
Burkina Faso
University of California, Davis,
ra|lfoml, <t7= 000 for its oraiwt
D™' Ca"f°mla *210.010 for
™ f™ J^,000 fo rite project,
Foundatlon.administered project:
s'ud'es '" <he SIV/rhesus macaque
^b ^TlSS^B
$1 ^'™ ** * F°Undatl°n W°rk'
animal
d<*'gnedtoHIV
def'ne
the
£
Sh°P
in 6aStsupport
M'™ partners
** g™^
^
biology™del
of heterosexual
transthedevelment
development^ofotoroducte
products^at
that
technical
conductmission, as part of a network geared
protect against sexual|y transmitted
|Rg reproductlve hea|th intervention
toward the development of vaginal
diseases
planning and research in Africa
microbicides/contraceptives
I'lM/VIri'feflHiniriil'I^I^H
1 1 1 1 llhlll Mil I • 1 1 lij I^S
Foundation-administered project:
University of Technology Aachen,
"'"''* ' ' ™" •.....^™
$177,000 for administrative costs
Aachen, Germany $300,000 for
HIV in the Developing World
associated with implementing the
development of trophoblast specific
1997 appropriation of
reproductive health services
contraceptive agents as part of a
$2,000,000 (joint with HS) in
research program
network working on implantation
addition to previous funding for
. x * . ^ . « r>
research in collaboration with the
a//ocaf;on by the officers to
International Center for Research
World Health Organization
rt
the 5earch fofan Hlv
°" *O™"' Wf 'f™' °£
{hu^an lmmunodefiriencv virus)
$142>000 to collaborate with
GRANTS IN AID
(numan immunodeficiency virus)
researchers in India in conducting a
^T
helf°P"]S
d.ssemmata conference and an
Ba"araS Hi"dU UniV6rSity'
countnes improve their capabilidevelopment
varanasi, India $4,650 to continue
ties for reducing the spread of
workshop, ,n connection w,th
a study of the causes of delayed
HIV and other semalfy transmitted
documentatlon research projection
ovulation in a species of bats and in
diseases and mitigate the conseadoteSCent sexuality and fertility
women who suffer from polycystic
quences of current HIV infection.
ovarian disease
Chinese Academv of Preventive
Ministry of Health, Burkina Faso,
.. j Academy ot ™ventive
Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso
Center for Research and Services
Medicine, Beijmg, China $15,000
$i36 590 to conduct a community
Related to Human Reproduction,
m support of a workshop, entitled,
based s,udy |p co||aboratlon w|tn
Salvador, Brazil $40,000 for a
"Intervention of HIV/AIDS in China "
the Population Council (Ouasymposium on microbicide/barner
International AIDS Vaccine
gadougou), to document and undermethods of contraception to be held
initiative, New York, New York
stand norms and practices related to
at the loth WorM Congress on
$1,250,000 for continued funding
induced abortion and prevention of
Humlsrl Reproduction
Qf ^ actjv|t|es to ensjre deve|opment
unwanted pregnancies m a rural
College de France Pans France
of safe, effective, preventive HIV
area of Bazega Province
'
vaccinesfor usethroughouttneworld
quium about rapidly changing popuReproductive Health
Economic Development, Uganda,
lation dynamics in industrialized
Service Delivery
Kampala, Uganda $30,390 for use
countries entitled "Contraception
19g? appmpriation of
by its Population Secretariat for new
Constraint or Freedom'"
$6,000,000 (joint with HS) in
activities designed to build capacity
International Peace Maternity
addition to previous funding for
wrthln the Dlstrict Planning Units of
an(| Cnj|d Hea|t(| H jta|
allocation by the officers to support
three dlstrlcts to o>"ect. analyze,
shanghai China $35 680 for a
research in selected developing
disseminate and utilize information
study |n c'0||aboration with the
countries to identify sustainable
and data about adolescent reproShanghai Institute of Family Plannmg
ductive health for program developTechnical Instruction on the probab,lrty of conception ,n Chinese
"""en at the time of ovulation.
Population Council, New York,
New York $100,000 to enable its
New Delhi regional office to expand
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its technical support to local professionals and institutions undertaking
reproductive health research
Population Council, New York,
New York $360,460 to enable its
staff in Hanoi and Bangkok to con
tinue to provide technical assistance
to Vietnamese NGOs and government
agencies to develop research projects
in reproductive health, and to assist
UNICEF's Myanmar office with
conducting research and training on
critical issues in reproductive health
in Myanmar
Population Secretariat, Uganda,
Kampala, Uganda $154,280 for
activities designed to build capacity
within the District Planning Units of
three districts to collect, analyze,
disseminate and utilize information
and data about adolescent repro
ductive health for program development and implementation, and to
build capacity at the Secretariat for
policy analysis and coordination
Swaasthya Project, New Delhi,
India $75,050 for a communitybased intervention research project
targeting adolescents, to improve
HIV/AIDS and STD prevention in the
Tigri area of New Delhi
United Nations Children's Fund,
New York, New York $169,950 for
activities to be conducted ,n collaboration
the World
Healthurgani
Organi
ration with
wiin me
vvono neann
zation and working groups from six
countries to establish which factors
related to country level programming
for adolescent health are most useful
to measure, how best to collect and
use the data for monitoring and
evaluation, and to conduct local/
district-level field tests
$22,690 for a study to be conducted
by its Research and Training Unit m
Demography in collaboration with
the Institut du Sahel's Center for
Applied Research on Population and
Development and the London

School of Hygiene and Tropical
Medicine to link adolescent sexuality
to reproductive health and fertility
outcomes in Mali and Burkina Faso
University of Ouagadougou,
Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso
$42,120 for a community-based
study to be conducted by its
Research and Training Unit in
Demography and the Association
pour la Promotion de la Jeunesse
Africameet le Developpement on
social factors influencing the sexual
behavior of adolescents in the
context of HIV/AIDS in Burkina Faso
World Health Organization,
Geneva, Switzerland $330,000 for
activities to be conducted in collaboration with UNICEF and working
groups from six countries to establish
which factors related to countrylevel programming for adolescent
health are most useful to measure,
how best to collect and use the data
for monitoring and evaluation, and to
conduct local/distnct level field tests
World Health Organization, Geneva,
Switzerland $60,000 to develop a
set of guidelines for researchers on
how to plan and implement rigorous
stud.es in community settings in
SS^SSL/
o^^^^s a weN as
^S^^man£
benavioraifor
determinants
andjconsequences
women's lives
Public Health Schools Without
Walk
1998 appropnat,on of
$1,300,000 Qo,nt w.th HS) m
addition topreVlousfund,ng for
allocation by the officers to
continue support for field-based,
graduate-degree training for
P^cneanoff.cers.nZirnbabve,
Uganda, Ghana and Vietnam, as
we// as exp/oratoo, ad/v/,,es /n
Qtner countrles_

Hanoi School of Public Health,
Hanoi, Vietnam $275,000for
continued support of its Public
Health Schools Without Walls
program activities
Liverpool School of Tropical
Medicine, Liverpool, England
$50,000 to produce a new edition
of "A Short Textbook of Preventive
Medicine for the Tropics," which
incorporates major developments in
the public health field since 1990
Makarere University, Kampala,
Uganda $299,567 for use by its
Institute of Public Health for its
Master's in Public Health program

GRANTS IN AID
(JOINT WITH HS)
Center for Reproductive Law and
Policy, New York, New York
$50,000 toward the production
costs of its Women of the World
Francophone Africa project
International Agency for
Research on Cancer, Lyon,
France $50,000 for a project enti
tied, "Investigation of Chlamydia
Trachomatis and Herpes Simplex
Virus 2 in the Etiology of Cervical
Cancer," in five developing countnes

International Union for the Scientlflc studV of Population,
Makerere University, Kampala,
Liege, Belgium $20,000 toward
uganda $28,366 to enable George
the cost of a seminar entitled,
Parlvo to complete his doctoral
"Gender Inequalities and Reproduc
studies at Johns Hopkins University
tive Health Changing Priorities in
as Part of a caPacity bulldlnS
an Era of Social Transformation and
component under the Public Health
Globalization "
Schools Without Walls program
Ministry of Health Ghana Accra
Makerere Univers.ty, Kampala,
Ghana $100,000 for use byte
Uganda $58,i03 for a workshop on
Navrongo Health Research Centre
the training of trainers in problemfor INDEPTH, a network of field
based learning methodology for the
sites in developing countries that
Publlc Health Schools Wlthout
collect demographic and health data
Walls Initiative
on a continuous basis
McMaster University, Hamilton,
Ministry of Health, Ghana, Accra,
^ $54'3°° **" "
^ ""
Ghana ^9,930 for use by its
"* tram'ng °' ^"^ '" P"*'6™
NaVr°ng° Hea'th ReS6arCh Cenfre
baS6d 'eaming methodol°^ ln
for
a conference ln Dar es Salaam
Kampala, Uganda
for
. , researchers
._. „ injAfrica,
„. , Asia.and
. .
Universitv of Zimbabwe Harare
Latin America conducting longitudinal
jmbab e $225 322 for'contmued
f<M SM<K °" hea"h a"d
support of its Public Health Schools
P°Pula"°n lssues
Without Walls Master's of Public
Women's Health Project,
Hea|(h {
m
Johannesburg, South Africa
$? Q0 for ^^
University of Zimbabwe, Harare,
re|ated tQ an |ntematlonal lnltlatlve
Zimbabwe $35,105 msupportof a
entitled, "Operationalizmg Cairo and
field supervisors'workshop organized
by ,ts PubHc Health Schools Without
Walls Master's of Public Health tram
|ng program

Chulalongkorn University,
Bangkok, Thailand $24,925 for
use by its College of Public Health to
develop, test and modify 80 to 100
educational modules based on
public health problem solving com
mon in developing countries
Foundation-administered project:
$125,000 for the annual meeting
and other collaborative network
activities among the Public Health
Schools Without Walls sites

=3
m
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Arts and Humanities
UNDERSTANDING DIVERSITY
.
EJ Fideicomiso para laCultura
Mexico/U.S.A. (U.S.-Me«co
Fund lor Culture), Mexico City,
v™5/co
1998 appropriation of $400,000
in addition to previous funding
for release by the offers to
continue a program of support
for collaboration, exchange and
interaction between U.S. and
Mexican artists and scholars.
institute of Internationa
Gtooton, New York, New York
1998 appropriation of $375,000
in addition to previous funding to
improve and increase the role of
American artists in international
visual-arts exhibitions and
performing-arts festivals throughout the world.
latin American Network oflndependent Producers of Contemporaiy Art (La Red Latinoamericana
de Productores Independentes de
Arte Contemporanea), Buenos
Aires, Argentina
1998 appropriation of $275,000
in addition to previous funding
to facilitate intracontinental
interaction among Latin American
artists and independent arts
organizations.
Multi-Arts Production Fund
1998 appropriation of $850,000
in addition to previous funding
for allocation by the officers to
support creative artists in the
performing arts whose work
reflects the boldest explorations
in intercuttural and/or international
representation
American Conservatory Theatre
Foundation, San Francisco,
California- $10,000 to support the
development of'"Bethlehem " a play
by Octavio Soils
'
Art Sweats, New York, New York.
$20,000 toward the costs of devel
oping "Arts in Action The No Roles
Barred Project," a community
based, dance-theater project by
choreosraoher
David uortman.
Dorfman
cnoreograpner uavia

Asia Society, New York, New York$25,000 to support the creation
and productlon of "Forgiveness," a
music-theater work by theater
art|sts chen shl_Zneng| composer
Eve Beglanan, pansori musician
Kang Kwon Soon_ and chmese
opera performer zhou Long

Contemporary Dance Theatre,
Cincinnati, Ohio- $25,000 to
support the development of "At the
Crossroads/Nagasaki in Black," a
performance piece by writer/
performer Keith Antar Mason, visual
artls( Thomas phe|ps_ and
composer Charles Miller

Bang On A Can, New York, New
York: $25,000 toward the creation
and production of a musical story
work by composer Evan Ziporyn and
Balmese storyteller I Wayan Wija
Bloomsburg Theatre Ensemble,
Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania$20,000 to support the creation
and production of "Coal Project," a
dance-theater work by choreographer
Karen Bamonte, composer Guy
Klucevsek, and directors Laurie
McCants and James Goode.
Boys & Girls Clubs of Metro
Atlanta, Atlanta, Georgia- $20,000
to support the development and production of "Girls &," a performance
work by artisVwriter/videographer
Mary Ellen Strom in collaboration
with 10 teenage girls.

Dance Exchange, Takoma Park,
Maryland. $25,000 to support the
creation of "Hallelujah," a communitybased dance collaboration by choreographer Liz Lerman, composer Andy
Teirstem, and the vocal group Ulali.

Brava ** Women in tne ArtsSan Franclsc°. California- $20,000
to suPP°rt tne creation and productlon of "The Calle VeintlCLiatro
Project- Radio San Francisco," a
performance work by writers/
performers Ric Salinas, Herbert
Siguenza, Richard Montoya, and
filmmaker Lourdes Portillo.
Center for the Arts at Yerba
Buena Gardens, San Francisco,
California. $20,000 to support the
research and development of
"A Slight Variance," a performance
work by playwrighVperformer Brian
Freeman.
Children's Theater Company and
School, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
$20,000 to support the creation
and production of a multimedia
theater work based on the life and
myth of Galileo by theater artists
Kan Margolis and Tony Brown
Citv ^
TheCu|tufe
New York
Center
^
^^ Fo|k
Ngw
Yo^
New York: $25,000 for the creation
and production of "Rumbombazo,"
an evening-length music work by
composers/performers Francisco
Zamorra Chirmo, Jesus Cepeda
Brenes and Luis Bauzo

Dance Theatre Etcetera,
New York, New York. $25,000 to
support the creation and production
of "Safe Harbor," a site-specific
work, set in Red Hook, Brooklyn, by
choreographer Martha Bowers and
composer Tiye Giraud
Dance Umbrella, Austin, Texas$20,000 for the development and
production of 'The Architecture of
Seeing," a multidisciplmary work by
choreographer Patricia Hoffbauer
and writer George Emiho Sanchez.
Dancing in the Street, New York,
New York $25,000 to support the
creation and production of "Picture
Red Hook," a site-specific production
in Red Hook, Brooklyn, by choreographer/director Joanna Haigood,
composer Lauren Wemger, and
visual/projection artist Krzysztof
Wodiczko.
Evidence, New York, New York.
$30,000 to support the development
and production of a new work of
music and dance by choreographers
Ronald Brown and Rokiya Kone.
F|J' Theater Company, New York,
New York $20,000 to support the
development and production of "The
Korea Project," a multidisciplmary
work by theater artist Ping Chong.
Foundation-administered project:
$75,000 for administrative costs of
the Multi-Arts Production Fund
Found™ Theatre NPwYnrk Now
vT«^ non t
iTp' HP i
to support
the development$25,000
and production
of 'The
Vallev of lao'" a multidisciplmary
theater piece by playwnghV
performance/visual artist Lee Nagrm.

I
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Gamelan Pacifica, Seattle,
Washington: $30,000 to support
the creation and development of
"Kali," a music-theater work by
director Kent Devereaux, writer
Goenawan Mohamed, composers
Jarra(j powe|| and Tony Prabow0|
and choreographers Mary Sheldon
Scott and Gusmait, Suid.
Gamelan Sekar Jaya, El Cernto,
California- $15,000 to support the
creation of new works of music mtegrating gamelan ensemble and other
musical ensembles by composers
R|chard Mamo(t and M,chae| Tenzfir
George Coates Performance
Works, San Francisco, California.
$20,000 to support the creation
and production of "The Blind
Messenger," a multimedia work by
director George Coates, composer
Guthrie Theatre Foundation,
Minneapolis, Minnesota $25,000
to support the development and production of "Black No More," a theater work by playwright Syl Jones.
Hallwalls, Buffalo, New York$20,000 to support the creation
and production of 'The Shadow
Catchers," a music-theater work by
writer/performer Judith Jackson.
Helena Presents, Helena, Montana:
$25,000 to support the creation and
development of "When They Awake,"
a music project by composers Philip
Aaberg and Darol Anger, Metis
fiddler Jimmie Larocque, and folklorist Nicholas Vrooman.
House Foundation for the Arts,
New York, New York $25,000 to
support the development and
production of a music-theater
work by theater artisVcomposer
Meredith Monk.
International Arts Relations, New
York, New York $20,000 to support the production of "Manual for a
Desperate Crossing," a theater work
by playwnght Mana lrene FomeS'
Japanese American Cultural and
Community Center, Los Angeles,
California $25,000 to support the
development and production of an
evening-length dance work, "In
Between the Heartbeat," by visual/
performance artist Hirokazu Kosaka,
choreographer Ogun, and composer
Yuval Ron.

Kahilu Theatre Foundation,
Kamuela, Hawaii $25,000
to
support the development and
production of an evening-length
hula work by hula artists Pualara
Kanahele and Nalani Kanaka'ole

New Arts Foundation, Emeryville,
California $25,000 for the creation
and production of "Kuttumpalam,"
an evening length dance theater
work by choreographer Nancy Karp
and composer Paul Dresher

Reich Music Foundation, New
York, New York $20,000 to support
the creation and development of
"Three Tales," a three-act video
opera by composer Steve Reich and
video artist Beryl Korot

Urban Bush Women (UBW),
New York, New York $25,000 for
the development of "Hair Stories," a
character driven performance piece
by choreographer Jawole Willa Jo
Zollar

Kronos Performing Arts Association, San Francisco, California
$25,000 to support the creation
and production of a multidisciplmaiy
staged work for string quartet by
composer P Q Phan and production
designer Larry Neff

New York Foundation for the
Arts, New York, New York
$20,000 for the creation and
production of "A Shadow of Forgotten Ancestors," an interdisciplinary
dance work by choreographer
Koosil-ja Hwang, composer Gregore
Asch, set designer Mark Parnsh,
and the video group OVNI

Ridge Street Theatre, New York,
New York $25,000 to support the
creation and production of a multi
media theater work by playwright
Mac Wellman, composer Scott
Johnson, director Bob McGrath, and
designer Laurie Olmder

Washington Performing Arts
Society, Washington, D C
$30,000 for the development of a
dance theater work by composer
Bemice Johnson Reagon and
theater artist Soulymane Koly

La Peha Cultural Center,
Berkeley, California $20,000 to
support the creation and production
of "The Alameda Project," a community based site-specific work on
the grounds of the former Alameda
Naval Base by choreographer Pearl
Ubungen and composer Joey Ayala
La Pefia Cultural Center,
Berkeley, California $25,000 to
support the development and
productionof 'Suite for lya," a
musical suite by composers/performers Guillermo Cespedes, Wayne
Wallace, L,ch. Fuentes and Bobi
Cespedes
Lines Contemporary Ballet,
San Francisco, California $25,000
toward the costs of commissioning a
new ballet with music for Indian
tabla and sarangi by choreographer
Alonzo King and composer/musician
Zakir Hussam
LiveArtlst, New York, New York
$20,000 toward the development
and production of "Evolution Project/
After Eros," a multimedia
performance piece by choreographer
Maureen Fleming, composer
Philip Glass, and playwright David
Henry Hwang
Los Angeles Poverty Department,
Los Angeles, California $25,000
for the development and production
of "Taking Back My Neighborhood,"
a site-specific multidisciplmary
performance work by theater
artists John Malpede and Sara
Shelton Mann
Margaret Jenkins Dance Studio,
San Francisco, California $20,000
to support the creation and production of "Time After," a dance theater
work by choreographer Margaret
Jenkins, actress Olymp.a Dukakis,
and designer Tom Bonauro

New York Shakespeare Festival,
New York, New York $25,000 for
the development and production of
"Everybody's Ruby Story of a Murder
in Florida," a play by Thulani Davis
Painted Bride Arts Center,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
$30,000 for the development and
production of new works for percussion by composer/performers Lenny
Seidman and Daryl Kwasi Burgee
Pat Grane* Perf°™ance, Seattle,
Washington $25,000 for the development of'Tattoo," a dance-performance work by choreographer Pat
Graney, composer Ellen Fullman,
and visual artist Marilyn Lysohir
Performance Zone, New York,
New York $15'°°°to suPP°rt the
creation and production of "De Flor,"
a multidisciplmary dance work by
choreographer Margarita Guergue,
composer Hahn Rowe, photograph
er Maria Anguera de Sojo, and
visual designer Mimi Goese
Pilobolus, Washington Depot,
Connecticut $25,000 to support
the development and production of
"Telling Tales," a full-evening dancetheater by Pilobolus and theater
artists/writers Maurice Sendak and
Arthur Yorinks
Play House- Cleveland, Ohio
$25,000 to support the creation
and P'°duct10n of' I Could Stop on a
Dime 3nd Get Ten Cents Cnan8e'"a
dance-theater piece by choreographer/
director Dianne Mclntyre
Portland Institute for Contempo'^ Art' Portland' Oree°n
$20,000 to support the creation
and Production of 'The Incredible
Disappearing Woman," a multimedia piece by writer/performer Coco
Fusco, visual artist Sergio De La
Torre, and filmmaker Isaac Julien

Salvage Vanguard Theater,
Austin, Texas $25,000 to support
the creation and production of
"Ajlinna Id Dibayih in Night Vision,"
an opera by composer Fred Ho and
playwright Ruth Margraff

Whispermg Voice, New York, New
York $30,000 for the creation and
production of "Love Songs," a dancetheater work by choreographer
David Rousseve, visual artist Debby
Lee Cohen, and lighting designer
Beverly Emmons

San Dlego RePertorv Theatre,
San Diego, California $30,000 for
the development and production of
"Culture Clash In Bordertown," an
evening length, multimedia theater
work by theater artists Richard Mon
toya, Herbert Siguenza, Ric Salinas,
and director Sam Woodhouse

Women's Playhouse Trust,
London, England $20,000 toward
the costs of commissioning and
developing a deconstructed version
of "Mother Courage," a multidisciphnary theater work by writer Hanif
Kureishi, composer Nitm Sawhney,
and director Jules Wright

School of Hard Knocks, New
York, New York $20,000 to support
the creation and production of
"Footprints of War," a dance work
by choreographer Yoshiko Chuma
and composer Alvin Curran

Wooster Group, New York, New
York $25,000 to support the
development of "North Atlantic,"
a theatrical collaboration with the
Dutch Theater Company
Toneelgroep Amsterdam

St'Ann Center for Restoratlon
and the Arts, New York, New York
$25,000 for the development and
production of two puppet theater
works "The Arrangement of Famillar Things" and "The Unfinished
Eye" by puppeteers/directors Janie
Geiser and Stephen Kaplm,
writer/composer Daniel Zippi,
composer Chip Epstein, and
choreographer Alexandra Montano

Yale University, New Haven,
Connecticut $25,000 to support
the development of "Geography,
Part 2 Asia," the second installment
of choreographer Ralph Lemon's
Geography trilogy

Temple University, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania $25,000 for use by
the Tyler School of Art for the development and production of "Crepus
cu|e/, a S|fe spec|f|c work by
composer/performer Douglas Ewart
Trisha Brown Dance Company,
New York, New York $25,000 for
the development and production of
"Orfeo," a dance opera by choreog
rapner Tnsha Bmwn^ des|gner
Roland Aeschlimann, and conductor
Rene Jacobs
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Yerba Buena Gardens Cultural
Center, San Francisco, California
$20,000 toward the production of
'The Sisters Matsumoto," an
evening-length theater work by
playwright Philip Kan Gotanda
ZacchoSF,
San Francisco, California $30,000
for the creation and production of
"Invisible Wings," an interdisciplinary
dance work by choreographer Joanna
Haigood, composer Linda Tillery,
and storyteller D,ane Ferlatte.
Representing Cultures through
Festivals
1997 appropriation ol $700,000
in addition to previous funding
for allocation by the officers to
encourage festivals and related
performance activities in the
United States and internationally
that promote social/cultural
understanding and international
dialogue.
American Dance Festival,
Durham, North Carolina $75,000
for implementation of its 1998
international project activities
Brooklyn Academy of Music,
New York, New York- $50,000
toward the commissioning, creation
and presentation of events for the
1998 "Next Wave Festival."
Chicago Caribbean Arts Association, Chicago, Illinois $10,000 for
activities of the Puerto RicanCuatro
Conference and Festival
Connecticut College New London
Connecticut College, New London,
Connecticut $35,000 for the panel
discussions of its 1998 International
Dance Festival
ContemporaryAmericanTheatre
Festival, Shepherdstown, West
SS2SS5 th"n
of Cherylene Lee s Carry the Tiger
totheMountain"atthel998fest,va,
Creative Time, New York, New
York $5,000 for activities of the
"Anchorage '98 Festival"
Cultural Co-operation, London,
England $50,000 for planning
activities of the 1999 "Sacred
Voices" MUSIC Villagefestiva,

Cultural Council of Jackson Hole,
Jackson, Wyoming. $30,000 for
activities of the Hispanic Cultural
Festival
Dance Theater Workshop, New
York, New York $40,000 for planning activities of the "New Europe
1999 Consortium and Festival."
.
EarthWays Foundation, Malibu,
California $50,000 for planning
activities of the 1999 World Festival
of Sacred Music' the Americas.
Honcnn ,Fn,
.nriatinn
Ynrk
Henson
F™
dataonjIMPUU
"«
New York $50,000 for the activities
of the 1998 International Festival of
Puppet Theater
^r-K ^c[lamoor ancj Cultural
Odyssey San Francisco California
j4Q goo' for activities of 'the 1999
"African-American Performance Art
Festival"
'
Institute of International
Education, New York, New York
$100000 to support information
and convemng services of Arts
International and the INROADS/THE
AMERICAS festival
Jacob's Pillow Dance Festival,
Lee, Massachusetts $50,000 for
activities of the 1998 festival season.
Lincoln Center for the Performing
Arts, New York, New York
$so,000 for activities of "Lincoln
Center Festival 98 "
National Black Arts Festival,
Atlanta, Georgia $50,000 for
actlvlties of the music programs of
the 1998 festival season
New Jersey Performing Arts Center
Amer|ca Memory.Work.Spmt, A
Festlval of pan Afncan America/'
R,,C.n
.-A|, That Drama,, theater conference
and festival.

Spoleto Festival U.S.A.,
Charleston, South Carolina
$50,000 for the "Echoes of Africa"
dance and music project of the
1998 festival season
Urban Bush Women (UBW),
New York, New York. $20,000 for
activities of "AIDS Awareness Our
Stories, Our Voices, Our Lives," the
24-Hour Community Arts Festival of
its 1998 Summer Dance Institute
Resident Humanities Fellowships
*$2"
of toprevi,8
600aPPmP"atlon
,000 <n addition
ous funding for allocation by the
officefs {0 advance scftofers/i/p
m global soc/a/ an£/ curtura/
issues relating to diversity,
sustamability and civil society
a<K' '° Pmmote understanding
across diverse communities.
• •
Center for the Investigation of
<*"*** American Regions,
Antigua, Guatemala $250,000
toward the costs of a program of
Rockefeller Foundation Resident
Fellowships in the Humanities enti"ec'1 "Beyond the 'Post-War1. Identity Construction and New Political
Subjects in Central America."
Foundation-administered project:
$80,000 for administrative costs of
the Resident Fellowships in the
Humanities

University of California,
San Diego, La Jolla, California
$250,000 toward the costs of a
program of Rockefeller Foundation
Resident Fellowships in the Human|t|es at the ^nter for the Study of
Race and Ethnicity
University of Memphis, Memphis,
Tennessee $250,000 toward the
costs of a program of Rockefeller
Foundation Resident Fellowships in
the Humanltie5 at the Center for
Research on Women ent|tled| ,The
Making£,
of Race
^
DeHB_and
andGender
the MldMem^.
v
University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, North
Carolina $250,000 toward the
costs of a program of Rockefeller
Foundation Resident Fellowships in
the Humanities at the Center for
International Studies entitled,
"Creating the Transnational South "
University of Oregon, Eugene,
Oregon $250,000 toward the costs
of a program of Rockefeller Foundation Resident Fellowships in the
Humanities at the Center for the
Study of Women m Society entitled,
"Ecological Conversations. Gender,
Science, and the Sacred "

Institute of Peruvian Studies,
Lima, Peru $250,000 toward the
costs of a program of Rockefeller
Foundation Resident Fellowships
m the Humanities entitled,
"Globalization, Cultural Diversity,
and Redeflmtlon of |dentltles in
Andean ^^ „

University of Puerto Rico,
San Juan, Puerto Rico $1 5,000 for
use by the College of Humanities to
extend the work of its Caribbean
2000 project through publication,
increased Internet visibility, and the
hosting of an international symposlum focusing on mterculturalism in
ranhhran rJrfnrmanrP
Canbbean performance.
University of the Republic,
[iniguay, Montevideo, Uruguay.

Rutgers Un^ersity, New Brunswick,
N^Jersey ^ooo toward the
coste of a pragram of Rockefeller
Foundation Resident Fellowships m
the Humanities at the Institute I
S T ^ ,
.^j!^™^.^??0111*
ing the Local and the Global

™ of the Century State and Civil
^^ m a Time °f Re8|onal
Integration and Globalization "

s ish Theatre R
rt
Z C.lrfomia
^ York New York P$5Q ^
Los Angeles Los^Ange^MMbm,a
tnw,rH thl H,,manltl~. Prnpram, nf
$250,000 toward the costs of a
CUB
S
?
*
Fellowships in the Humanities at
the Center for Intel-cultural Performance entitled, "Cross-Cultural
Collaboration - Examining Creativity
in a Performance World "

I
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Understanding Cultures through
Museums
Jg9g appropriation of
^0 ,n addition to previous funding for allocation by the
officeR fo fostermuseom proyecfe
that exp,OK gmup identities and
intergmup connections.

American Academy of Arts and
Sciences, Cambridge, Massachusetts $25,000 toward the planning
and publication of a special issue of
"Daedalus," the journal of the
American Academy of Arts and
Sciences focused on museums
Arizona State University, Tempe,
Arizona $50,000 toward the
exhibition, "Contemporary Art From
Cuba Irony and Survival on the
Utopian Island," at the Arizona State
University Art Museum
Asia Society, New York, New York
$100,000 toward the exhibition,
"Inside Out New Chinese Art "
Birmingham Museum of Art,
Birmingham, Alabama $50,000
toward the exhibition "CHOKWE!
Art and Initiation among Chokwe
and Related Peoples "
Brooklyn Museum of Art,
New York, New York $50,000
toward the exhibition, "TheQajar
Epoch 200 Years of Painting from
the Royal Persian Courts"
Columbia College Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois $35,000 toward
the exhibition "Alienation and
Assimilation Contemporary Images
and Installations from the Republic
of Korea," at the Museum of
Contemporary Photography
Contemporary Artfor San Antonio,
San Antonio, Texas $10,000
toward the Latma Postcolomal Photobureau residency and installation
project
Exit Art/The First World, New
York, New York $25,000 toward the
initial phase of the international contemporary art program "Futurama "
Foundation-administered project:
$55,000 to cover travel and meeting
costs of three "Keyword" discussions
on the current cultural climate
Guadalupe Cultural Arts Center,
San Antonio, Texas $35,000
toward the exhibition, "The Role of
Paper Affirmation and Identity"
Mexican Fine Arts Center Museum,
Chicago, Illinois $50,000 toward
the exhibition "Calendars"
Mexican Museum, San Francisco,
California $50,000 toward an exhibition of the work of Patssi Valdez
entitled, "Precarious Comforts "

Museo de las Americas, Denver,
Colorado $35,000 toward the
exhibition "1598,1848, 1998
Conflicts, Conquest, and
Consequences"
Museum of Photographic Arts,
San Diego, California $50,000 toward
the exhibition, "The Model Wife"
New Museurr>i New York. New
York $100,000 toward support of
1998 exhlbltlon a"d program
exPenses
. .
.
Ohio Historical Society,
Wilberforce, New York^ $75,000
toward the exhibition, "When the
Spirit Moves The Africanizatai of
American Movement" at the National
Afro-American Museum and Cultural
Center
.
Pueblo of Pojoaque, Santa Fe,
New Mexico $40,000 for use by
the Poeh Center toward the
exhibition, "Nah Poeh Me," at the
Poeh Museum
_
_
Smithsonian Institution,
Washington, D C $100,000
toward the exhibition, "Devi The
Great Goddess,' at the Arthur M
Sackler Gallery
. .
Smithsonian Institution,
Washington, D C $50,000 toward
continuing support for the online
exhibition project, "Revealing
Things"
Southeastern Center for
con em^rarv^rt Wmston
wmremporary art, vvmsronSalem, North Carolina $30,000
toward an exhibition in the Artist
and the Community series entitled,
"Inigo Manglano-Ovalle The Garden
of Delights "
^
^ ^^ ^ ^^
California $25,000 toward the
exhibition, "Common Threads
Navajo and Pueblo Textiles "
Statue of Liberty Ellis Island
Foundation, New York, New York
$75,000 toward the exhibition
"America's Concentration Camps
Remembering the JapaneseAmerican Experience," at the Ellis
|s(and ,m atlon Museum
Storefront for Art and Architecture,
New York, New York $40,000 in
support of ,he DetrQ|t Projec, t|t|ed|
"Home Made in Detroit"

University of Maryland, College
Park, Maryland $50,000 toward
the exhibition, "The David C.
Driskell Collection Narratives of
Twentieth Century African-American
Art and Identity"
University of New Orleans,
New Orleans, Louisiana $19,000
toward the symposium, "BoundarleS; Barriers, and Bridges Creating
Inclusive Audiences for Southern
M,, a, ,he Qgden Museum of
Southern Art
University of South Carolina,
Columbia, South Carolina $30,000
toward ,he cata|ogue for the exhlbl.
t.on, "I made this jar The life and
WQrks of (he eps|aved Afr|can pofter
Dave" at the McKissick Museum
'
Walker Art Center, Minneapolis,
Minnesota $50,000 toward the
exh|b|t|on ..Unfm|shed Hlstory -,
Yerba Buena Gardens Cultural
Center, San Francisco, California
$30,000 toward the festival,
,,ft Mexlcan presence »

Foundation for Independent
Video and Film, New York, New
York-$50,000 for the development
of a Web site and online distribution
and information services
Foundation-administered project:
$208,188 for a service arrangement
with National Video Resources to
manage the Film/Video/Multimedia
Fellowships program and to produce
its communications initiative
Ava Hamilton, Boulder, Colorado
$35,000 for "Cheyenne Dog Soldiers
Story," a documentary about the
history of the Cheyenne people in
Colorado from the mid 1800s to the
present
Internews Networks, Arcata,
California $25,000 for the mterac
live video project "Vis a Vis Bridging Otherness Between Societies "
International Media Resource
Exchange, New York, New York
$15,000 for the expansion of the
Latin American Video Archive's online
database and distribution services

Understanding Diversity through
Tom Kalin, New York, New York
Film, Video and Multimedia
$35,000 for "Some Desperate
1998 appropriation of
Crime on My Head or Alfred
$7,000,000 in addition to
Chester's Wig," an experimental
previous funding for allocation by
narrative exploration of the life and
the officers to enable U.S. and
work of the writer, Alfred Chester
international film, video and
multimedia producers to create
LodSe Kerrigan, New York, New
mdependent work exploring the
York $35,000 for "Blood in the
««fl/cts, connections and
Water•"a narrat|ve feature film
commodes of diverse
ab°ut a woman'= attemptsto^'~
rnmmunitiiK
s*and the memories of her traumatic
communities.
relatonsh.p with her father
Seoungho Cho, New York, New
York $35 000 for "Desert Project"
a sing|e_ch'anne| vldeo and vldeo '
installation that utilizes the barren
surrojnd|ngs Qf ^ Ca||famla ^
to explore the self in isolation
f\na QeFe|jcjantOnjo and Jane C
Wagner, New York New York
ticnnnjfor«oSilent
i »'wVoices,» a
$35,000
documentary about women in the
early film industry that will address
the question of who controlled access
to mass media and how that has
affected Amencan culture and hlstoV
chervl Dunve' Los Angeles,
California $35,000 for "The Prison
Pr°Ject'" a narrative film script
about the struggles of an African
American girl determined to break
the chain of violence and poverty in
her life
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Dai Sil Kim-Gibson, New Paltz,
New York $35,000 for "Japanese
Military Supplies Korean Comfort
Women," a documentary about the
Korean women forced into sexual
slavery during the Asia/Pacific War
Shigeko Kubota, New York, New
York $35,000 for "Hospital
Project," a video installation that
challenges notions of illness and
mortality
George Kuchar, San Francisco,
California $35,000 for 'The Shadow
People," an experimental narrative
based on the life and work of John
Keel, author of several books on the
UFO phenomenon

Barbara Sonnebom, Berkeley,
California $35,000 for "Regret to
Inform," a documentary about the
long-term impact of war, as seen
through the eyes of Vietnamese
and American widows of the
Vietnam War
GerardoSuter, Cuernavaca, Mexico
$20,000 in support of "TranSitus,"
a two-part video installation that
explores the idea of origins and
identity in a tame when borders did
nnt PYI,t
University of California, Berkeley,
Berkeley, California $35,000 for
use by its Pacific Film Archive to
preserve and exhibit videotapes
from the National Center for Expenments in Television

Anne Lewis, Whitesburg,
Kentucky $35,000for"Morristown," a documentary about poor
and working class Mexicans and
Americans in Tennessee caught in a
period of massive social change
McGiH University, Montreal,
Canada $22,971 for use by its
Centre for Research on Canadian
Cultural Industries and Institutions
to support the study, "Pathways to
Innovation Culture, Creativity, and
the Development of Human Capa
bilities in Information and Communications Technologies "

Juan Francisco Urrusti,
Mexico City, Mexico $20,000 in
support of "La Gneta (The Fissure),"
a documentary about Mexico City m
^-PP^^IhB^cf*.
millennium
Edin Velez and Chon Noriega,
New York, New York $35,000 for
"Of Every Hue and Cast Another
History of American Art," a docu
mentary that will re examine issues
of avant-garde and postmodern art
as it relates to artists of color

Nina Menkes, West Hollywood,
California $35,000 for "Heat
stroke," an experimental narrative
film about two estranged sisters

University of Houston, Houston,
Texas
1998 appropnation of $350,000
,n addition to previous funding to

A,exR,vera, New York, New York
$35,000 for "Why Cybraceros," a
meditation on the future of technology
and immigration, set in a future of
telemigrants working in "El Norte"
while their bodies remain in Mexico
Maria Santiago Rub, Oaxaca,
Mexico $20,000 in support of
"Bashu'anGuiou (The Owner of the
Mountain)," a three-video series that
recounts the legends and traditions
of the Zapotec culture

Hispanic literary heritage of the
United states
GRANTS IN AID
Alliance for the Arts, New York,
New York $50,000 toward the
costsof the film and media preservation component of The Estate
Project for Artists with AIDS
^nmr/H0*'^?^
$75,000 or the public television
series entitled. Art for the Twenty
First Century
Atlatl, Phoenix, Arizona $25,000
toward the conference "Native Arts
... , . _,_„ „
Network 1998

Brown University, Providence,
Rhode Island $100,000 toward
phase two of The Library of Latin
America book series at the John
Carter Brown Library
Center for Arts and Culture,
Washington, D C $100,000 for its
general programming
.
Creative Capital Foundation,
New York' New York $100.000
toward lte on^S activities
DanceWorks, New York, New
York $5°.°00 t°ward tne costs of
"The Help Desk" project, an effort to
he|P sma" dance companies explore
creative opportunities to stabilize
tneir administrative practices and
strengthen their artistic output
.
Dlstnct Curators- Washington, D C
$50,000 toward thefirstphase of
the "Performance Portraits" project
Fund for Independent Publishing,
New York, Newark $70,000 for
editorial and outreach expenses for
a book and-tapes P™)60' entitled,
"Remembering Slavery "
Qrantmakers in the Arts,
Seattle, Washington $15,000 for
|te 19g8 99 act|v|t|es
Institute of International
Education, New York, New York
j250 000 toward the costs of a
research and exploration project
Bntrt|ed ,Toward a Global Cu|tura|
Commumty Systems for Partner

Jacob's Pillow Dance Festival,
Lee Massachusetts $40,000
toward the costs of the Leadership
Forum on Presenting InternationalWork
National L.brary of Chile, Santiago,
Chlle $17,500 to obtain a set of
Jos6 Medlna's microfilm collection
of colonial Latin American imprints
New England Foundation for the
^ Cambrldge| Massachusetts
$150,000 toward research and
documentation of the project entitled,
"Developing an Effective International
^ystem for the Commissioning and
Touring of New Work
New School University, New
York, New York $30,000 for use by
the Graduate Faculty of Political and
Social Science to support a conference, "Food Nature and Culture "
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Princeton University, Princeton,
New Jersey $10,000 toward
the costs a conference entitled,
"Envisioning Paradise A Conference
on Tom Morrison's Vision, Art, and
Imagination" at the Afncan-Amencan
studies Program
Seven Loaves, New York, New
York $22,000 for the "Demeter's
Daughter Video Project "
The Society for the Preservation
of Weeksville and Bedford
stuyvesant History, Brooklyn,
New York $35,000 toward the
costs of stabilization and expansion
achv|t|es
University of California, Los
Angeles, Los Angeles, California
$25,000 to complete the Caribbean
Ser|es |n Tne Marcus Garvey and
Universal Negro Improvement
Association Papers
Uni«™fv of California San n,«,n
S^Sii^^S
the conference on "Collective Identi
t|es pLbhc SpnereS] and p0||t,ca|
Order in the Americas "
Universitv of Illinois Crncaeo
iTnoT^O 000 toward heTosts
" ™» «0,0 00 toward the costs
ot a Post-Latln American Studies
Association meeting entitled,
"Mapping Latino/Latin American
Chicago "
„,..,,_ Rpallmont TheatPr
Vivian &HUMortTheater
ewYo* NewYo rk $25 0 OOfor
LIVING WITH DIVERSITY
Culture and Community Building
199S appropriation of $300,000
in addibon to previous funding
for allocation by the off ,cers to
indicator
'
Americans for the Arts
Washington, D c $25,000 to
rt
the th|rd
of ,he |ot
phaseof the Institute for Community
Development and the Arts and the
5trateg|C p|ann|ng process for the
future of the |nsWute
Social Science Research Council,
New York| New York $250]0oo for
act|V|t|es of |ts Research p|ann|ng
Committee on the Arts

University of Chicago, Chicago,
Illinois $15,000 to support a study
of arts programs for children and
youth in Chicago at its Chapm Hall
Center for Children

Jerusalem Institute for Israel
Studies, Jerusalem, Israel$165,000 toward the costs of a
research project on the "Image of
the Other"

Fortifying Civ,l Societies across
Muslim Regions through their
Cultural Institutions
1998 appropriation of
$1,000,000 in addition to previous funding for allocation by the
officers to continue fostering a
set of activities in Muslim societies
where issues of pluralism are the
subjects of public and policy
discussion.

Lawyers Committee for Human
Rights, New York, New York
$74,250 for the translation, publication and distribution in the
Middle East and North Africa of Islam
and Justice and Islam and Equality

Al-Urdun Al-Jadid Research
Center, Amman, Jordan- $28,929
toward the costs of publishing a
book and other expenses related to
the 1998 social history program.
ASHTAR for Theatre Productions
and Training, Jerusalem, Israel
$33,500 toward the costs of its production of "Abu Shaker's Affair '98 "
Bilgi University, Istanbul, Turkey.
$242,000 toward the costs of the
exhibition "Modernities and Memones Recent Works from the Islamic
World," held in Istanbul, October
6to30,1998
Foundation-administered project:
$100,000 toward meeting and
consultancy expenses in connection
with the Foundation's Muslim world
initiative
Foundation-administered project:
$100,000 toward the costs of the
exhibition "Modernities and Memones Recent Works from the Islamic
World," held in Istanbul, October
6 to 30,1998
International Association for the
Study of Persian-Speaking
Societies, Stony Brook, New York
$57,982 toward meetings of the
Joint Planning Committee for Iran,
India and central Asia to discuss
proposals for interregional cultural
and scholarly projects dealing with
issues of civil societies
,_ . „
_,„
International Council of Museums,
Paris, France $100,000 toward a
workshop on the fight against illicit
traffic of cultural property in Arab
countries
International Peace and Cooperat.on Center, Jerusalem, Israel
$ 165,000 toward the costs of a
research project on the mutual
perceptions of Jews and Muslims

The Legacy of Absence
i998 aPPf°priation of
$1,000,000 in addition to previous fundi"S for allocation by the
officers to foster a set of activities
which explore how artists and
writers assess the consequences of
war and conflict for their societies.
Foundation-administered project:
$75,000 toward meeting and
consultancy expenses in connection
with the "Legacy of Absence" project
.
.
.
Foundation-administered project:
$30,080 toward the costs of a
service arrangement with Rutgers
University to be used by the Jane
Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum to
produce a formal presentation of 60
to 80 works of art from the Dodge
collection for the "Legacy of
Absence" proiect
Oldenburg University, Oldenburg,
Germany $51,742 toward the
costs incurred in gathering Holocaust
related materials for an exhibition.
Partnerships Affirming
Community Transformation
1998 appropriation of $600,000
in addition to previous funding
for allocation by the officers to
identify, support and learn from
community partnerships that
,-„,fe ,fte arfs and humanities
in(o their effofts fo buM bfidges
acmss rada/ and effm/c dWerences_
Appalshop, Whitesburg, Kentucky
$35,000 toward the costs of a
community partnership addressing
the economic, social and environmental conflicts associated with
forestry practices ,n Appalachia
Appalshop, Whitesburg, Kentucky:
$68,000 toward the costs of a
convening of PACT grantees and
their partners to learn lessons about
effective partnerships and different
approacnes to the work of art and
soc|a| ch

Center for Arts Criticism,
Minneapolis, Minnesota $48,587
for "Sisters in Leadership," a program
that uses media arts production,
writing and public presentations as
a way to discuss racism and the
economic and cultural factors that
contribute to its growth
Coalition for Immigrant and
Refugee Rights and Services,
San Francisco, California $50,000
toward the costs of the "Transforming
institutions" project, a leadership
training program for Latma and
Chinese immigrant women
East Bay Institute for Urban Arts,
Oakland, California $50,000 for a
yearlong arts and social change
apprenticeship program for youth
Esperanza Peace and Justice
Center, San Antonio, Texas
$50,000 toward efforts to bring
diverse communities together who
are working for social and economic
change through workshops and
cu|tura, arts programmlng
Foundation-administered project:
$150,000 for the administrative
costs related to the PACT program
Pepatian, New York, New York
$45,000 toward the creation of a
community arts project that will focus
on issues of race within Puerto Rican
communities in the South Bronx
San Diego RePertorVTheatre.
San Diego, California $50,000
toward the costs of "Mid-City is
Calafia," a series of communitybased performances and exhibits
that reflect the cultural diversity of
the San Diego/Tijuana region
Sltka Trlbe * Alaska-Sltka'Alaska
$50,000 toward the costs of the
"Healing Heart Totem Pole Project,"
a video, user's guide, Web site and
series of related community discussions about alienation and cultural
upheaval
village of Arts and Humanities,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
$50,000 toward the costs of a
series of events that connect land,
art making and garden design into
the transformation of abandoned
inner-city spaces
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Wing Luke Memorial Foundation,
Seattle, Washington $50,000
toward the costs of "A Long Journey
Home Reflections of Asian-Pacific
American Veterans," a series of
public programs, artwork and
educational materials about the
experience of American veterans of
/^ian descent
Promoting African Civil Society
through Cultural Initiatives
2998 appropriation of
$1,100,000 in addition to previous funding for allocation by
the officers to fortify civil society
in Africa (/jrough support fof
co/((/ra/ sector.buiiding activities
18th Street Arts Complex
California, Santa Monica, California
$21,350 toward the support of
residencies for two African artists
African Books Collective,
Oxford, England $39,805 toward
its promotion, research and
dissemination activities
African Publishers' Network,
Harare, Zimbabwe $150,000
toward 1998 program activities.
Association de la Plume Noir,
Pans, France $50,000 toward costs
related to the participation of writers
and artists in the 4th Literary Salon
Boston College, Chestnut Hill,
Massachusetts $16,864 to be
used bVthe BellaS'° Publishing
Network Research and Information
Center toward the costs of its publications, research projects and other
activities related to indigenous
publishing in Africa and the
Third World

Health Sciences
Casa Via Magia, Salvador, Brazil
$60,000 toward travel and project
costs related to the "2nd Celebration
of African Hentage" in Salvador, Brazil
Contemporary African Music &
Arts Trust, Cape Town .South
Africa $200,000 toward costs of
"Jazz Africa Cape Town to Cairo."
Council for the Development of
Social Science Research in
Africa, Dakar, Senegal $100,000
toward the Goree-Robben Island
workshop series on the cultural
history of contemporary Africa
^nn^hMm cfrnlh*afrlrf"^
t100 0^0 trfward tram nf work
$100,000 toward training workshops in African countries, and the
participation of African delegates at
Sitheng,'98
Intpmatinnal Afriran ln<tit,,tP
International African Institute,
London, England: $100,000 toward
travel costs and administrative
expenses for the "Pan-African
Consultation on Cultural Cooperation
and Development" held in Lome,
Togo, and a conference on the plan
nmg of an African seminar on the
'Vision of African Cooperation"
being held in Stockholm, Sweden.
International Music Council,
Pans, France $130,000 toward
the development of professional
networking among national music
associations in Africa
New York Foundation for the Arts,
New York, New York. $80,500
toward the costs of the 1998
African Film Festival
Open Window Network,
Johannesburg, South Africa
$27,240 toward the transportation
and accommodation costs of the
African delegates participating in the
1998 Videazimut International
Seminar and General Assembly.
Panos
r-anos Institute
insmure, Paris
r-ans, Francerrance.
$100,000 toward strengthening
independent radio in west Africa
Research and Technology
Exchange Group, Pans, France.
$43,134 to be used by the African
Med,a Partners Network toward the
support of 1998 activities.
Women's World Organization for
Rights, Literature and Development New York New York$75 000 toward'the costs of a
project to develop women's literature
and civil society in east Africa

Role of Religion in the Civil Society
1998 appropriation of $800,000
in addition to previous funding
for allocation by the officers to
support humanities scholarship
on ^ mle 0fKngion /„ building
cjvil socjety an(f to help commumties utilize the intellectual and
ethical assets of religion in
findine common emund
fmdmg common ground.
Life & Peace |nstitute, Uppsala,
Sweden. $54,500 to support a case
study documenting the role of
Argentine religious institutions in
that ^^5 transition to democracy
and to defray the cost of a series of
seminars and conferences to discuss
and disseminate study findings.
*
Worid Conference on Religion
and Peace, New York, New York
$1,000,000 toward the costs of the
religion and civil society program.
5
*^ 6
GRANTS IN AID
Asian Cultural Council, New York,
New York. $50,000 toward contm
umg support of the Cambodian
Artists Mentorship Program
_
Council on Foreign Relations,
New York, New York $75,000
toward the editorial and production
costs of a book and CD-ROM
entitled Ethnic Conflict, Partition
and Post-Conflict Reconstruction
Network of Cultural Centers of
Color, New York, New York
$50,000 to support the development and first phase implementstion of its business plan
_ _
New York University, New York,
New York $50,000 toward the
costs of two summer mstitutes, in
1999 and 2000, to be presented
jomtly with the Organization of
American Historians on "Internationalizmg the Study of American
History"

EXPLORATION:
I^HENHANCING PARTICIPATION
INITIATIVES FOR EQUITY I^HAND CAPACITY
IN HEALTH
clinical Epidemiology
Initiatives for Equity in Health
1998 appropriation of
1998 appropriation of
$4,600,000 in addition to previ$3> °00' °°° for location by the
ous funding for allocation by the
officers to conduct explorations
officers to continue support for
that will enable Health Sciences
core activities of the International
to develop a sound and effective
Clinical Epidemiology Network
strategy, gain a realistic sense of
(INCl£N) and the operations of
how the strategy will materialize
INCl£N, Inc., including its
on the ground, and create a
transition toward institutional
strong and self-sustaining program
autonomy and stability.
infrastructure.
Be'J'ngHui Lonl Guan Hospital,
Bangladesh Rural Advancement
Beijing, China. $67,100 for use by
Committee, Dhaka, Bangladesh
its Research Center of Clinical
$115,315 to organize and conduct
Epidemiology to expand the use of
a meeting called the Global Health
the Health Social Science course.
Equity Initiative Phase One Exchange
Conference in Bangladesh held
Harvard University, Cambridge,
December 11-18, 1998
Massachusetts $25,000 toward
the costs of training fellowships for
Catholic University of Chile,
the workshop "Using Burden of
Santiago, Chile $19,660 for use by
Disease and Cost-Effectiveness to
|ts Department Of Public Health for
Define National Control Priorities
a study enwled| ,.Soc|a, lnequalltles
and Essentla| Packages of Care"
and Hea|tf| m an |ntermed|ate
Development Nation Chile
INCLEN, Inc., Philadelphia,
1980-1996
Pennsylvania $4,701,800 for the
operational costs of its Executive
Foundation-administered project:
Office and for program activities of
$125,000 to conduct an exploration
the International Clinical Epidemiology
on the feaslbl,lty of establishing a
Network
Gtoba| Hea]th vVatch
'
INCLEN, Inc., Philadelphia,
Foundation-administered project:
Pennsylvania $50,000 toward the
$264,750 for a series of activities in
costs of an evaluation of the Internasub-Saharan Africa to ascertain
tional Clinical Epidemiology Net
national and regional priority health
work program and activities.
|SSU6Sr and to ldent|)y opportunities
for partnerships with government
London School of Economics and
ministries academic institutions
Political Science, London, England
nongovernmental community arid
$50,000 toward the creation of an
__.„.,- nroani7atinnc
academic position in the field of
Pnvate °rgamzat10ns
^^ ^^ ^ deve|op|ng ^^
Hastings Center, Garrison, New
to be known as the Bnan AbelYork $70,000 toward the costs of
Smith Readership in Health Policy
reg|0na| meetmgs and dissemmatlon
activities to investigate the mternaWorld Health Organization,
t|ona! and /\mencan dimensions of
Geneva, Switzerland- $250,000 for
market programs and strategies on
use by its Tropical Disease Research
the future of health care systems
Programme initiative
toward the
of ato
multilateral
on cost
malaria
New Eng|and Medica, (;„„,„
strengthen research capability
Hospitals, Inc., Boston,
in Africa
Massachusetts $69,020 to organize
/m ... Reomductive Healtn
and ""duct a meeting entitled,
ZTS?
Worksh°P °" Society and Health A
j|g7^±TriL
Health ^"^ Perspective, as part of
the Global Health E"ulty lnltiatlve
Tufts University, Medford,
allocation by the officers to
Massachusetts $82,000 for the
support research in selected
adaptation of a United States
developing countries to identify
health-policy tool known as the
sustainable models to improve
"benchmarks of fairness" for
the reach and quality ofreproimplementation in Mexico, Pakistan
ductive health services, especially
and Thailand.
for neglected populations
and services.
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Ashish Gram RachnaTrust, Pachod,
India $81, 000 for use by its Institute
of Health Management, Pachod, to
develop, monitor and evaluate a model
reproductive and child health program through a target-free approach,
in a slum setting in Pune city
Burkina Faso Association for
Family Well-Being,
Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso
$89,740 for a community-based
study on the needs, attitudes,
practices and sexual behavior of
youth in the context of STDs and
HIV/AIDS in a rural setting of Yatenga
Province, Burkina Faso
Foundation-administered project:
$156,279 for a Foundation work
shop in east Africa for grantees and
technical support partners conduct
ing reproductive health intervention
planning and research in Africa
Foundation-administered project:
$177,000foradmmistrativecosts
associated with implementing the
reproductive health services
research program
International Center for Research
on Women, Washington, D C
$142,000 to collaborate with
researchers in India in conducting
a dissemination conference and an
intervention proposal development
workshop, in connection with
documentation research projects on
adolescent sexuality and fertility
Ministry of Health, Burkina Faso,
Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso
$136,590 to conduct a community
based study ,n collaboration with the
Population Council (Ouagadougou),
to document and understand norms
and practices related to induced
abortion and prevention of unwanted
oresnancies in a rural area of Bazeea
pZTe
"ovmce
Ministry of Planning and
Economic Development, Uganda,
Kampala, Uganda $30,390 for use
by its Population Secretariat for new
activities designed to build capacity
a
t, analyze,
disseminate and utilize information
and data about adolescent reoro'
ment and implementation and to
build capacity at the Secretariat for
policy analysis and coordination
Population Council New York
New York $100,000 to enable'its
New Delhi regional office to expand
its technical support to local profes
sionals and institutions undertaking
reproductive health research

continue to provide technical assis
tance to Vietnamese NGOs and
government agencies to develop
research projects in reproductive
health, and to assist UNICEPs
Myanmar office with conducting
research and training on critical issues
in reproductive health in Myanmar
Population Secretariat, Uganda,
Kampala, Uganda $154,280 for
activities designed to build capacity
within the District Planning Units of
three districts to collect, analyze,
disseminate and utilize information
and data about adolescent reproductive health for program development and implementation, and to
build capacity at the Secretariat for
po||cy ana|ysls ancj coordination
Swaasthya Project, New Delhi,
India $75,050 for a community
based intervention research project
targettmg adolescents, to improve
HIV/AIDS and STD prevention in the
Tign area of New Delhi
United Nations Children's Fund,
New York, New York $169,950 for
activities to be conducted in collaboration with the World Health Organizat|on and work|ng groups from slx
countries to establish which factors
rdated ,0 countlv |eve, programming
for adolescent health are most useful
to measurer how best to collect and
use the data for monitoring and
eva|uat|on? and to cor,duct local/
district level field tests
University of Ouagadougou,
Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso
$22 690 j° r a stud to be conduct
ed by |ts Research and T
Un|t
m Demography m collaboration with
the InstitutduSahel's Center for
A hed Research on Popu|atlon and
Develooment and the London
development and tne^London
Sch001 °f "*™ ** ^°P^
Medicine to link adolescent sexuality
toreproductivehealth and fertility
outcomes in Mali and Burkina Faso
University of Ouagadougou
Ouagadougou Burkina Faso '
S42 i20 for a mmmumtv havd
i u com™"lty °ased
"
"
y
Research and Training Unit in
npmnDmnhv/anH thP A«nr-,=,tinn
Demography and the Association
°Ur * P'°™t0° *
|ajeunesse
Afncameet

le Developpement, on social factors
influencing the sexual behavior of
adolescents in the context of
HIV/AIDS in Burkina Faso
ui/HrfH I h n •
World Health Organization,
te|a
Geneva, Switzerland $330,000 for
actlvltes to be c°nducted >" collaboration with UNICEF and working
groups from six countries to establish
which factors related to country level
programming for adolescent health
are most useful to measure, how best
to collect and use the data for momtonng and evaluation, and to conduct
local/district level field tests
._...„_,,•.
World Health Organization,
Geneva, Switzerland $60,000 to
develop a set of guidelines for
researchers on how to plan and
implement rigorous studies in
community settings in developing
countries on the prevalence of
reproductive tract mfections/gynecological morbidities, as well as on
their behavioral determinants and
consequences for women's lives
RELATED GRANTS
(JOINT WITH PS)
Center for Reproductive Law and
Pollcv. New York, New York
$50,000 toward the production
costs of its Women of the World
Francophone Africa project
rh
... nto
tlua
™™3e Academy °' *"£?£Medicine, Beijing, China $lb,000
in support of a workshop, "Interven
tlon of HIV/AIDS in China "
,. . . . ._.„ fnr t.
International Union for the
Scientific Study rf Population
L'^e.Begium $20,000 toward
the cost of a seminar entitled, Gender
inequalities and reproductive health
Changing priorities in an era of social
transformation and globalization "
International Agency for
Research on Cancer, Lyon, France
$50,000 for a project entitled
"Investigation of Chlamydia
Trachomatis and Herpes Simplex
V'mS 2 '" the Et'0l0gy °' Ce™lca*
Cancer" m five developing countries
Ministry of Health, Ghana, Accra,
r-h, tinrmnnL,,cQ h' .*
Ghana $100,000 for use by its
for INDEPTH, a network of field
sites in developing countries that
collect demographic and
hea|(h data Qn a contm
uous basis

Population Council, New York,
New York $360,460 to enable its
staff in Hanoi and Bangkok to
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Ministry of Health, Ghana,
Accra, Ghana $99,930 for use by
its Navrongo Health Research
Centre for a conference in Dares
Salaam for researchers in Africa,
and La{ln Amenca conducting
longitudinal field studies on health
and popu|at,on 1Ssues
Women's Health Project,
Johannesburg, South Africa
$75,000 for regional activities
related to an international initiative
entitled, "Operationahzmg Cairo and
Beijing A training initiative in gender
and reproductive health "
Pubhc Health Schools Wrthout
Walls
1997 appropriation of
$1,300,000 (joint with PS) in
addition to previous funding for
allocation by the officers to
continue support for field-based,
graduate-degree training for
public health officers in Zimbabwe,
Uganda, Ghana and Vietnam, as
well as exploratory activities in
otner owntries
Chulalongkom University,
Bangkok, Thailand $24,925 for
use by lts c^gg of Pub|ic Health to
deve,opp test and modlfy 80 to 100
educational modules based on
pub|lc hea|th prob|em ^i^g
common in developing countries
Foundation-administered project:
$125,000 for the annual meeting
and other coi|aborative network
activities among the Public Health
Schools Without Walls sites
Hanoi School of Public Health,
Hanoi, Vietnam $275,000 for
continued support of its Public
Health Schoo|s Wlthout WaNs
am actlvltles
Liverpool School of Tropical
Medicine, Liverpool, England
$50,000 to produce'a new edition
of ,,A Shott Textbook of Preventlve
Medicine for the Tropics," which
incorporates major developments in
the public health field since 1990
Makarere University, Kampala,
Ueanda $?99 567 for use bv its
uganaa »^ay,0b/ ror use oy its
Institute of Public Health for its
Makerere University, Kampala,
Uganda $28,366 to enable George
Panyo to comp|ete hls doctora|
studies at Johns Hopkins University
as Part of a caPacitv bulldinS
component under the Public Health
Schools Wlthout Walls Pr°Bram

International Security
Makerere University, Kampala,
Uganda $58,103 for a workshop
on the training of trainers in
problem based learning methodology
for the Public Health Schools
Without Walls Initiative.
McMaster University,
Hamilton, Canada $54,300 for a
workshop on the training of trainers
in problem based learning methodology in Kampala, Uganda
University of Zimbabwe, Harare,
Zimbabwe. $225,322forcontinued
support of its Public Health Schools
Without Walls Master's of Public
Health training program
University of Zimbabwe, Harare,
Zimbabwe $35,105 in support of a
field supervisors' workshop organized
by its Public Health Schools Without Walls Master's of Public Health
training program
GRANTS IN AID
Foundation-administered project:
$25,000 to facilitate the creation of
an international network of longitudmal community based health
research sites.
Foundation-administered project:
$40,000 for a Bellagio Team Residency meeting, "Understanding the
society and health interface- New
opportunities for improving health "
Foundation-administered project:
$6,000 for the translation from
Swedish to English and distribution
of "Gender Inequalities in Health"
Cronoh r»m», for Pnn,.ia«nn anH
French Center for Population and
Development, Pans, France
$24,330 for a research project,
"Sex differences in mortality The
case of the 1918 influenza pandemic"
Harvard University, Cambridge,
Massachusetts-$25,000 for use
by its Medical School in support of
a meeting "Community-Based
Approaches to the Treatment and
Control of Multi-Drug Resistant
Tuberculosis"
Mexican Health Foundation,
Mexico City, Mexico $48,925 in
support of a research project
"Health inequalities in Mexico
Study by socioeconomic strata at
the municipal and household level"
National Foundation for the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, Atlanta, Georgia
$10,000 in support of an international conference on emerging
infectious diseases
National Institute of Health
Services Management, Tokyo,
Japan $50,000 in support of a
research project, "Global health
equity initiative A case study
,pf Japan."

World Health Organization,
Geneva, Switzerland $48,885 for a
meeting in Bellagio, Italy, on aging,
health and development
,... ..........,..^^^^^^^_
liMiti lyMCEillllilM^^J
HSMMMSSBtSS^Ii^^M
Harnessing the New Sciences
1998 appropriation of
$2,300,000 in addition toprevious funding for allocation by the
officers to accelerate the discovery> development and distribution
of vaccines, drugs and diagnostics against diseases of the poor
ancj excluded
"
Foundation-administered project:
$325,000 to undertake an inventory
of public/private collaborations for
vaccine research and development.
World Health Organization,
Geneva, Switzerland $575,000 to
continue support for the activities of
the Children's Vaccine Initiative
World Health Organization, Geneva,
Switzerland $700,000 to continue
support for its Global Programme for
Vaccines and Immunization.
HIV in the Developing World
1998 appropriation of $400,000
(all from PS) in addition to previous funding for allocation by the
officers to help developing countries improve their capabilities for
reducing the spread of HIV and
other sexually-transmitted diseases
and mitigate the consequences of
cumnt HIV infection
International AIDS Vaccine
initiative, New York, New York.
$1,250,000 for continued funding of
its activities to ensure development of
safe effective preventive HIV vaccine^ for use throughout the world
bM!H![tM!HfiffiE^^^^»
MliiaaMMaiHiHIlTi^^M
World Health Organization,
Geneva, Switzerland
1998 appropriation of
$2,500,000 to establish a Global
Health Leadership Fund, which will
bmg exceptjonai p^p^ to f/,e
World Health Organization in order
to accelerate the launch of the
WHQ,S mw diKction andagenda_

Northeast Asia Peace and
Security Network
1998 appropriation of $200,000
for allocation by the officers to
facilitate the next steps in the
denuclearization of the Korean
Peninsula, which is important in
the long-term abolition of
weapons of mass destruction
Nautilus of America, Berkeley,
California $150,000 toward
continued support for its Northeast
Asia Peace and Security Network.
GRANTS IN AID
Asia Society, New York, New York:
$25,000 toward the costs of organizmg a roundtable workshop on
south Asia after India and Pakistan's
nuclear tests
Atlantic Council of the United
States, Washington, D C .
$30,000 to facilitate denuclearizationof the Korean Peninsula for the
long-term abolition of weapons of
mass destruction
Brown University, Providence,
Rhode Island $104,475 in support
of a Bellagio conference on critical
oral nistoly and the methodology's
application to a study of the
Vietnam War
Carnegie Mellon University,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania $100,000
in support of a study exploring the
relationship between technology
transfer and global security
Carter Center, Atlanta, Georgia
$100,000 in support of its Conflict
Resolution Program's activities,
particularly those involving nonproliferation and the abolition of
weapons of mass destruction
_ t . „. _. . .
Centre for the Study of
Developing Societies, Delhi, India
$33,850 in support of its electronic
data C0||ectlon and ana|ysis through
its Web page, Apropos.
China Defense Science and
Technology Information Center,
Beijing, China-$5,000 toward the
costs of creating a handbook in
Chinese on arms control and disarmament to be edited and published
by the Center's Arms Control and
Disarmament Program.

OTHER GRANTS
National Epidemiology Boards
2994 appropriation of $700,000
,„ addition to previous funding
for ^location by the officers to
continue support for core activities
of the epidemiology boards in
Thailand and Cameroon.
'
National Epidemiology Board of
Cameroon, Yaounde, Cameroon
$350,000 to provide terminal
support for its core activities

Federation of American Scientists,
Washington, D C $119,368 in
continued support of the
Federation's work to facilitate the
effective control of chemical and
biological weapons
Federation of American Scientists,
Washington, D C $15,000 in
support of the Federation's Public
Eye work focused on North Korea
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Foundation-administered project:
$30,000 to support the collection,
indexing and initial analysis of
materials for preparation of a case
study on land mines
Foundation-administered project:
$100,000 for the development and
enhancement of prototype CD-ROMs
focused on peace and security
issues on the Indian subcontinent.
Foundation-administered project:
$14,478 to assist officers in the
closeout of the Foundation's
International Security program
Foundation-administered project:
$59,000 for support of Foundationinitiated activities surrounding the
International Security program's
work in security and nuclear nonproliferation in south Asia, including
consultancy expenses
Foundation-administered project:
$59,400 for support of Foundationinitiated activities surrounding the
International Security program's
work m secunty and nuclear nonproliferation in northeast Asia
George Washington University,
Washington, D C . $20,000 toward
the costs of sending a United States
delegation of experts on the Chinese
military to China for an October
lggg dialogue on Chinese military
modernization
Henry L. Stimson Center,
Washington, D C $4,334 in support
of the south Asia distribution of its
Handbook of Confidence-Building
Measures for Regional Security
Human Rights Watch, New York,
New York $150,000 in support of
its work on antipersonnel land mines
i » r i«.-•*.«,
International Physicians for the
Prevention of Nuclear War,
Cambridge, Massachusetts
$25,000 in support of a project on
NATO and nuclear weapons
Monterey Institute of International
Studies, Monterey, California.
$50,000 in support of an assess
ment of the effectiveness of the
United Nations Special Commission
.
Nautllus "" Amerlca' Berkeley.
California $18,000 forthe costs of
connecting the New York Mission of
the Democratic People's Republic of
Korea to the Internet and training
Mission staff in the use of Internet
technologies
Nautilus of America, Berkeley,
California $20,000 in support of a
project to explore the feasibility of
creating an e mail network focused
on NATO nuclear-policy issues

Special International Initiatives
Oxford Research Group,
Oxford, England $10,000fora
two-day meeting on the management of plutomum in England, and
its implications for nuclear weapons
proliferation around the world
Regional Centre for Strategic
Studies, Colombo, Sn Lanka
$18,800 toward the costs of the
Centre's publication, "Regional
Press Digest on Nuclear Issues in
South Asia "
SearchforCommon Ground,
Washington, D C. $20,000 in
support of its United States-Iranian
Working Group
Social Science Research Council,
New York, New York $70,000 in
support of a project to research a
Case Study on the International
Effort to Ban Land Mines
Sooal Science Research Council,
New York New York $70,295 ,n
support of a research project on
Korean Peninsula secunty issues
State of the World Forum,
San Francisco, California $10,000
in support of its Nuclear Abolition
ln'tlat've
State of the World Forum,
San Francisco, California
$100,000 in support of an educational documentary on past and
present nuclear dangers
Stockholm International Peace
Research Institute, Solna, Sweden
$30,000 for a meeting of Iranian
and American academics

GRANTS IN AID
^P6" Institute, Washington, D C
$200,000 toward the costs of its
Women's Lens Agenda, a project to
build a new constituency for mterna
tional engagement
Tufts University, Medford,
Massachusetts $25,000 toward
the coste of a workshop in preparatlon for a book on h|ghlV capitated
antisocial activities
United Nations Development
Programme, New York, New York
$75,000 toward the costs of a
conference on globalization for
human development at the Bellagio
Study and Conference Center,
May 1998
....... j ,..u
^^^^^^^^»
KHMffilMLEU^^^^^B
roAu-rc T« Air,
GRANTb IN A1U
Gradua(e ^^ ^ ^
'
York New York New York
f
fc
project to produce a future oriented
intellectual history of the United
Nations in the world economy
University of Washington,
Seattle, Washington $40,000
toward the costs of its conference on
tne challenges of the globalization of
international relief and development
nongovernmental organizations

INTERNATIONAL
PHILANTHROPY
Buildmg Foundation-Uke
Organizations
J995 appropriation of $330,000
in addition to previous funding
for allocation by the officers to
support the continued development of foundation-like organiza,,O/JJ by bullding ,nd,vidual
institutions and through sectorbuilding activities.
^^ Foundatjorii Qultoi Ecuador
$50,000 toward the second stage
Qf the Soc|al Responslbl|lty program
India Foundation for the Arts,
Bangalore, India $100,000 toward
its endowment
Oaxaca Community Foundation,
Oaxaca, Mexico $100,000 toward
the creation of the Gender and
Soc.al Responsibility programs
GRANTS IN AID
Asja Foundationi
California $1 50,000 toward phase
two of the Asia Pacific Philanthropic
Consortium activities
City University of New York,
New York, New York $50,000 for
use by its Graduate School and
University Center toward the costs
of the 1 999 International Fellows
Program at the Center for the Study
of Philanthropy
Foundation-administered project:
$1 50,000 toward administrative
costs of The Philanthropy Workshop

University of Georgia, Athens,
Georgia $25,000 in support of the
Center for International Trade and
Security's work on United States
policy toward India
Vietnam Veterans of America
Foundation, Washington, D C
$1 50,000 in support of its demimng
initiative
Vietnam Veterans of America
Foundation, Washington, D C
$25,000 in support of a conference
on seeking alternatives to land mines
GLOBAL EQUITY AND
ENGAGEMENT
Carnegie Endowment for international Peace, Washington, D.C.
1998 appropriation of
$1,000,000 to advance understanding of globalization, especially the relationship between
economic, political and technological changes and the inequality
within and between counties.
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Report of Independent Auditors

The Board of Trustees
The Rockefeller Foundation
e have audited the accompanying statements of
financial position of the Rockefeller Foundation as of
December 31, 1998 and 1997, and the related
statements of activities and cash flows for the years
then ended. These financial statements are the responsibility of
the Rockefeller Foundation's management. Our responsibility is
to express an opinion on these financial statements based on
our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with generally accepted

Report of Independent Auditors
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auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and

Statements of Financial Position

99

the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An

Statements of Activities

100

the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An

Statements of Cash Flows

101

Notes to Financial Statements

102

perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether

audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting

audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that
our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the
Rockefeller Foundation at December 31,1998 and 1997, and the
changes in its net assets and its cash flows for the years then
ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.

New York, New York
February 18, 1999
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Statements of Financial Position

December 31 (In Thousands)

1997

1998
Assets
Cash, including restricted bond funds of $717 in 1998 and $1,255 in 1997 (Note 5)

$

Dividends, interest and other receivables
Investments (Notes 1 and 2)

2,699

$

2,817

14,177

11,094

3,273,745

3,058,469

Property, net of accumulated depreciation and amortization (Note 3)

26,231

27,340

Prepaid pension cost and other assets (Note 4)

40,800

32,243

$ 3,357,652

$ 3,131,963

$

$

Total assets

Liabilities and Net Assets
Liabilities:
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities

9,963

13,448

Appropriations by the trustees, approved for specific grantees/purposes
but not yet paid (Note 6)

66,797

66,716

Bonds payable, net of unamortized discount (1998: $302; 1997: $314) (Note 5)

27,338

27,886

Deferred Federal excise tax (Note 7)
Accrued post-retirement benefits (Note 4)
To;:al liabilities

7,034

5,815

17,876

17,803

129,008

131,668

3,228,644

3,000,295

$ 3,357,652

$ 3,131,963

Commitments (Notes 1 and 2)

Unrestricted and total net assets (including board-designated amounts of $251,647
in 1998 and $224,604 in 1997) (Note 6)
Total liabilities and net assets
See accompanying notes.
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Statements of Activities

Yesr ended December 31 (In Thousands)

1998

1997

Changes in Net Assets
Investment return:
$

Net realized and unrealized gain on investments

272,039
115,187

Dividend and interest income

1,121

Other investment income

$

385,290
124,091
738

388,347

510,119

(12,942)

(15,200)

375,405

494,919

129,147

116,573

11,389

10,929

Current

5,301

8,776

Deferred

1,219

820

Investment expenses
(including performance-based fees of $2,800 in 1997 (none in 1998))
Net investment return
Other expenses:
Approved grants and program costs
General administrative expenses
Provision for Federal excise tax (Note 7):

r

Increase in unrestricted net assets
Unrestricted net assets, beginning of year
Unrestricted net assets, end of year
See accompanying notes.
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147,056

137,098

228,349

357,821

3,000,295

2,642,474

$ 3,228,644

$ 3,000,295

Statements of Cash Flows

Year ended December 31 (In Thousands)

1997

1998
Cash Flows from Operating Activities
$

Increase in net assets

228,349

$

357,821

Adjustments to reconcile increase in net assets to net cash used in operating activities:
1,156

1,307

Depreciation and amortization

(56,267)

(39,861)

(215,772)

(345,429)

Dividends, interest and other receivables

(3,083)

(2,402)

Prepaid pension cost and other assets

(8,557)

(5,724)

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities

(3,485)

3,783

81

2,810

Net unrealized gain on investments
Net realized gain on investments
Changes in operating assets and liabilities:

Appropriations by the Trustees, approved for specific grantees/purposes but not yet paid
Deferred Federal excise tax
Accrued post-retirement benefits

Net cash used in operating activities

1,219

820

73

257

(284,484)

(384,590)

(56,135)

(26,769)

56,763

28,210

Cash Flows frcm Investing Activities
Net sales of investments

(335)

(186)

Property additions

27,875

56,577

Net cash provided by investing activities

Cash Flows from Financing Activities
Repayments of bonds payable

(560)

(540)

Net cash used in financing activities

(560)

(540)

Net (decrease) increase in cash, excluding cash held in investment portfolio
Cash, beginning of year
$

Cash, end of year

(118)

566

2,817

2,251

2,699

$

2,817

See accompanying notes.
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Notes to Financial Statements

1. Investments

degrees of management judgment. Quoted market prices, when
available, are used as the measure of fair value. In cases where
quoted market prices are not available, fair values are based on
appraisals, quotations of similarly traded instruments, pricing
models or other estimates.

The Foundation's significant investments are carried at fair value
or contractual values which approximate fair value. Fair value is
the amount at which a financial instrument could be exchanged
in a current transaction between willing parties, other than in a
forced sale or liquidation. The fair values of financial instruments
are estimates based upon market conditions and perceived risks
as of the statement of financial position date and require varying

Investing activities are reported on a trade date basis. Realized
gains and losses are calculated based on the specific identification
method for both financial statement and tax return purposes.

The Foundation's investment portfolio consists of the following:

December 31 (In Thousands)

1998

1997

Cost

Fair Value

Cost

Fair Value

Marketable securities:
$

Money market funds

185,773

Foreign currency—short-term

-

S

185,771

$

198,103

(2,912)

$

197,927

-

9,297

U.S. and other government obligations

370,130

374,816

368,914

378,788

Corporate obligations

451,169

438,779

306,823

307,501

1,696,948

2,063,646

1,627,179

1,890,084

25,322

21,109

20,742

20,467

2,729,342

3,081,209

2,521,761

2,804,064

Real estate

167,232

152,479

198,383

182,667

Private equity

144,525

145,460

128,459

143,735

Common stock (including REITs)
Other investments
Subtotal
Limited partnerships and similar interests:

Subtotal
Pending securities transactions — net
Total

311,757

297,939

326,842

326,402

(105,406)

(105,403)

(71,919)

(71,997)

$ 2,935,693

$ 3,273,745

$ 2,776,684

S 3,058,469

As of December 31, 1998, under the terms of various venture
capital, real estate limited partnership and other agreements, the
Foundation has commitments to contribute approximately
$163.8 million in additional capital over the next 10 years.

2. Derivative Financial Instruments

Derivatives are financial instruments whose value is based upon
an underlying asset (e.g., treasury bond), index (e.g., S&P 500)
or reference rate (e.g., LIBOR). Over-the-counter ("OTC") derivative products are privately negotiated contractual agreements
that can be tailored to meet individual client needs and include
futures, forwards and options. Exchange-traded derivative products are standardized contracts transacted through regulated
exchanges and include futures and certain options contracts listed on an exchange. Derivatives are utilized extensively as highly
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effective tools that enable users to adjust risk profiles, such as

in an S&P 500 stock portfolio. This combination yields the same

interest rate, currency or other market risks. Additionally, deriva-

return, while often providing for savings on transaction costs.

tives provide users with access to market risk management tools,
The Foundation's fixed income managers set a target for the

which are often unavailable in traditional cash instruments.

duration of their portfolios and use duration analysis to estimate
As a result of its investing strategies, the Foundation is a party to

the degree of the portfolio's sensitivity to interest rate changes.

various derivative financial instruments. Derivatives are used by

When the duration of a particular portfolio of securities is differ-

the Foundation primarily to maintain asset mix or to hedge a por-

ent from their target, Eurodollar or Treasury note futures or

tion of currency or interest rate exposure.

options may be used to adjust the portfolio's duration.

The Foundation invests in international securities and therefore is

Total margin requirements on deposit for futures contracts were

exposed to the effects of foreign exchange rate fluctuations pre-

$7 million at December 31, 1998 ($6.4 million at December

dominantly in Japanese Yen, Swiss Francs, Australian Dollars,

31, 1997).

British Pounds, German Marks and French Francs. Foreign currency options and forward contracts may be used to hedge a por-

The underlying contract amounts ("Notional Values") and fair val-

tion of this currency risk. The Foundation also employs

ues of the Foundation's derivative financial instruments at

derivatives to maintain a desired asset mix. For example, S&P

December 31, 1998 and 1997, are summarized below; all are

500 index futures contracts are used in combination with cash

held for other than trading purposes.

invested in money market instruments to replicate an investment
December 31 (In Thousands)

1998

1997

Fair Value

Notional Value

Notional Value

Fair Value

Equity contracts to manage desired asset mix
(contracts primarily based on S&P 500 Index):
Futures contracts:
$

Liabilities

(21,485)

$

(59)

$

(51,158)

$

10

Fixed income contracts to manage portfolio
duration and interest rate risk:
Futures contracts:
(13)

86,799

232*

6

(10,459)

(48)

12,500

40

39,200

65

(24,500)

(262)

-

Assets

122,428

Liabilities

(11,104)

Put and call options:
Assets
Liabilities
Foreign currency contracts to hedge foreign
exchange exposure in nondollar securities:
Forward contracts:
Assets
Liabilities

65,848

(67)

86,154

(2,888)

(287,590)

(2,846)

(347,735)

12,283

3,216

49,825

1,384

Put and call options:
Assets

60,206
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The Foundation records its derivative activities on a mark-to-

3. Property

market or fair value basis. Assets included in the preceding table
represent the Foundation's unrealized gains, net of unrealized

Expenditures for capital items currently in use are included in the

losses. Similarly, liabilities represent net amounts owed to coun-

property account and depreciated on a straight-line basis over

terparties. Therefore, the fair value of assets/liabilities related to

the lives of the respective assets. At December 31, 1998 and

derivative contracts at December 31,1998 and 1997, represents

1997, the property account included the following:

the Foundation's net receivable/ payable for derivative financial

(In Thousands)

instruments. Market or fair value for the Foundation's derivative
financial instruments is generally determined by either quoted

1998

a series of market inputs to determine the present value of future

Condominium interest
in 420 Fifth Avenue
Condominium improvements

cash flows, with adjustments, as required, for credit risk, liquid-

Furniture, fixtures and equipment

market prices or third-party pricing models. Pricing models utilize

ity risk and ongoing costs.
Off-balance sheet financial instruments involve elements of

Less accumulated depreciation
and amortization

market risk and credit risk. Market risk represents potential loss

Properly— net

1997

$ 16,555

$ 16,555

11,162

11,162

3,284

4,049

31,001

31,766

4,770

4,426

$ 26,231

$ 27,340

from the decrease in the value of off-balance sheet financial
instruments. Credit risk represents potential loss from possible
nonperformance by obligors and counterparties on the terms of
their contracts.

4. Pensions and Other Post-Retirement Benefits

At December 31, 1998, there was approximately $6.1 million
related to OTC contracts and $0.4 million related to exchangetraded contracts. Counterparties to the Foundation's OTC derivative products are high credit quality institutions, which are
primarily banks, securities firms and investment companies.
Management does not anticipate that losses, if any, resulting
from credit or market risk, would materially affect the Foundation's financial position.

The Foundation maintains a defined benefit pension plan (the
"Plan") for regular salaried employees who are at least 21 years
old and have completed one year of service or have attained the
age of 40. The Plan provides retirement benefits based on years of
service and final average pay, with benefits after retirement subject to increase under a cost-of-living augmentation formula. The
Foundation makes annual contributions to the Plan, as needed,
based on actuarial calculations, in amounts sufficient to meet the

The Foundation's two custodians maintain securities lending programs on behalf of the Foundation, and maintain collateral at all
times in excess of the value of the securities on loan. Investment
of this collateral is in accordance with specified guidelines. Interest earned on these transactions is included with other investment income in the statements of activities. The market value of
securities on loan at December 31,1998 and 1997, was $226.6
million and $236.9 million, respectively.

minimum funding requirements pursuant to the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974. Plan assets are invested in a diversified portfolio of equities and fixed income securities.
In 1998, the Foundation replaced its 401(a) Trusteed SavingsPlan with a 401(k) plan of the same name. Foundation contributions are made to equal 3 percent of compensation plus a dollarfor-dollar match of up to an additional 2 percent of compensation
contributed on a pre-tax basis by staff up to the compensation
cap of $160,000. Staff can make additional unmatched pre-tax
contributions which, combined with staff contributions that are
matched, cannot exceed the maximum pre-tax contribution limit
of $10,000. All contributions are credited to the staff members'
accounts. The Foundation's contributions to
the plans were $506,000 in 1998 and
$405,000 in 1997.
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Foundation accrues the expected cost of providing post-retire-

The Foundation provides certain health care and life insurance
benefits ("Other Benefits") for retired employees. Employees are

ment benefits over the years that employees render service and

eligible for these benefits when they meet the criteria for

pays the cost of retiree health care benefits with excess pension

retirement under the Foundation's pension plan. The plans are

plan assets under the provisions of Section 401(h) of the

noncontributory and there are no cost sharing features. The

Internal Revenue Code.

(In Thousands)

Other Benefits

Pension Benefits

$

Benefit obligation at year-end

51,661

$

47,706

1997

1998

1997

1998

$

14,664

$

12,939

Fair value of plan assets at year-end

97,305

93,066

-

-

Funded status of the plan (underfunded)

45,644

45,360

(14,664)

(12,939)

Prepaid (accrued) benefit cost recognized in the
statement of financial position

36,171

30,288

(17,876)

(17,803)

Discount rate

6.75%

7.00%

6.75%

7.00%

Expected return on plan assets

9.00%

9.00%

Rate of compensation increase

5.00%

5.00%

Weighted-average assumptions as of December 31;

For measurement purposes, an 8 percent annual rate of increase in the per capita cost of covered health care benefits was
assumed for 2000. The rate was assumed to decrease gradually to 6 percent by 2002 and remain at that level thereafter.
(In Thousands)

Other Benefits

Pension Benefits
1998

Net periodic benefit cost (credit)

$

$

2,669

Benefits paid

(5,299)

1997

1998

1997

(5,883)

$

847

2,565

$

774

percent to 5.1 percent. The nominal interest

5. Bonds Payable

rates attributable to the term bonds are 5.3
During fiscal 1993, the Foundation issued $20,445,000 in tax-

percent and 5.4 percent.

exempt term bonds and $9,815,000 in tax-exempt serial bonds
to fund the acquisition, construction and furnishing of a new

The serial bonds mature in various amounts, ranging

office facility (the "Facility")- The bond proceeds and related

from $585,000 to $880,000 per year, through 2008.

investment income earned were held by a trustee (the "Trustee")

The term bonds are due in 2013 ($5,140,000) and

and have been disbursed at the direction of the Foundation to

2023 ($15,305,000). Bond maturities are as follows:

fund allowable Facility-related costs.
(In Thousands)

The bonds are rated Aaa by Moody's and AM by Standard &
Poor's, and are backed by the general assets of the Foundation.
In addition, the bonds are secured by the Foundation's ownership
interest in the Facility, a leasehold interest in the Facility,
insurance proceeds with respect to the
Facility and certain amounts held by the
Trustee. The nominal interest rates on
the serial bonds range from

Fiscal year ending
December 31:

1999

$

585

2000

610

2001

635

2002

665

2003
Thereafter

4.1
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695
24,450
$ 27,640

994
737

6. Appropriations and Expenditures
Appropriations by the trustees are considered to be obligations
when grants are approved (awarded) for specific grantees; appropriations not released for specific grantees and the appropriation
for the budget for the next year are considered as board-designated net assets. The majority of approved grants are scheduled

for payment within one year. Administrative costs, including
investment expenses and excise taxes, account for approximately 19 percent (23 percent in 1997) of the Foundation's total
expenses, and are charged to operations when incurred.

Appropriations and expenditures for the year are summarized as follows:

(In Thousands)

Appropriated for
Specific
Grantees/Purposes

Balance, January 1, 1998

$

Approved grants and program and administrative costs

Appropriated for
Allocation and
Next Year's Budget

66,716

$

145,899

Lapses and refunds
1999 budget

66,797

(200)
(145,641)

-

175,000

175,000

$

$

251,647

291,320
(2,035)

(23)

(145,641)

Balance, December 31, 1998

$

(147,934)

(177)

Expenditures for grants and operations

224,604

Total
Appropriated

$

318,444

7. Federal Excise Tax
The Foundation is a philanthropic organization chartered in
1913 "to promote the well-being of mankind throughout the
world." The Foundation qualifies as a tax-exempt organization
under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code and,
accordingly, is not subject to Federal income tax. Because the
Foundation is classified as a private foundation, it is subject to a
Federal excise tax of 1 percent or 2 percent on investment
income (its principal source of revenue) less investment expenses, and on net realized taxable gains on securities transactions.

In accordance with Section 4940(e) of the Internal Revenue
Code, for the years ended December 31, 1998 and 1997, the
Foundation did not meet the specified distribution requirements
and, therefore, was subject to a Federal excise tax of 2 percent.
Deferred Federal excise tax arises from temporary differences
between financial and tax reporting related to investment income
and the difference between the cost basis and market value of
marketable securities.
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8. Use of Estimates
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with gen-

lion for the purchase of new hardware and $1 million for soft-

erally accepted accounting principles requires management to

ware, professional services and staff costs that will be expensed

make estimates and assumptions that affect the amounts report-

as they are incurred. As of December 31,1998, the Foundation

ed in the financial statements and accompanying notes. Man-

has incurred approximately $800,000 for the development and

agement believes that the estimates utilized in preparing its

installation of new software and hardware, which includes

financial statements are reasonable and prudent. Actual results

assessing and monitoring the Year 2000 Issue. The projects are

could differ from these estimates.

all estimated to be completed not later than August 31,

1999,

which is prior to any anticipated impact on the operating systems. The costs of the projects and the date on which the Foundation believes it will complete the systems and infrastructure
9. Year 2000 (Unaudited)

replacements, including the Year 2000 modifications, are based

Like other companies, financial and business organizations, and
individuals around the world, the Foundation could be adversely
affected if the computer systems it uses and those used by the
Foundation's investment managers, custodians and other major
service providers do not properly process and calculate daterelated information and data from and after January 1, 2000.
This is commonly known as the "Year 2000 Issue."
The Foundation has assessed its computer systems and is in the
process of testing its ability to interface with the systems of its pri-

on management's best estimates, which were derived utilizing
numerous assumptions of future events, including the continued
availability of certain resources and otherfactors. However, there
can be no guarantee that these estimates will be achieved and
actual results could differ materially from those anticipated.
The Foundation is in the process of establishing a contingency
plan to address recovery from unavoided or unavoidable Year
2000 problems. Such plan is intended to be completed by
September 1999.

mary custodian and other major service providers. The Foundation is taking steps to address the Year 2000 Issue with respect
to the computer systems it uses and is continuing to work with its
custodians and investment

managers and other service

providers. Both of the Foundation's custodians are leading worldwide institutions and have dedicated significant staff and monetary resources to ensuring compliance. At this time, however,
there can be no assurance that all Year 2000 issues will be satisfactorily resolved. The inability of the Foundation or its third
party service providers to timely complete all necessary procedures to address the Year 2000 Issue could have a material
adverse effect on the Foundation's operations. Management will
continue to monitor the status of and its exposure to this issue.
Although specific costs incurred by the Foundation in achieving
Year 2000 compliance have not been isolated, the total cost for
making all currently planned and in-process systems alterations
is estimated at approximately $2 million. This includes $1 mil-
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